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Abstract
Quantum coherence is the key ingredient for characteristically quantum effects. It allows for rad-
ically different technologies than those using classical systems, including quantum communication,
quantum computation, and other devices with quantum control. Quantum coherences are, how-
ever, extremely fragile and susceptible to damage from environmental noise. The success of any
experiment or technology based on quantum phenomena demands careful preservation of quantum
coherences within the system. The study of the effects of noise on a quantum system, and how to
prevent loss of coherence is the central theme of this thesis.
Starting from basic principles behind how information is stored in a system and what it means
for it to be preserved, we build up a framework that allows one to understand what kind of infor-
mation can survive through a noise process. The resulting elegant matrix-algebraic description of
information-preserving structures within a quantum system characterizes codes that can perfectly
preserve information in the presence of noise. Our framework encompasses examples like pointer
states, noiseless subsystems and error-correcting codes. Furthermore, it leads to a simple, analytical
approach to approximate quantum error correction. While perfect quantum error correction is a
standard method used to protect information from noise, approximate error correction allows for
the use of a smaller quantum system to store the same information, without sacrificing much in
resilience against noise.
Asking what happens to information stored in a quantum system when the encoding and re-
covery procedures in error correction are also noisy leads to the concept of fault tolerance. Fault
tolerance provides schemes, built upon quantum error correction, that enable accurate simulation
of a quantum computation even when the elementary gates are imperfect. Realistic gates used to
build a fault-tolerant circuit, however, often require additional noise-suppression techniques in or-
der for any quantum effects to be observed at all. A common technique is dynamical decoupling.
We demonstrate how dynamical decoupling in elementary gates can be rigorously accounted for in
the fault-tolerance analysis, and show how, under the right conditions, it can lead to fault-tolerant
circuits with less stringent noise and resource requirements.
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1Chapter 1
Background and Overview
Nature seems to have selected us humans to be classical beings. As macroscopic entities, our everyday
observations and experiences are deeply rooted in the classical world, where no superpositions of
dead and live cats, fortunately, are visible. Nature, however, is generous enough to grant us sufficient
intelligence to be cognitive of the miracles of the quantum world and the possibilities enabled by the
presence of quantum coherences. The rapidly expanding field of quantum technologies—quantum
information, quantum computation and other devices with quantum control—is born from exploiting
such quantum coherences. Quantum teleportation, transmission of information guaranteed to be
secure by physical laws, and fast factoring of large numbers with no known efficient classical algorithm
are but a few of many novel ideas made possible by the use of quantum coherences. Residing at
the confluence of mathematics, computer science and physics, the study of quantum technologies
will undoubtedly be instrumental in furthering the search for links [1] between information and our
description of the physical world.
While quantum coherences are at the root of phenomena like quantum entanglement and quan-
tum parallelism that give quantum technologies their edge over classical counterparts, these coher-
ences are also much more fragile and susceptible to damage from environmental noise. Because we
are using the quantum coherences for our macroscopic concerns like transmission of data over long
distances, and we probe the system with macroscopic instruments, it is particularly difficult to fight
the natural tendency for the quantum system to decohere into one with essentially only classical
properties. Even though in principle, quantum mechanics can offer very powerful techniques and
algorithms, the real test of whether such technologies offer a true advantage over methods based on
classical systems is if the advantage materializes even in the presence of noise. It is hence impor-
tant to assess the power of quantum technologies in terms of their performance under noise. The
study of the effects of noise on the quantum system and how to preserve the all-important quantum
coherences is the central theme of this thesis.
21.1 Error Correction
The distinction between a classical system and one possessing quantum coherences lies in the differ-
ence in the physical state space. In a classical system, the only accessible states are pointer states
(see, e.g., [2]), which take their name from the different “directions” of the pointer of a macroscopic
measuring instrument. A pointer that can only point in two directions gives rise to the notion of
a classical bit, representing either 0 or 1. A pointer with more directions gives rise to a classical
unit of information with a larger alphabet. One can also talk about mixtures of different pointer
states, corresponding to a probabilistic distribution of pointer directions. A quantum system on
the other hand, can reside in not just probabilistic mixtures of pointer states, but its state space
includes superpositions of pointer states. Pointer states arise as orthonormal basis states in the
Hilbert vector space description of quantum states. The quantum system can reside in any of the
states corresponding to a normalized vector in the Hilbert space formed from a complex linear
combination of the basis states. This complex linear combination, of a very different nature from
a probabilistic mixture, is what constitutes quantum coherence between the pointer states, and is
absent in a classical system. A quantum system with a two-dimensional Hilbert space can carry up
to a quantum bit—a qubit—of information; one with a d-dimensional Hilbert space can carry up to
a qudit of information.
To represent a classical bit of information, we only need a physical pointer that can point in
two directions. To have some inherent resilience to noise, however, we can instead work with a
pointer that can point in any spatial direction, but we divide up the possible directions into two
bins, labeled “0” and “1,” according to the angle with two antipodal directions (see figure 1.1). This
provides a natural immunity to errors since little nudges from the environment are typically unable
to cause the pointer, initially in one of the antipodal directions, to jump from one bin to the other
and cause a bit-flip in the information. One can provide further protection from noise by duplicating
the information. For example, instead of representing 0 using a single pointer in the 0-direction,
we utilize three pointers, all initialized in the 0-direction. Similarly for representing 1. Then, for
noise that acts on the individual pointers weakly and independently, it is unlikely that more than
one pointer experiences a bit-flip at any one time. Majority voting can then be used to correct any
bit-flip that may have occurred, and restore the information.
The last example above is the 3-bit repetition code, the simplest example of an error-correcting
code. The basic idea behind error correction is to encode the information into a physical state space
that is larger than is needed to carry the information. This larger state space provides room for
the information to be tucked away in some corner that is either unaffected by the noise afflicting
the physical system, or for which the noise acts in a way that permits recovery. More specifically,
to provide protection against noise for a single bit, one picks two states—the code states—from
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θ
Figure 1.1. Storing a bit in three-dimensional space. The northern hemisphere (shaded) is identified
with the bin labeled 0 and the southern hemisphere with the bin labeled 1. If the pointer makes
angle θ < 90o with the vertical axis, we decode it to be the state 0; otherwise, we decode it to be
the state 1.
the large state space, one to represent 0, the other to represent 1. These two states are chosen
such that some or all of the remaining states in the large state space can be divided into two bins,
one for each code state. Each bin comprises all states that can be the image of the code state for
that bin, under the action of a correctable error, given some correction or recovery procedure. An
uncorrectable error maps a code state outside of its bin. In the case depicted in figure 1.1, the large
state space corresponds to the continuous directions of the pointer. The code states are the two
antipodal directions, while the bin for each code state contains all the states in the same hemisphere
as the code state. A strong kick from the noise can cause a large swing in the pointer from one bin
to the other, resulting in an uncorrectable error. For the repetition code, the large state space is the
3-bit space consisting of 23 = 8 pointer states, while the code is made up of the states 000 and 111
representing 0 and 1 respectively. The bin for 000 holds all 3-bit states that differ from it by at most
a single bit, i.e., {000, 001, 010, 100}; the bin for 111 is {111, 110, 101, 011}. A pair of simultaneous
bit-flips will cause the initial code state to switch bins and result in an uncorrectable error.
Once the information is carefully encoded into the physical system, it can be exposed to the
noise. To correct any error that may occur, one reads the state of the system, identifies the bin it
belongs to and decodes the state into 0 or 1 according to the bin label. We will decode wrongly if
the noise caused the state of the system to jump between bins, but with a well-designed code, this
will be a rare occurrence. With the aid of error correction—encoding, exposing to noise, and then
recovering, the classical bit can be made to persist even in the presence of noise.
So much for error correction for classical information. What about error correction for quantum
information? Indeed, quantum information and computation would have died in its infancy if not
for the discovery of quantum error correction (QEC). That error correction is possible for quantum
4information came rather as a surprise. Firstly, duplication of the information is forbidden by the
no-cloning theorem [3, 4], which excludes the existence of a physical operation that carries out the
map |ψ〉 7→ |ψ〉 ⊗ |ψ〉 for all |ψ〉 in a Hilbert space. Such a map exists only for a set of mutually
orthogonal states, such as pointer states representing classical information. This disallows the use
of the natural generalization of the repetition code |ψ〉 7→ |ψ〉 ⊗ |ψ〉 ⊗ |ψ〉 for encoding a qubit,
which requires |ψ〉 to be arbitrary. Furthermore, while a bit has only two discrete states, a qubit has
infinitely many states—in fact, a full two-dimensional Hilbert space of states, which is uncountable.
Following the basic idea behind classical error correction, this would require dividing up some larger
state space into an uncountable number of bins. Looking up which bin a given state belongs to would
then require searching over the uncountable set of bins, which seems impossible. Even before we
encounter this problem of searching over the bins, it is not even clear how we can read out the state
of the system without destroying the information. A related consequence of the no-cloning theorem
is the fact that we cannot perfectly distinguish between nonorthogonal states in the Hilbert space.
This means that we cannot tell for sure which state the quantum system is in. Any measurement
of the state of the system in order to carry out a recovery procedure would destroy the quantum
coherences so crucial for the technological advantage of using a qubit.
QEC is however, possible, as [5] and [6] independently found in the mid-1990s. The basic
technique is still to store the qubit of information we want to protect in a larger quantum system,
for example, storing a qubit of information in a system of n-qubits, with n > 1. Even though
cloning of the qubit into multiple copies is impossible, the Hilbert space of multiple qubits is a much
larger space than the space of a single qubit because of the fundamental tensor product description
of the multiple-qubit Hilbert space. It is hence conceivable that within this larger Hilbert space,
one can find a part that is sufficiently well protected from the noise in which to store the qubit
of information. The basic principle behind QEC is hence not so much redundancy in terms of
information duplication as in the repetition code for classical information, but in sequestering the
information away in some small, protected corner of the larger Hilbert space.
What is different from classical error correction is the way the recovery procedure is done. Instead
of reading out the state of the system before figuring out what is wrong with it, we need to perform
a recovery that is blind to the information encoded in the system, since any state information that
leaks out will disturb the quantum coherences and cause irreparable damage. A crucial ingredient
in this is the description of the noise process in terms of a finite number of errors. This is the
quantum channel, quantum operation, or quantum process description of the noise. Provided the
system initially contains the full qubit of information (i.e., the qubit is initially in a product state
with its environment), the noise process on the system will be a completely positive (CP), trace-
preserving (TP) map (see section 1.4 for introduction to a CPTP map). Any CPTP map on a
d-dimensional quantum system can be described using a set of Kraus operators. Denoting the set of
5Kraus operators as {Ei}Ki=1, a noise process E acts as the linear map
E(ρ) =
K∑
i=1
EiρE
†
i , (1.1)
for any operator ρ on the system. The set of Kraus operators of a CPTP map E is non-unique, and
there always exists a set with no more than d2 elements. The Kraus operators {Ei} are sometimes
referred to as the effects for the noise and can be viewed as a discrete set of possible errors the
system can experience. Each term Ei(·)E†i in equation (1.1) can be understood as describing the
action of the error Ei, normalized by its probability of occurrence. Since we have to maintain the
quantum coherences between all the states in the encoded qubit, the only possible way each Ei can
act on the code states and not disturb the information is if it acts as a unitary operation on the
entire code space. The unitary corresponding to error Ei then does nothing but rotate the entire
code into some other part of the larger Hilbert space. Furthermore, each Ei must rotate the code
to a disjoint part of the Hilbert space. The recovery procedure then merely involves figuring out
via syndrome measurements, which Ei has acted, i.e., where the code has been rotated to, and then
reversing that rotation to restore the code to its original position (see figure 1.2).
1.2 Codes and Preserved Information
Given the central role played by codes in ensuring the survival of information in the presence of
noise, it is important to discover a complete characterization of codes. A few natural questions
arise. Given a noise process and a physical system, what are the preserved codes, i.e., codes capable
of preserving information through the action of the noise? What type and how much information can
these codes carry? Is there a general structure for preserved codes? Is there an efficient algorithm
to find preserved codes? The attempt to answer to these questions form the content of chapter 2 of
this thesis.
Before we can even begin to tackle the questions, we must first understand what it means for
information to be preserved. Information stored in a code is certainly preserved if the code states
satisfy
(R ◦ E)(ρ) = ρ, (1.2)
for any state ρ in the code. Here, R describes the error correction procedure (including the syndrome
measurement and the final recovery operation). This fixed-point condition however, is not necessary
for information preservation, since one really only need to preserve the part of the code states
that carry the information. This is the case for codes like noiseless subsystems, where a factor in
the tensor product of a composite system is left untouched—noiseless—by the noise process. The
reduced states on the noiseless subsystem are invariant under the noise and hence can be used to store
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state
space
state
space
state
channel E
(a) A classsical code
(b) A quantum code
bin 2
bin 1
bin 4
bin 3
bin 0
E3
E2
E1
code C
E2CE†2
E3CE†3
code C
E1CE†1
Figure 1.2. Quantum and classical codes. (a) A classical code. Black dots indicate the code states
representing classical labels 0, 1, etc. The empty dots are the images of the code states after the
action of a noise process E . The box on the left shows the division of the physical state space into
disjoint bins of states, each centered about a code state. The box on the right shows how E can cause
a shift in the relative positions of the code states. (b) A quantum code. C consists of a full qubit of
code states, represented by the shaded rectangle. Each error Ei brings the entire code to a different
part of the Hilbert space, without changing the relative positions of the code states (represented
schematically by the five dots).
information without even the need for a recovery. The full state of the composite system is however
typically modified by the noise and does not satisfy equation (1.2). Equation (1.2) is furthermore
not necessary because the information must be preserved even before we apply the recovery R. No
physical recovery will be capable of restoring information that was destroyed. Hence, there must be
some criterion for information preservation more general than equation (1.2), since the post-noise
code states may be very different from the states we started with.
Now, to retrieve information from the system, we try to figure out the answer to the following
question: which state, out of the many possible code states, is the system prepared in? From this,
7it becomes clear that what is necessary for the preservation of information is not the invariance of
the code state or parts of the code state, but the invariance of the mutual distinguishability between
states used to store the information. The noise process E can be viewed as mapping the initial code
C to a post-noise code E(C). The information is left intact if the mutual distinguishability between
the states in E(C) is unchanged from that in C.
Starting from this basic tenet of preserved information corresponding to invariant distinguisha-
bility, together with the general description of the noise process as a CPTP map, we will show in
chapter 2 that there is a surprisingly rigid structure to codes that are noiseless, i.e., require no
nontrivial recovery, under the noise process. We will see that all codes that can carry noiseless in-
formation are related to fixed states of the noise channel, and have structures that can be described
by a matrix algebra. A matrix algebra is simply a set of matrices (or operators) that is closed under
addition, multiplication and Hermitian conjugation. All information we want to remain noiseless
under the noise process must be stored in these matrix-algebraic structures. This matrix-algebraic
description can be extended to all correctable codes for the noise channel. In fact, for a particular
notion of information preservation, the matrix-algebraic description holds for all preserved codes.
These matrix-algebraic structures, which we refer to as information preserving structures (IPSs),
admit very concise and elegant descriptions, and they identify the degrees of freedom in the system
that can carry information we want preserved under the noise process.
Viewed from the quantum computation or information perspective, our results characterize codes
that can be used for error-free data manipulation in the presence of noise, and encompass examples of
codes known in the literature. Our IPS framework further allows one to find codes that are passively
preserved under the noise process using an efficient algorithm. Viewed from the mathematical
perspective, our analysis shows that the fixed-point set of any CPTP map can be described by a
matrix algebra, a fact that is useful in itself. That matrix algebras, the key characteristic of which is
the closure under matrix multiplication, arise from the linear description of the open system evolution
is perhaps one of the more surprising aspects of our work. Viewed from the physics perspective, the
IPSs capture the only degrees of freedom in a system that are stable under the influence of the noise,
and hence are the only properties of the system that can be reliably manipulated in experiments.
As part of the program of information as a fundamental description of the physical world [1],
our conclusions answer the question: what types of information—bit, qubit, or more exotic data
structures—are allowed to persist in an open quantum system? For a generic macroscopic environ-
ment, Zurek’s theory of environmentally induced superselection, or einselection for short, provides
the answer as pointer states, capable of representing only classical information (see [2] for a good
review). Einselection is viewed as a possible route to the emergence of classicality from a fundamen-
tally quantum world, and explains why the world around us appears classical. In terms of quantum
phenomena however, this description need not apply if we are careful enough in the lab to avoid
8complete decoherence into a classical system, and the noise model can be very different from that
leading to classicality. In this situation, the answer to what information can remain noiseless, or
even preserved, would seem to depend on the noise structure. However, there is a good answer
to the question, at least in the case of noiseless information—the noiseless information constitute
matrix algebras. While the shape and size of the matrix algebra does depend on the detailed nature
of the noise, the fact that information that persists under noise has the structure of a matrix algebra
is universal. Every matrix algebra can be written as a direct sum of superselection sectors. The
noise thus induces a superselection rule on the system, permitting only a preferred decomposition
into superselection sectors to remain stable under the noise. The set of einselected pointer states
can be thought of as a special type of IPS, where the superselection sectors are all one dimensional,
and is appropriate for the description of a generic macroscopic environment lacking any symmetries
supporting the survival of nontrivial quantum information.
The IPS framework describes perfectly preserved codes for any noise process. What about approx-
imately preserved information? As mentioned above, the critical fact behind the elegant algebraic
structure of perfectly preserved codes is that the fixed points of CPTP maps form matrix algebras.
The perturbation of this statement to the approximate case turns out not to be true—approximate
fixed points of a CPTP map need not form a matrix algebra. While simple, controlled perturbations
from the perfect case can still be described using a generalized version of the IPS framework, extend-
ing the full IPS framework to describe all possible approximately preserved codes seems difficult.
However, lessons learned from the IPS framework emerge as being very useful for the study of
approximate QEC (subspace) codes. Approximate QEC is particularly interesting because it offers
the possibility of using fewer qubits, and hence less stringent resource requirements, to encode a
single qubit of information while not sacrificing much on the effectiveness of the noise protection.
Approximate codes might also be found where no perfect QEC code exists. The connection between
approximate QEC and our IPS work comes from a theorem that forms an important step in the
IPS framework. The theorem states that, for an operationally motivated notion of preserved, all
perfectly preserved codes are perfectly correctable, i.e., there exists a physical recovery operation
that one can perform to restore the information to its original position in the Hilbert space of the
system. What is particularly interesting is that the recovery map—the transpose channel—needed
to recover the information is a very simple map that depends only on the support of the code and
the noise process. It turns out that, as we will show in chapter 3, one of the central tools of standard
QEC theory, the QEC conditions, can be rewritten in a way so that the role of the transpose channel
becomes particularly clear. This leads us to suspect that the transpose channel has a role to play
even in the case of approximate QEC codes that can be understood as perturbed versions of standard
QEC codes.
The resulting simple and analytical approach to approximate QEC codes is the subject of chapter
93. Despite the fact that the transpose channel is not the optimal recovery map in terms of its ability
to recover the code states with as high a fidelity as possible, it is provably near optimal. This
fact allows us to establish simple necessary and sufficient conditions for a code to be approximately
correctable for a given noise channel, and forms the foundation of a straightforward algorithm to
find approximate QEC codes. Our analytical approach based on a near-optimal recovery map is to
be compared to previous work in the literature relying on numerical convex optimization to find a
recovery map not guaranteed to be optimal, but that only performs well on average. As we will see
in the example we will discuss in detail, the transpose channel works remarkably well in maintaining
the fidelity of the stored information. It has comparable performance to other recovery maps often
found by much more complicated analyses, and in fact outperforms some of them. The universal
form of the transpose channel enables one to obtain with ease codes that work reasonably well for
a given noise channel, without having to implement difficult numerical or analytical procedures.
We believe this transpose channel will be very useful for furthering analytical understanding of
approximate QEC.
1.3 Fault Tolerance with Dynamical Decoupling
So far, we have assumed that the encoding and recovery operations are performed perfectly, with
the only source of errors coming from the environment in between the initial encoding and the final
recovery procedure. This is a good approximation for modern classical computers, where circuit
elements are very reliable. This is particularly so since, with the huge increase in efficiency and
drop in cost in the silicon fabrication technology, most chips used in computers nowadays have been
post-selected to be free of hardware errors with long quality lifetime. The only remaining sources of
errors are then in the transmission and storage of data, which can be protected against using error
correction with the near-perfect circuit elements.
In the early days of classical computers, however, the situation was very different. Gates were
built from vacuum tubes which can be very unreliable. This gave rise to the notion of fault tolerance
of the computational circuit. Fault tolerance simply means that the system must be able to continue
to execute its core function, perhaps with degradation of peripheral services, despite sustaining a few
faults in the system. In modern distributed classical computing systems, some implementation of
fault-tolerant concepts is still necessary because the probability of having a failure in at least one of
many parallel components in the cluster increases with the number of components. One must thus
take care to assemble the components in such a way that failure in any one of them do not cause a
catastrophic system-wide failure. Fault-tolerant procedures in classical computation usually involve
using codes to protect the information from noise, in conjunction with careful design of networks so
as to control the spread of errors due to faults in a single component in the system.
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In quantum computers, the situation is much like early classical computers, where the basic circuit
elements are noisy and fragile. Even though the information stored and processed in the system
can be protected using QEC codes, an additional stumbling block is that the gates performing the
error correction can themselves be unreliable and prone to faults. QEC codes discussed in the
previous sections are designed to work when the error correction operations—encoding operations,
syndrome measurements, and recovery operations—are performed perfectly with no errors. If the
error correction operations are themselves error prone, they may in fact add, rather than correct,
errors in the data. For example, a fault occurring in the syndrome measurement might cause an
error in the encoded information to be detected when none occurred. The subsequent recovery
operation, based on the erroneous syndrome, will then introduce an actual error into the data. It
thus becomes unclear whether QEC using noisy error correction operations can truly reduce the
noise in the system. Furthermore, adding error correction to a circuit necessarily makes it larger
and more complicated, and hence the chance of having a fault in at least one of its components
increases.
The error correction process must thus be carefully constructed so that the error correction
using noisy circuit elements still reduces the damaging effects of noise. In addition, to ensure that
the fragile quantum information is always protected from the noise, one should never decode the
information until we are done processing it and want to extract the answer to the computation. This
requires applying computational gates to encoded information. A simple gate coupling together two
qubits of information, for instance, will now involve performing a joint operation on two blocks of
qubits, each encoding a single qubit of information. Such many-qubit interaction can result in an
error in a qubit, caused by a single fault in the circuit, to propagate and spread to other qubits
participating in the same operation. Meticulous design of encoded operations is thus necessary to
avoid uncontrolled spread of errors. Accomplishing these requirements are the goals of fault-tolerant
schemes of quantum computation.
Past work has demonstrated that fault-tolerant quantum computation is possible for a variety of
different noise models, with the right choice of code and careful design of the computational circuit.
This offers some confidence that the advantage of quantum computation over classical computation
is robust even in the presence of noise. An important lesson from these studies is that the fault-
tolerant scheme of computation will only be successful for noise below some threshold level. Below
the threshold, the error correction, despite being inherently noisy, is able to correct the errors in the
circuit faster than they occur so that the errors can be removed and the spread of damage can be
halted before causing failure in the computation. Above the threshold, the added error correction
and encoded operations increase the circuit complexity but are unable to correct errors fast enough
to result in an overall decrease in noise. Errors then spread unchecked and the computation fails.
All previous analyses of fault-tolerant quantum computation are built upon QEC as the basic
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protection against noise. QEC is however, not the only way to reduce the effects of noise on the
system. Another important noise reduction technique is the method of dynamical decoupling (DD).
DD has its roots in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments, where one applies strong and
short pulses to a system, with the goal of “averaging away” the effects of the noise on the system.
Heuristically, the pulses can be thought of as rapidly rotating or randomizing the frame of the system
so that the effects of the noise cancel out. The pulse sequence can be chosen according to the noise
model, and there are a myriad of different possible schemes, each providing different effectiveness of
noise suppression in the presence of different types of noise. Requiring only a sequence of pulses to
be applied to the system, DD offers an important advantage over QEC methods—it is much simpler
to implement since it calls for no measurements or conditional recovery operations as in the case of
QEC, which typically need ancilla (extra) qubits.
DD methods are commonly employed in current experiments to carry out quantum operations
with suppressed noise. In many cases, the DD noise suppression is necessary for any quantum effects
to be observed at all. It is thus likely that actual circuit elements to be used in building a quantum
computer will contain some noise suppression from DD pulse sequences. Now, in a description where
the noise suppression from DD is apparent, the resulting effective noise acting on the system can
be rather different from the noise model that one would expect from physical considerations in the
absence of DD. It is typically unlike any of the noise models considered in the existing literature
on fault tolerance discussing only QEC methods of noise reduction. Because of this, it becomes
unclear if one can succeed in building a quantum computer with fault-tolerance properties using
such DD-protected gates.
Proving that fault tolerance is still possible in the presence of DD is the subject of chapter 4.
We will show how incorporating DD sequences into the design of the physical or elementary gates
modifies the fault-tolerance properties of the computational circuit. Under the right conditions,
the DD pulse sequences can actually give rise to a less stringent fault-tolerance threshold condition
as compared to a scheme without the use of DD. That this is not always true is due to the same
reason as for QEC-based fault-tolerant circuits—the addition of DD pulse sequences increases the
complexity of the circuit, and hence raises the number of locations in the circuit that can be faulty.
Our conclusions thus restore the confidence that fault-tolerant quantum computation is possible
with realistic gates, and demonstrate how one might be able to relax the very stringent demands on
how weak the physical noise must be, with the help of additional noise suppression from DD.
1.4 Preliminary Tools
Before leaving this introductory chapter, let us discuss some tools and terminology that will be
useful throughout the discussion in this thesis.
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Basic Terminology
We begin with some basic terminology. A quantum system in a definite state |ψ〉 is said to be in
a pure state. The density operator, i.e., a positive (semidefinite), trace-1 operator, describing such
a state is ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|. A system that is in the state |ψi〉 with probability pi, for some set of pure
states |ψ1〉, |ψ2〉, . . . , |ψN 〉 for N ≥ 2, is in a mixed state. The corresponding density operator is
ρ =
∑N
i=1 pi|ψi〉〈ψi|. We will refer to density operators of a system also as states, which, unless
stated otherwise, can be pure or mixed.
The vector space of pure states |ψ〉 of a quantum system, endowed with an inner product 〈φ|ψ〉,
is known as the Hilbert space H. The set of all bounded operators on H is denoted as B(H), which
contains all density operators and observables of the system. For any subspace A of H, the set
of bounded operators on A will be denoted B(A). For any operator O ∈ B(A), its support in A,
denoted as supp(O), is the linear span (and hence a subspace) of all |ψ〉 ∈ A such that 〈ψ|O|ψ〉 > 0.
The support of a set of operators O ≡ {Oi}, denoted as supp(O), is the union of the supports of all
Oi: supp(O) ≡
⋃
i supp(Oi). The commutant in B(A) of O is the set of all operators in B(A) that
commute with all elements in O. Also, an operator O is said to be full-rank on a subspace A if, for
all |ψ〉 ∈ A, 〈ψ|O|ψ〉 > 0.
It is often convenient to work with the set B(H) in the Hilbert-Schmidt space. The Hilbert-
Schmidt space is a vector space where elements of B(H) are viewed as vectors. It is endowed with
an inner product tr(A†B) for any A,B ∈ B(H). Linear maps on operators in B(H) are represented
as matrices acting on vectors in the Hilbert-Schmidt space. To go from the operator description
to the Hilbert-Schmidt space, one picks any orthonormal basis {Oi} for B(H). Then, the vector
corresponding to any operator A ∈ B(H) has entries given by tr{O†iA}; the matrix corresponding
to a linear map E on operators in B(H) has matrix elements given by tr{O†i E(Oj)}.
Given a bipartite system composed of two subsystems A and B, and composite Hilbert space
H ≡ HA⊗HB, a product state is a state of the form ρ⊗σ for some state ρ on A and some state σ on
B. A product state contains no correlations between subsystems A and B. A separable state is one
where the bipartite state can be written as a probabilistic mixture of product states between the two
subsystems. Such a state contains only probabilistic correlations between A and B. All other states
in H, i.e., those that cannot be written as separable states, are called entangled states. An example
of an entangled state between two qubit subsystems is the singlet state |ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|10〉− |01〉), where
|0〉 and |1〉 are the basis states for the single-qubit Hilbert space.
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Norms
We will make use of two different norms for operators in this thesis. The first is the operator norm,
which we denote as ‖ · ‖, and is defined for any operator A acting on a vector space H as
‖A‖ ≡ sup
|v〉∈H
‖A|v〉‖
‖|v〉‖ , (1.3)
where ‖ · ‖ for a vector is the Euclidean norm ‖|v〉‖ ≡ √〈v|v〉. ‖A‖ is also given by maxi si, where
{si} is the set of singular values of A. If A is normal, ‖A‖ = maxi |λi|, where {λi} is the set of
eigenvalues of A. The operator norm is also sometimes referred to as the spectral norm.
Another norm we will make use of is the trace norm, which we denote as ‖ · ‖tr. The trace norm
of any operator A is defined as
‖A‖tr ≡ tr|A| = tr
√
A†A. (1.4)
‖A‖tr can also be computed as the sum of the singular values of A, i.e., ‖A‖tr =
∑
i si. For a normal
A, ‖A‖tr =
∑
i |λi|. The trace norm is also sometimes called the 1-norm.
Both norms satisfy the triangle inequality, as must be true for any norm:
|||A+B||| ≤ |||A|||+ |||B|||, (1.5)
where ||| · ||| represents either the operator norm or the trace norm. They are both unitarily-invariant
norms, i.e.,
|||UAV ||| = |||A|||, (1.6)
for any unitary matrices U and V . They are also both submultiplicative (in fact, any unitarily-
invariant norm is submultiplicative, see for example, [7]), i.e.,
|||AB||| ≤ |||A||| |||B|||, (1.7)
and are multiplicative over a tensor product, i.e.,
|||A⊗ B||| = |||A||| |||B|||. (1.8)
CP Maps
Suppose the quantum system is initially in a product state with its environment or bath. We write
this state as ρS ⊗ ρB, where ρS and ρB are the initial states of the system and bath respectively.
The system and bath together evolve unitarily under some evolution operator U(t, 0) for some time
t = T . Let {|α〉} be the spectral basis for ρB, i.e., ρB is diagonal in this basis with the form
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ρB =
∑
α pα|α〉〈α|, for pα ≥ 0 and
∑
α pα = 1. Discarding the description of the bath after the joint
evolution, the dynamics of the system is given by a map E such that
E(ρS) = trB{U(T, 0)(ρS ⊗ ρB)U †(T, 0)} =
∑
αβ
Eαβ ρS E
†
αβ , (1.9)
where Eαβ ≡ √pα 〈α|U(T, 0)|β〉. Observe that Eαβ does not depend on the initial system state ρS .
We can hence view E as a linear map on the system acting as
E(ρ) =
∑
i
EiρE
†
i , (1.10)
for any system state ρ, where we have relabeled Eαβ → Ej for some index j.
Equation (1.10) is exactly what was given in equation (1.1) as the form of a CPTP map. We
denote E and its set of Kraus operators as E ∼ {Ei}. {Ei} is referred to as a Kraus set or Kraus
representation of E . While we will mostly use CPTP maps to describe noise processes, any phys-
ical operation on a quantum system can be written as a CPTP map via the procedure described
above; conversely, any CPTP map can be extended to a unitary evolution on the system and some
environment. A CPTP map is also often referred to as a quantum process, a quantum operation,
or a quantum channel. Note that if the system and bath are initially in a correlated state, the
description of the system dynamics after discarding the bath will not in general be a CP map, unless
the correlations are completely probabilistic, i.e., the initial system-bath state is separable.
As mentioned just after equation (1.1), the Kraus representation {Ei}Ki=1 for a CP map is non-
unique. In fact, two different Kraus representations of the same map E need not even have the same
number of Kraus operators. Different Kraus representations for E are, however, unitarily related.
Suppose we have two Kraus sets {Ei}mi=1 and {Fj}nj=1 representing the same CP map, possibly with
m 6= n. Let r ≡ max(m,n). Then, there exists a r × r unitary matrix U = (uij) such that
Ei =
∑
j
ujiFj , (1.11)
where we have padded the Kraus set with fewer elements with zero operators to make i and j both
range from 1 to r. Using this unitary freedom in the choice of Kraus representation, one can show
that there always exists a Kraus representation of E with at most d2 elements, i.e., K ≤ d2, where
d is the dimension of the system Hilbert space.
Any map that acts as E(·) = ∑iEi(·)E†i for a set {Ei} is CP, although it need not be TP (see
below). What is meant by the term CP, or completely positive? A positive map is one that maps
positive1 operators to positive operators. Any physical operation on states must have this property.
1We really mean positive semidefinite operators, but will always use “positive” for short.
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Complete positivity is however a stronger requirement that demands
(1ˆR ⊗ ES)(|Ψ〉RS〈Ψ|) ≥ 0, (1.12)
for any joint state |Ψ〉RS on a reference system R (of any dimension) and the original system S.
1ˆR here is the trivial identity map on R. This requirement for complete positivity arises from the
fact that one should always be able to consider S as a subsystem of some larger composite quantum
system RS. E , viewed as a map on RS via 1ˆR ⊗ E , must hence map positive operators on RS to
positive operators in order to be a physical map.
We will sometimes discuss a CP map that maps from one set of operators to a possibly different
set of operators. Consider a CP map E : O → Q, where O is its domain set, and Q is the image set.
In many situations, we will have O = Q = B(H), but this need not always be the case. A CP map
E is TP, i.e., trace-preserving, if and only if its Kraus operators {Ei} satisfy
∑
i
E†iEi = 1O, (1.13)
where 1O is the identity operator in O. This ensures that E maps a normalized state to a normalized
state, as must be true of any physical evolution. One can also talk about a non-TP map, where∑
iE
†
iEi < 1O if one includes post-selecting for only certain Kraus operators to have acted while
discarding the remaining Kraus operators. A CP map is unital if and only if it maps 1O to 1Q, the
identity in Q. This can be stated as the following condition on the Kraus operators:
∑
i
EiE
†
i = 1Q. (1.14)
We will also make use of the adjoint map of E , which is denoted as E†. For a CP E ∼ {Ei}, the
adjoint map E† is the CP map
E†(·) =
∑
i
E†i (·)Ei, (1.15)
i.e., E† ∼ {E†i }. It is easy to see that E† is unital if E is TP; E† is TP if E is unital. Although we have
defined the adjoint map in terms of the Kraus operators of E , one can check that E† is independent
of the choice of Kraus representation for E .
Qubit and the Bloch Sphere Representation
Often, we will specialize to the case of a qubit, i.e., a quantum system with a two-dimensional Hilbert
space. A convenient basis for the set of all operators on the qubit is the Pauli basis, which can be
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written, for any basis {|v1〉, |v2〉} for the qubit Hilbert space, as
σ0 ≡ |v1〉〈v1|+ |v2〉〈v2| =

 1 0
0 1

 ≡ 12,
σx ≡ |v1〉〈v2|+ |v2〉〈v1| =

 0 1
1 0

 ,
σy ≡ −i
(
|v1〉〈v2| − |v2〉〈v1|
)
=

 0 −i
i 0

 ,
and σz ≡ |v1〉〈v1| − |v2〉〈v2| =

 1 0
0 −1

 . (1.16)
σx,y,z are the usual Hermitian and traceless Pauli spin matrices, while σ0 is the 2× 2 identity. The
Pauli basis elements satisfy tr(σασβ} = 2δαβ ∀α, β = 0, x, y, z. We will often write the basis states
|v1〉 and |v2〉 as |0〉 and |1〉 respectively. Note that they are the pure eigenstates of σz .
s1
z
y
x
s2
|v1〉
|v2〉
Figure 1.3. The Bloch vector is represented on a unit sphere known as the Bloch sphere. The north
pole of the sphere corresponds to the state |v1〉, the south pole to the state |v2〉. The antipodes of
the x(y)-axis correspond to the two pure eigenstates of σx(y). The center of the sphere represents
the completely mixed state 12/2. The Bloch vector s1 has unit length and corresponds to a pure
state (represented at the tip of the arrow). s2 has length less than 1 and corresponds to a mixed
state.
Using this Pauli basis, it is easy to write down the form for any qubit state using the Bloch
sphere representation. Any (normalized) qubit state can be written as
ρ =
1
2
(12 + s · σ), (1.17)
where s is a three-dimensional real vector (sx, sy, sz) which we will refer to as the Bloch vector, and
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σ ≡ (σx, σy, σz). s has Euclidean length ‖s‖ =
√
s · s ≤ 1, with the value of 1 attained if and only
if ρ is a pure state. Any vector s with length not greater than 1 corresponds to a qubit state. The
set of all qubit states can hence be conveniently represented as a three-dimensional unit sphere, also
known as the Bloch sphere (see figure 1.3). Points on the surface of the sphere correspond to pure
qubit states, while points in the interior correspond to mixed states.
In the next chapter, we will present the IPS framework describing all perfectly preserved codes.
This is followed by chapter 3 on approximate QEC codes. Chapter 4 focuses on the description
of fault-tolerant quantum computation with DD. The appendix chapters contain supplementary
material to chapters 2 and 4.
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Chapter 2
The Structure of Preserved Codes
What is information? While this question can potentially have many deep and philosophical answers,
let us take a practical approach. We imagine asking a question. We know the answer to that
question if we can identify the correct answer from a list of possible choices. I ask “what is your
phone number?” and you point out your number in the phone book, communicating information to
me. Physicists ask “what is the nature of the universe?” and every theory explaining phenomena
we observe excludes alternative theories that are incompatible with observations, and we gain some
information about the universe. The information gained can be complete, narrowing us to the
single correct answer as in the case of the phone number, or it can be partial, narrowing only the
range of possibilities for the correct answer as in the case of the current state of physics. From
this perspective, information is an abstract concept that does not depend on its representation. We
can have an unusual phone book written using Roman numerals instead of Arabic ones, but the
information we gain from our question is unchanged. Provided we can read the Roman numerals,
we still know which item in that Roman numerals phone book corresponds to the correct phone
number.
Information, however, has to be carried by a physical system. Any kind of information process-
ing task—storage of information, information transmission, computation, etc.—is performed on a
physical representation of the information. The list of possible answers to a given question takes the
form of a set of physical states of the system, each state being identified with a particular item in the
list. Having a physical representation means that the information is susceptible to loss from noise
on the system, and preserving information amidst noise entails retaining the ability to identify the
correct item from the list, or at least being able to narrow down to the same shorter list in the case
of partial information. This requires careful choice of particular regions of the system’s state space,
i.e., codes, to carry the information so that the effects of the noise can be eliminated through passive
design or active intervention. The understanding of codes capable of carrying preserved information,
built upon strategic information-preserving structures (IPSs) that can survive unscathed through
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the noise channel, is the subject of this chapter.
We will give a full characterization of IPSs underlying three different types of preserved codes,
noiseless (i.e., requiring no non-trivial correction), unitarily noiseless and correctable codes, all of
which will be carefully defined. Noise processes can be described by CPTP maps, which form the
proper arena within which information preservation should be discussed. Starting from the key
operational insight that information is preserved only if mutual distinguishability between code
states remain unchanged by the noise process E , we show that noiseless, unitarily noiseless and
correctable codes of E are built upon IPSs described by matrix subalgebras contained in the set of
all operators acting on the system Hilbert space. This comes from three logical steps: the first is
that any unitarily noiseless or correctable code is noiseless with respect to some map; the second
is that every noiseless code of E has the structure of fixed states of E ; lastly, the fixed-point set
of any CPTP map has the structure of a matrix algebra. All noiseless, unitarily noiseless and
correctable codes of E then emerge from these basic IPSs by varying parts of the algebra, or by
adding further structure according to operational needs. This matrix-algebraic description provides
a very elegant and concise way of characterizing the information-carrying capabilities of these types
of codes. In fact, a matrix-algebraic description also applies to all codes that are preserved according
to a particular operationally motivated notion of distinguishability.
Our work offers a fundamental yet operational framework for discussing information preserved
under a noise process, which can be relevant in many different physical and technological contexts.
From the matrix-algebraic description emerges the fact that information that remains noiseless under
the noise process are full qudits, rather than more exotic structures, so we can regard a qudit as the
basic stable unit of information even in the presence of noise. Our results also fill several gaps in
existing literature. Our work establishes a connection between certain types of preserved information
and fixed points of the noise channel, making rigorous the intuitive idea that some aspect of the code
must stay invariant for information to remain intact under noise. Our structure theorem of fixed
points of CPTP maps is general, while previous results on fixed-point sets apply only to unital maps
[8, 9] or to ones with a full-rank fixed state [10, 11]. As we will see, this structure theorem gives
us an efficient algorithm to find noiseless and unitarily noiseless codes of E . Available algorithms
are either inefficient (e.g., the “predictability sieve” for pointer states [12] or the method in [13] for
finding noiseless subsystems), restricted to purely noiseless information [14] or to unital channels [15].
Information preservation has also previously been addressed in both the Schro¨dinger (states) and
Heisenberg [16] (observables) pictures. Our work consistently unifies the two pictures by showing
that both approaches lead to the same IPSs.
We begin in the next section with a review of some well-known types of preserved codes. These
codes will serve as a warm-up for the reader towards considering more general types of codes, and
will be used as concrete examples throughout the remainder of the chapter. In section 2.2, we will
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describe in detail an operational approach to preserved codes based on mutual distinguishability of
code states, and discuss different types of preserved codes in section 2.3. We then proceed to explain
the connection between noiseless codes and fixed states in section 2.4, which leads to the structure
of noiseless, unitarily noiseless and correctable codes described in section 2.5. Section 2.6 specializes
to codes preserved according to a simple but natural notion of distinguishability, and section 2.7
describes the structure of such preserved codes. We give an algorithm for finding noiseless IPS in
section 2.8, before concluding with some open problems in section 2.9.
2.1 Warm-Up: Examples of Preserved Codes
A code is simply a set of states of the system that is used to carry information. There are many
examples in the literature of codes aimed at preserving information. Each is defined by an algebraic
condition that specifies how the noise process E acts on the states of the code, and determines the
manner in which the information carried by the code is preserved.
The most natural type of code is a fixed code, where the code states are invariant under the noise
process E , i.e., E(ρ) = ρ for all states ρ in the code C. The simplest example is a code built upon a
set of mutually orthogonal pure states {|ψi〉}di=1 which are fixed under E . |ψi〉’s can be thought of
as pointer states (PS), relevant in the theory of einselection as mentioned in section 1.2. A PS code
is a code C consisting of all probabilistic mixtures of the PS:
C = convex closure{|ψ1〉〈ψ1|, . . . , |ψd〉〈ψd|},
where 〈ψi|ψj〉 = δij , and E
(|ψi〉〈ψi|) = |ψi〉〈ψi| ∀i, j. (2.1)
Such a code stores classical information in the index i that labels the PS.
If there is instead a subspace K of the system Hilbert space H that is invariant under the noise,
we have a decoherence-free subspace (DFS) [17, 18, 19, 20]. A code C consisting of states on the DFS
K will be a fixed code, i.e.,
C = {all states ρ ∈ B(K)}, where E(ρ) = ρ. (2.2)
We refer to this as a DFS code. Unlike a PS code, states in a DFS code can contain quantum
coherences in the form of superposition of basis states of K. Such a code can hence not only store
classical information, but is also capable of storing up to a d-dimensional Hilbert space of quantum
information, i.e., a qudit, where d is the dimension of K. Observe that the action of E on both a PS
code and a DFS code can be represented by the identity channel.
One need not be so stringent as to require the full code state to be invariant under the noise
process as in the case of a fixed code. Instead, only the part of the code state carrying the information
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needs to be invariant. A simple example is a code that is built upon a noiseless subsystem (NS)
[21, 22, 23]. Given a subspace K = HA ⊗HB ⊆ H, subsystem A is an NS if
trB{E(ρAB)} = trB{ρAB}, ∀ ρAB ∈ B(HA ⊗HB). (2.3)
The reduced state on subsystem A is invariant under the noise channel, which allows information
stored in that subsystem to be preserved. The state on the “noise-full” subsystem B however, can
be modified arbitrarily by the noise, so any information stored in this subsystem is not guaranteed
to be preserved. A code built upon this NS can be understood as the following set of states
C = {ρA ⊗ τB : ρA ∈ B(HA)}, (2.4)
where τB is a particular choice of state on subsystem B that is the same for all ρA. We refer to
such a code as an NS code. Quantum information is stored as states in the Hilbert space of A. The
choice of the noise-full state τB represents a kind of gauge freedom in picking the code states. One
can in fact also allow different states on the noise-full subsystem for different ρA states, although
the different noise-full states should represent no information we want preserved. It is easy to see
that E acts as a channel of the form 1ˆA ⊗ EB on such a code, where 1ˆA is the identity channel on
subsystem A, and EB is some channel on subsystem B.
With the ability to perform quantum operations, i.e., CPTP maps, on the system comes a more
general type of code—a correctable code. For a correctable code, no part of the code state needs
to be invariant under the noise channel. Instead, the code states can be mapped under the noise
channel to some other states, but in a controlled way so that there exists a CPTP map R that one
can perform to recover the information. A QEC code [24, 25, 26, 27] is an example of such a code,
and is built upon a subspace K ⊆ H such that1
C = {all states ρ ∈ B(K)}, where (R ◦ E)(ρ) = ρ ∀ρ ∈ C. (2.5)
We refer to the CPTP map R as a correction or recovery map or operation. Notice that C is a DFS
code under R ◦ E . Generalizing this to having C as an NS code under R ◦ E gives the notion of an
operator QEC (OQEC) code [28, 29]. A DFS code of E can also be thought of as a QEC code with
trivial R; similarly, an NS code of E is an OQEC code with trivial R.
Some of these notions have already seen rapid experimental progress in implementation. For
example, see [30, 31, 32, 33] for DFS, [34] for NS, and [35, 36, 37, 38] for QEC. These advances
heighten the need for a complete characterization of preserved codes that encompasses these examples
1We assume E to be TP here. However, the literature for QEC codes often considers non-TP
noise channels, for which the condition of error correction becomes (R ◦ E)(ρ) ∝ ρ.
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and more. We begin to describe such a characterization by deriving in the next section, conditions
under which information carried by codes are preserved in the presence of noise.
2.2 Preserved Information
Let us begin by carefully examining what it means for information to be preserved by a noise channel.
Information is encoded into the system by preparing it in a particular state, chosen from a set of
possible states. It is the presence of the potential of preparing different possible states that allows
non-trivial information to be encoded into the system. Clearly, if the system can be prepared only
in a single state, no non-trivial information is communicated by sending the system in that state.
The receiver already knows that it is the only possibility and hence is not at all surprised to find the
system in that state, thus gaining no information. The set of possible states that one might choose
to prepare is usually not the full set of states of the system, but some chosen subset of states that
have particular properties under the noise channel. This (perhaps infinite) set of possible states of
the system is what we mean by a code.
The system carrying the information is sent through some noise channel. This channel can be
described in a following way. Extend the description to include both the system and its bath, which
is the source of noise. At the time the information is encoded into the system, the system and bath
are in a product state. The system and bath evolve according to some coupled dynamics for some
time T and end up in a different overall state. Discarding the details pertaining to the bath after
the evolution gives rise to a description of the noise process as a CPTP map E acting on the system
alone, as described in section 1.4. While we will use terminology suggestive of data transmission
where the noise channel is viewed as connecting between a sender and a receiver, the context also
includes any setup where an experimentalist prepares the system in some initial state, exposes it to
noise and then tries to find out what state the system evolves to after the channel.
That the initial system-bath state is of product form, which allows us to focus only on CPTP noise
channels, deserves a little explanation. Such a product form is a common simplifying assumption
in many open system scenarios. However, for our purposes here, this is not merely an assumption,
but is an important part of the information storage process. We can say that the system carries the
information we want to store in it only if all the information is initially contained within the system,
encoded as its state.2 If the system starts out correlated with its bath, the state of the system then
depends on the state of the bath. In this case, what information the system initially carries becomes
ill-defined, and one should instead include the part of the bath correlated with the system as part of
2Note that the system carrying all the information does not mean that it must be in a pure state.
It can initially be prepared in a mixed state if that represents the message we want to encode. The
mixed state can be thought of as having entanglement with an ancillary system that is not sent to
the receiver and not subjected to the noise.
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the information-carrying system. Otherwise, one is faced with the seemingly unphysical possibility
that the amount of information carried by the system can increase (in the sense of decreased entropy)
under the influence of the noise channel, due physically to information flowing from the bath to the
system. Any imperfect encoding of the information into the system should be treated either as part
of the noise channel—perfect encoding followed by a noise that results in leakage into the bath, or as
a perturbation of the perfect encoding case in the context of robustness against imperfect encoding.
Information is retrieved from the system after passing through the noise channel by attempting
to figure out which code state the system is in. This is done by performing a measurement on the
system. In the absence of noise, the measurement statistics depend only on the state the system
was prepared in, and hence reveal some of the information put into the system. However, if a noise
process acts between the preparation and measurement, the state could have been modified. This
may reduce the correlation between the prepared state and the measurement statistics, leading to
information loss.
Let us examine this retrieval of information more carefully. Consider the simplest case of a code C
consisting of a finite set of mutually orthogonal states. Such a code carries only classical information.
To retrieve the information, we need to design a measurement that allows us to distinguish, to the
best of our ability, between the different possible code states. Since the states in C are mutually
orthogonal, they are perfectly distinguishable from one another, provided there is no non-trivial
noise E . If some non-trivial E acts before the measurement, it may map the orthogonal code states
to nonorthogonal ones. Now, as mentioned in the previous chapter, one cannot perfectly distinguish
between nonorthogonal states. In this case then, we can no longer perfectly distinguish between the
different states emerging from the noise process. Instead, we can only make some best guess, with
non-zero probability of getting the wrong answer, and hence some information is lost. This idea of
relating reduced distinguishability between code states to information loss can be extended to codes
more general than those with orthogonal states. For a general code, we ask for the distinguishability
between code states to be unchanged by the noise process. If this is true, the information carried
by the code is preserved under the noise, and we refer to the code as a preserved code.
So far, we have not put any structure on the code C—it is just some set of distinct possible states
of the system, each corresponding to a message the system is to carry. However, a structure that
we will impose is convexity of C, i.e., two states ρ and σ are in C if and only if their convex mixture
pρ + (1 − p)σ, for any p ∈ [0, 1], is also in C. Convexity is natural because the receiver trying to
retrieve the information should be able to perform the following “coarse-grained” distinguishability
measurement to obtain some partial information about the encoded state. Suppose he knows that
the system will be prepared in one of three possible states ρ, σ and τ , with respective probabilities
p1, p2 and p3 = 1 − p1 − p2. However, he is only interested in finding out whether if the system
was prepared in state ρ or not, and does not care about distinguishing between σ and τ . This is
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equivalent to distinguishing between the two states ρ and pσ + (1 − p)τ where p ≡ p2/(p2 + p3).
If the receiver is unable to perform this distinguishability measurement after the noise channel as
well as he could have if the noise channel was trivial, some information has been lost. A partial
information inquiry can be made even if the code only contains two different states ρ and σ. Suppose
ρ and σ are orthogonal states, either of which could have been sent with equal probability. The
receiver wants to know if ρ was sent, but only desires a definite “yes” answer with probability 1− p.
This corresponds to distinguishing between the states ρ and pρ+(1− p)σ. Similar questions can be
formulated even if ρ and σ are not orthogonal. This may not be the best way to make use of the
information sent, but is nevertheless a possible question the receiver can ask. If the receiver cannot
answer the question as well as he could have if the noise were trivial, then some information was
destroyed in the transmission. From these considerations, we see that information carried by a code
is preserved if and only if the states in the convex closure of the code remain equally distinguishable
before and after the noise channel. Without loss of generality then, we can restrict our considerations
to codes that have already been closed under convex combination. Hence, from now on, all codes
will be assumed as convex.
Thus, we can formally define a preserved code, i.e., a code carrying information preserved by the
noise process, as follows:
Definition 2.1 (Preserved code). A code C is preserved by a CPTP channel E if and only if code
states in C remain equally distinguishable before and after E.
Certainly, a fixed code is preserved by the noise channel, since all states remain invariant, and hence
the distinguishability remains unchanged under E . However, we know from our discussion of an
NS code that we do not require the full code state to be invariant for information to be preserved.
Also, if one can perform a recovery operation to restore the information-carrying parts of the code
states as in QEC or OQEC codes, such a code will also satisfy definition 2.1 and the information is
preserved.
Definition 2.1 is a very strong criterion—regardless of what notion of distinguishability we use,
code states must remain equally distinguishable before and after E . From a practical perspective,
this definition may in fact be too strong since one may only be interested in performing certain tasks,
i.e., answer certain types of questions, using the code, which may identify a particular operationally
relevant measure of distinguishability D. Then, as far as is necessary for such tasks, a notion of
preserved defined in terms of distinguishability measure D would suffice.
More specifically, imagine that we have a distinguishability measure represented as D({ρi}),
where {ρi} specifies the states we want to distinguish between.3 We assume all reasonable distin-
guishability measures satisfy the following properties:
3D can also involve additional parameters depending on ρi, but which are not modified by the
CPTP map the ρi’s are subjected to.
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(i) D({ρi}) = 0 if all the states ρi are identical.
(ii) D must be non-increasing under a CPTP map: D({ρi}) ≥ D({E(ρi)}) for any CPTP E ;
(iii) D must satisfy D({⊕k(ρk,i ⊗ σk)}) = D({⊕k(ρk,i ⊗ σ′k)}), where σk is the same for all ρk,i
on the left-hand side of the equation, σ′k same for all ρk,i on the right-hand side, and σk 6= σ′k.
Property (i) is obvious for any D whose purpose is to distinguish between states. Property (ii)
is natural because, otherwise, it would seem that one has the unphysical situation of being able
to obtain more information (in terms of more distinguishable states) from the code after passing
through the noise channel. Property (iii) comes from the consideration that, for each sector k in
the direct sum, we can think of the tensor product as being formed from two subsystems A and
B in a product state. If B is always in some particular state σ regardless of what the state on A
is, then, how well we can distinguish between the states ρA ⊗ σ, for different ρA cannot depend on
the state σ. Examples of measures of distinguishability between states, like a fidelity-based measure
1−F ({ρ, σ}) (F is introduced in the next chapter), trace distance (built upon the trace norm) and
the Helstrom distinguishability measure (which we will meet later in the chapter), all satisfy these
three properties.
Given a distinguishability measureD, we can define a weaker, but operationally motivated notion
of a preserved code as follows:
Definition 2.2 (D-preserved code). A code C is D-preserved by a CPTP channel E if and only
if
D({ρi}) = D({E(ρi)}), (2.6)
for any ρi ∈ C.
A preserved code as defined in definition 2.1 is then simply a code that is D-preserved for all possible
distinguishability measures D.
Note that an intuitive sufficient condition for a code to be D-preserved under E is if there exists a
CPTP recovery map that can completely restore the code states. This can be stated more precisely
as follows:
Lemma 2.1. For any given D, a code C is D-preserved under E if there exists a CPTP map R
such that, for any ρ ∈ C, (R ◦ E)(ρ) = ρ.
Proof. The lemma just comes from noting that D must be non-increasing under a CPTP map.
Then, for any set {ρi} in C, we must have that
D({ρi}) ≥ D({E(ρi)}) ≥ D({(R ◦ E)(ρi)}) = D({ρi}), (2.7)
which implies equality throughout. D({ρi}) = D({E(ρi)}) then says that C is D-preserved. 
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From now on, we will always assume that we are given some distinguishability measure D, with
which we can discuss codes that are preserved in the sense of being D-preserved. Unless otherwise
stated, all uses of the word “preserved,” as well as other types of codes we will meet, will be defined
based on some given D.
2.3 Operational Constraints and Preserved Codes
In the previous section, we considered information preservation for a single application of E : we
encode the information into the system, pass it through the noise channel once, and then try to
retrieve the information. Now, suppose we extend this scenario to include multiple applications of
E in between encoding and retrieving the information. This is particularly relevant if we view E as
a description of the (Markovian) noise afflicting our system in each time step ∆t, and we want to
discuss information preservation for some length of time T in which E is applied n ≡ T/∆t times. We
further consider different operational scenarios that constrain what we can do in between subsequent
applications of E . Using this, we can organize different types of preserved codes that we will meet,
according to their stability under repeated applications of E in the presence of different operational
constraints.
Suppose we are operationally very limited and are unable to perform any gates or measurements
on the system in the intervening time T . Then the information carried by the code C remains intact
if and only if C is preserved by the channel En, representing n applications of E . If T can take all
possible values, C then has to be likewise preserved by all possible powers of E . An example of such
a channel is one that acts unitarily on the system, i.e., E(ρ) = UρU † for any state ρ of the system,
for some unitary U . We hence refer to such codes as being unitarily noiseless under E , and formally
define the following:
Definition 2.3 (Unitarily noiseless code). A code C is unitarily noiseless under a CPTP E if
and only if it is preserved by En for any n ∈ N.
Information stored in a unitarily noiseless code is referred to as being unitarily noiseless under E .
The information can be thought of as being moved around in the state space so that each additional
application of E does not destroy the information, but merely advances it along some orbit. Observe
that to retrieve the information stored in a unitarily noiseless code, we need to know the value of n,
or equivalently the length of time T , in order to find out where the information has been moved to.
This thus demands the availability of a good clock to measure T .
Are there codes for which we do not even need a clock and yet information is preserved?
Certainly—a trivial example is a fixed code consisting only of fixed states of E , which will hence
be fixed under any number of applications of E . In fact, such a code is fixed under any convex
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combination
∑
n qnEn for any probability distribution {qn}. This convex combination expresses our
ignorance of the precise length of time T . However, we do not need to be so restrictive. Like in an
NS code, we only need to demand that the information-carrying part of the code be invariant under
repeated applications of E . This motivates the definition of a noiseless code as follows:
Definition 2.4 (Noiseless code). A code C is noiseless under a CPTP E if and only if it is
preserved by any convex combination
∑
n qnEn, for qn ≥ 0 and
∑
n qn = 1.
Information stored in a noiseless code is referred to as being noiseless under E .
Notice that the notions of noiseless and unitarily noiseless codes both require no active interven-
tion by the receiver to ensure that the information remains preserved under repeated applications of
E . Now, suppose that we can do something to the system in between applications of E . This ability
is crucial whenever the information is preserved after the first pass through the channel, but it ends
up in a part of the Hilbert space that is unprotected against further applications of E . Then, active
intervention is necessary to bring the information back to a region where it is protected to ensure
its continual survival.
Suppose we can only perform measurements in between applications of E , a scenario applicable
whenever measurements are fast compared to gates (i.e., unitary operations). We can then imagine
using measurements to stabilize the information carried by the system. This leads to the notion
of measurement-stabilized codes, where the information is preserved indefinitely provided that a
measurement is performed after every application of the channel. An example of this is any stabilizer
QEC code (see e.g., [39]) for a Pauli channel, i.e., a channel with Pauli operators as Kraus operators.
In this case, the usual recovery operation for the stabilizer code need not be performed, as long as
we perform the syndrome measurements and record their outputs, which keep track of the current
“Pauli frame” [40] as the system evolves under the channel.
For the reverse situation where measurements are slow compared to unitary evolution, we can
instead imagine applying unitary operations after each application of E . This situation was con-
sidered in [15], where the notion of a unitarily correctable subsystem was introduced. A subsystem
A is unitarily correctable if there exists a unitary correction operation U on HA ⊗ HB such that
trB{UE(ρAB)U †} = trB{ρAB} for all ρAB ∈ C. This resembles the condition for a noiseless subsys-
tem (equation (2.3)), except that one must perform an additional correction operation U , and one
can define a unitarily correctable code on the unitarily correctable subsystem in a similar way as
for an NS. A unitarily correctable code can also be understood as an OQEC code with the extra
requirement that the correction operation R acts on the code as a unitary map U(·)U †.
Possessing the ability to perform a correction operation in the form of a CPTP map gives a more
general type of preserved codes. We call such a code correctable, and formally define it as follows:
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Definition 2.5 (Correctable code). A code C is correctable under E if and only if there exists a
CPTP R such that C is noiseless under R ◦ E.
Information stored in a correctable code is referred to as being correctable under E . This notion
includes both QEC and OQEC codes. R being CPTP represents a physically realizable operation
that can be performed on the system. The CP requirement is present because the party performing
the recovery operation should not initially have in his possession an ancillary system that is entangled
to the system carrying the information. That R should be TP is because the recovery operation
should always, with probability 1, be able to recover the information.
In the remainder of the chapter, we will describe the IPSs upon which the various types of
preserved codes introduced in this section are built. We begin in the next section by first drawing
an intuitive, but crucial, connection between noiseless codes and fixed states of the noise process.
2.4 Noiseless Codes and Fixed States
The prototypical example of a noiseless code is an NS code, where the information-carrying part
of every code state is fixed under the noise channel E . This suggests that noiseless codes might be
related to fixed points of E . Here, we demonstrate such a direct relation between them.
Now, every distinguishability measure D can be thought of as defining a metric in the sense that
it gives some notion of distance between the states to be distinguished. D need not be a metric in
the mathematical sense of the word, but we also do not need the additional properties that comes
with a formal metric. One can thus define the notion of an isometry, i.e., a distance-preserving map,
in the following way:
Definition 2.6 (Isometry). For a given distinguishability measure D, a CPTP map E is an isom-
etry (with respect to D) on a code C if and only if
D({ρi}) = D({E(ρi)}), (2.8)
for any ρi ∈ C.
One can associate with an isometry a rigid structure that has to be maintained under the map.
This rigid structure, defined in terms of the distinguishability measure D, is exactly what represents
the information code C carries. The isometry itself can hence be viewed as perfectly “encoding”
the information carried by the code C into another set of states in the Hilbert space. Given D, a
preserved code under E is then simply one for which the noise process E acts as an isometry on C,
and we say that C is isometric to E(C).
With this language of isometries, we can state the relation between noiseless codes and fixed
points of E :
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Lemma 2.2. Every noiseless code C of E is isometric to a subset of fixed states of E.
Proof. To prove the lemma, we simply need to exhibit such an isometry. By definition, a noiseless
C is preserved by any channel ∑n qnEn with qn ≥ 0 and ∑n qn = 1. Hence, it is preserved by the
CPTP map E∞ = limN→∞ 1N+1
∑N
n=0 En. Since we are dealing with finite-dimensional systems, this
limit exists [41]. Thus, by the definition of preserved codes, C is isometric to E∞(C). Now, observe
that E ◦ E∞ = E∞, so E [E∞(ρ)] = E∞(ρ), i.e., E∞ projects onto the fixed points of E . Furthermore,
since E∞ is CPTP, for any state ρ, E∞(ρ) must also be a state, i.e., positive and trace-1. So E∞(C)
belongs to the set of fixed states of E . 
The isometry E∞ encodes the information carried by a noiseless code into a subset of fixed states
of the noise process E . The noiseless information-carrying capability of the entire Hilbert space is
hence captured in the structure of the set of fixed states of E . For example, if E possesses only a
single fixed state,4 then there cannot exist a noiseless code for E that is able to carry non-trivial
information. If the set of fixed states contain no more than a qudit of states, i.e., the set of all
states on a d-dimensional Hilbert space, then there does not exist a code that can carry more than a
qudit of noiseless information. Observe that lemma 2.2 does not depend on the particular choice of
distinguishability measure. Noiseless codes defined based on different measures D all share the same
rigid structures found in the set of fixed states of E , although the notion of “rigidity” does rely on
D. Characterizing the structure of noiseless codes then simply entails characterizing the structure
of fixed states of E .
However, we cannot hope to fully characterize the structure of subsets of fixed states. Even
if the full set of fixed states of E has a well-defined structure (this is indeed the case, as we will
see in a moment), we can at whim pick out subsets without any structure. Furthermore, we also
cannot expect all noiseless codes to be isometric to subsets of fixed states that do have some kind of
structure. One can certainly decide to pick as a noiseless code, only a particular set of code states
within some larger noiseless code. Such codes can arise simply from our conscious choice—whether
voluntary, or involuntary due to experimental restrictions—rather than being dictated by the noise
process itself. Hence, we do not expect to be able to fully characterize such codes solely by examining
E .
Nevertheless, we can restrict our attention to understanding the structure of the full set of
fixed states of E . This will extract the full noiseless information-carrying capability of the system.
Noiseless codes that are maximal, i.e., isometric (via E∞) to the full set of fixed states of E , will share
the structure of this full set of fixed states, and be able to carry as much information as is allowed
by the noise process. Non-maximal codes can then be constructed by picking subsets of states from
maximal ones.
4Note that by Schauder’s fixed-point theorem [42], every CPTP map has a fixed state.
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2.5 The Structure of Noiseless, Unitarily Noiseless, and Cor-
rectable Codes
Here, we present the complete structure of the full set of fixed states of a CPTP channel E , which
will fully characterize the structure of maximal noiseless codes of E . The same characterization can
be extended to include correctable and unitarily noiseless codes.
The central result here is that all maximal noiseless codes of E are built upon a unique IPS
described by a matrix (sub-)algebra in B(H), inherited from the structure of the fixed-point set of
E . A matrix algebra is a vector space of complex matrices closed under matrix multiplication and
Hermitian conjugation. The structure theorem for matrix algebras [43] tells us that any matrix
algebra A can be written in the canonical form
A ∼=
⊕
k
(MAk ⊗ 1Bk). (2.9)
Here, MAk is the full dk × dk matrix algebra which consists of all dk × dk complex matrices, and
1Bk is the nk × nk identity. dk and nk are the dimensions of the Ak and Bk factors respectively.
The ∼= symbol denotes that there exists a basis for the underlying Hilbert space such that A has
this decomposition. One can also say that A is unitarily equivalent to the matrix algebra on the
right-hand side of equation (2.9).
The canonical form of A given in equation (2.9) induces a corresponding decomposition on the
underlying Hilbert space of the form
H = P0
⊕
P0 =
[⊕
k
(HAK ⊗HBk)
]⊕
P0, (2.10)
where P0 is the support of A. We will often refer to each subspace HAk ⊗ HBk in the direct sum
labeled by k as a k-sector. As we will see, the information carried in the HAk factors will be noiseless
under E , while the HBk factors carry no noiseless information. The decomposition equation (2.10)
of the Hilbert space into factors HAk that can carry noiseless information and factors HBk that
carry no information is what we mean by the noiseless IPS of E . This noiseless IPS is completely
described by the matrix algebra A that induces the decomposition.
The matrix algebra that describes the noiseless IPS comes from the structure of the fixed-point
set of E . The fact that the fixed-point set of a CPTP E has a matrix-algebraic structure is estab-
lished in the theorem stated below (see proof in appendix A.1). Along the way, we also obtain the
structure of the fixed-point set of the adjoint map E†, which will form a critical part of the algorithm
for finding noiseless codes in section 2.8.
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Theorem 2.3 (Fixed-point theorem). Let E be a CPTP map on B(H), Σ be the set of fixed
points of E, and B be the set of fixed points of E†. Let P0 ⊆ H be the support of Σ, and let Pˆ0 denote
the projection onto P0, i.e., Pˆ0(·) = P0(·)P0, where P0 is the projector onto P0. Then,
(i) P0 is an invariant subspace under E, i.e., E(ρ) ∈ B(P0) for any ρ ∈ B(P0).
(ii) The fixed points of the map E†P0 ≡ Pˆ0 ◦ E† ◦ Pˆ0 form a matrix algebra supported on P0
A ∼=
⊕
k
(MAk ⊗ 1Bk), (2.11)
for MAk a dk × dk matrix algebra, and 1Bk the nk × nk identity matrix, for some positive
integers dk and nk;
(iii) A induces the decomposition of the Hilbert space as H = P0
⊕P0 = [⊕k(HAK ⊗HBk)]⊕P0.
For this decomposition, the Kraus operators of E take the form:
Ei =

 ⊕k(1Ak ⊗ κi,Bk) Di
0 Ci

 , (2.12)
for some operators κi,Bk ∈ B(HBk), Ci ∈ B(P0) and Di is an operator that maps from P0 to
P0.
(iv) Σ has the structure of A: Σ contains all operators of the form σ =⊕k(MAk ⊗ τBk) (written
in the same basis as the canonical decomposition of A), where MAk is an arbitrary operator in
B(HAk)(=MAk), and τBk is a unique nk × nk state that is the same for all MAk ;
(v) A = P0BP0.
The full set of fixed states of E are simply the set of all positive, trace-1 operators contained in Σ.
Given the form of Σ in theorem 2.3(iv), one can see that the set of fixed states of E is {⊕k(ρAk ⊗
τBk), for all states ρAk on HAk}. The matrix algebra A associated with the structure of Σ and of
B is precisely the matrix algebra that gives rise to the noiseless IPS of E .
Using the theorem, one can show that E∞ acts on any state ρ supported on P0 as
E∞(ρ) =
⊕
k
(
trBk{PkρPk} ⊗ τBk
)
, (2.13)
where τBk is the fixed state on HBk , and Pk projects onto the kth sector. As a consequence, any
code of the form
C =
{⊕
k
(ρAk ⊗ µBk), for all states ρAk on HAk
}
, (2.14)
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where µBk is some particular choice of state (same for all ρAk) on HBk , is a maximal noiseless code
of E . The isometry E∞ does nothing but replace µBk in its input state by τBk for all k-sectors, and
property (iii) for any distinguishability measure D guarantees that any C of this form is noiseless.
Notice that the set of all fixed states is also a maximal noiseless code of this form. The noiseless
IPS hence describes a full equivalence class of codes, members of which all carry information in the
HAk factors but can have different states on the HBk factors. While one is allowed the freedom to
choose noiseless codes that are not of the form given in equation (2.14) (if such codes exist), because
of the isometry via E∞, there will not exist a noiseless code that can store more information.
The noiseless IPS of E hence distills from the Hilbert space, all degrees of freedom that can
remain noiseless under the noise process, and identifies the largest structures that can be used to
store noiseless information. The only relevant units of noiseless information are qudits, with each
qudit being carried by one of the HAk factors in the noiseless IPS. HAk need not correspond to
the Hilbert space of a physical subsystem, but is nevertheless a noiseless degree of freedom. Other
structures that do not correspond to a full qudit are not allowed unless they are part of a noiseless
qudit of information. For example, any CPTP channel on a qubit can only have a noiseless IPS
that can carry either a classical bit or a full qubit of information. This is because the algebra
of all operators on the qubit contains only two matrix subalgebras, one unitarily equivalent to the
matrix algebra span{12, σz} (capable of carrying a bit), the other being the full qubit matrix algebra
span{12, σx, σy, σz}. There does not exist a CPTP map with a noiseless IPS that can carry only a
“real-bit,” corresponding to preserving noiseless information on some equatorial plane (spanned by
σx and σy only) of the Bloch sphere but not off the plane. This is simply because σx and σy cannot
belong to the same matrix algebra without also having σz.
The information-carrying capability of any code built upon the noiseless IPS is described by
the shape of the IPS, namely the vector (d1, d2, . . . , dn) listing the dimensions of the information-
carrying factors HAk . This vector characterizes the type and amount of noiseless information the
code can store. Any k-sector with a HAk factor of dimension dk > 1 is capable of storing quantum
information, whereas classical information can be stored as a choice between the different k-sectors.
This is exactly the form of a hybrid quantum memory discussed in [44].
The matrix-algebraic description of noiseless codes can be extended to correctable codes. Recall
that a correctable code is a noiseless code under the map R ◦ E , where R is the recovery map.
Correctable codes must hence also have the structure of matrix algebras, inherited from the noiseless
IPS of R ◦ E . We can refer to the noiseless IPS of R ◦ E as a correctable IPS of E . In fact, any
CPTP map R will give a correctable IPS of E . Hence, one can say that the correctable IPSs of
E fully characterize the structure of all correctable codes of E . Observe that every member of the
equivalence class of codes associated with a correctable IPS is recovered by the same CPTP map
R used to construct the correctable IPS. Also, note that the noiseless IPS of E is also a correctable
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IPS of E , for the trivial recovery map R = 1ˆ.
Let us examine how the various examples of codes from section 2.1 fit into this IPS framework.
Since PS, DFS and NS codes are all composed of states or parts of states that are invariant under
the noise channel itself, we expect to find them within the noiseless IPS. Indeed, a set of PS can
be constructed by choosing a basis for one or more of the k-sectors in the noiseless IPS with trivial
(nk = 1)HBk factors; a DFS corresponds to a particular k-sector with trivialHBk ; an NS corresponds
to any k-sector in the noiseless IPS with Ak as the noiseless subsystem, and a non-trivial noise-full
subsystem Bk. PS, DFS and NS codes are built upon these different structures. What about
correctable codes? A QEC code with recovery R is a DFS code of the map R ◦ E and hence comes
from the noiseless IPS of that map, or equivalently, the associated correctable IPS of E . Similarly,
an OQEC code arises from a correctable IPS of E in the form of an NS code from the corresponding
noiseless IPS of R ◦ E .
Note that theorem 2.3 also unifies the Schro¨dinger and Heisenberg [16] approaches to information
preservation, at least as far as noiseless and correctable information are concerned. The standard
approach to information preservation discusses how the noise channel acts on the code states. Ref-
erence [16] however proposed that more insight might be found from the Heisenberg perspective of
looking at how observables on the system are modified in the presence of noise. Since expectation
values evolve under the noise channel as tr{OE(ρ)} = tr{E†(O)ρ}, the observables can be thought
of as evolving under the channel E† while the state is held fixed. Looking for fixed states of E in the
Schro¨dinger picture hence translates to looking for fixed observables of E† in the Heisenberg picture.
Theorem 2.3 shows that both fixed-point sets Σ and B are related to the same matrix algebra A
which determines the structure of noiseless and correctable codes. Thus, both the Schro¨dinger and
Heisenberg approaches are equivalent when discussing information-preserving capabilities of these
codes. What matters is the structure of A underlying both fixed states and fixed observables.
Before we leave this section, it is interesting to note that a characterization similar to the one
presented here for noiseless codes holds for unitarily noiseless codes. A lemma analogous to lemma
2.2 relates unitarily noiseless codes to rotating points of E , i.e., eigenoperators of E with unit modulus
(eiφ) eigenvalues:
Lemma 2.4. Every unitarily noiseless code of E is isometric to a subset of states in the span of the
rotating points of E.
The proof of this lemma is given in appendix A.2. The isometry in this case is a CPTP map Einf
which projects any operator into the span of the rotating points of E . Let us denote this span by
ΣR. The fixed-point set of Einf is thus ΣR, and any maximal unitarily noiseless code is isometric to
the full set of fixed states contained in ΣR. Since Einf is CPTP, its fixed-point set has the structure
of a matrix algebra and we can correspondingly define a unique unitarily noiseless IPS of E based
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on that matrix algebra. This unitarily noiseless IPS of E is simply the noiseless IPS of Einf.
2.6 Helstrom Distinguishability Measure
So far, we have discussed the structure of noiseless, unitarily noiseless and correctable codes of E .
What about preserved codes? Do all preserved codes, not necessarily noiseless, unitarily noiseless
or correctable ones, have structures describable by a matrix algebra? Preserved codes present more
of a difficulty because there is no direct relation so far to noiseless codes, which was the basis of
the matrix-algebraic description of the other types of codes. However, there is such a connection
between preserved codes of E and noiseless codes of a related channel for codes preserved according
to a particular choice of distinguishability measure—the Helstrom distinguishability measure. In
this section and the next, we will specialize to this choice.
The choice of Helstrom distinguishability measure is operationally very natural and can be mo-
tivated by the following considerations. Suppose the sender chooses to prepare the system in the
state ρ ∈ C with probability p, or state σ ∈ C with probability 1 − p. These prior probabilities are
made known to the receiver, whose goal is to guess as well as he can, which state was prepared.
The measurement strategy that maximizes his probability of a correct guess is given by Helstrom’s
theorem [45]:
Theorem 2.5 (Helstrom’s theorem). Suppose a quantum system is prepared in either state ρ with
probability p, or state σ with probability 1−p. The strategy that maximizes the probability of correctly
guessing which state was prepared consists of measuring the Hermitian operator ∆ ≡ pρ− (1− p)σ.
This means constructing a projective measurement composed of three projectors: Π+ which projects
onto the positive eigenvalue subspace of ∆, Π− which projects onto the negative eigenvalue subspace,
and Π0 which projects onto the zero eigenvalue subspace. If an outcome corresponding to Π+ is
obtained, one guesses ρ; if an outcome corresponding to Π− is obtained, one guesses σ; if an outcome
corresponding to Π0 is obtained, one guesses ρ or σ according to the prior probabilities p and 1− p,
for example, by tossing a coin biased by p. Using this strategy, the probability of guessing the state
correctly is given by
PH(ρ, σ; p) ≡ 1
2
(1 + ‖∆‖tr). (2.15)
Helstrom’s theorem suggests that we can use the quantity ‖∆‖tr as a distinguishability measure.
More precisely, for any two states with their respective prior probabilities (ρ, p) and (σ, 1 − p), the
Helstrom distinguishability measure H is defined as
H
({(ρ, p), (σ, 1 − p)}) ≡ ‖pρ− (1− p)σ‖tr = ‖∆‖tr. (2.16)
One is to view the prior probabilities as part of specifying the “state” of ρ or σ. We can check that
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H satisfies all three properties for a distinguishability measure given in section 2.2: for property (i),
H = 0 if p = 1/2 and ρ = σ; property (ii) is ensured by the contractivity property of the trace norm
under a CPTP map [46] so that H
({(ρ, p), (σ, 1−p)}) ≥ H({(E(ρ), p), (E(σ), 1−p)}) for any CPTP
E ; property (iii) can be verified by noting that the trace norm of a direct sum is the sum of the trace
norms of the individual sectors, and that it is multiplicative over a tensor product (see section 1.4).
UsingH , one can define a code to be H-preserved whenever, for any pair of code states with given
prior probabilities, their distinguishability with respect to H before and after E remain identical.
Definition 2.7 (H-preserved code). A code is H-preserved by a CPTP E if and only if, for any
ρ, σ ∈ C, and p ∈ [0, 1],
‖E(∆)‖tr = ‖∆‖tr, (2.17)
where ∆ ≡ pρ− (1 − p)σ.
We will refer to the operator ∆ as the weighted difference. Notions of H-noiseless and H-correctable
codes follow naturally.
Although our main purpose for specializing to the measure H is to study the structure of H-
preserved codes, it is interesting to note that all maximal H-noiseless codes supported in P0 =
supp(Σ) take a particularly simple form.
Lemma 2.6. Every maximal H-noiseless code C of E with support in P0 has the form, written
according to the Hilbert space decomposition specified by the noiseless IPS of E,
C =
{⊕
k
(ρAk ⊗ µBk), for all states ρAk on HAk
}
, (2.18)
where µBk is some particular choice of state on HBk that is the same for all ρAk .
Equation (2.18) is exactly equation (2.14) from before, so any code of this form is H-noiseless. The
converse requires more careful considerations based on the form of E∞ given in equation (2.13) and
the fact that C is both convex and maximal. The proof of this lemma is given in appendix A.3.
Now, for a CPTP and unital E , the identity operator 1 is in the fixed-point set of E . P0 is thus
equal to the full Hilbert space. Equation (2.18) then gives the form for all maximal H-noiseless
codes of E . For a non-unital E , are there H-noiseless codes with support outside of P0? The answer
is in the affirmative in general. A simple case where this is true is if there is a “mirror image” of P0
in P0 as illustrated in the following example:
Example 2.1. Consider a map E that acts on a four-dimensional Hilbert space with an orthonormal
basis {|ψ1〉, |ψ2〉, |φ1〉, |φ2〉}. E has Kraus operators {|ψ1〉〈ψ1|+|ψ2〉〈ψ2|, |ψ1〉〈φ1|+|ψ2〉〈φ2|}. E hence
acts as the identity channel on the subspace Pψ ≡ span{|ψ1〉, |ψ2〉}. E “reflects” the orthogonal
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subspace spanned by Pφ ≡ span{|φ1〉, |φ2〉} down onto Pψ:
a|φ1〉+ b|φ2〉 E7−→ a|ψ1〉+ b|ψ2〉. (2.19)
It is easy to see that E is CPTP, but not unital. Furthermore, En = E for any integer n ≥ 1, and
the support of fixed points of E is just Pψ. However, one can see that the set of all states on Pφ
forms a maximal H-noiseless code of E.
Nevertheless, because of the isometry to fixed states from lemma 2.2, any maximal H-noiseless code
of E still has the structure of the noiseless IPS of E , even if it has support outside of P0.
2.7 The Structure of H-Preserved Codes
H-preserved codes turn out to be very easy to characterize because of the following theorem:
Theorem 2.7. A code C is H-preserved if and only if it is H-correctable.
That a code is H-preserved if it is H-correctable is obvious, since H cannot increase under a CPTP
map.5 The converse is less straightforward. To show that anyH-preserved code of E isH-correctable,
we need to exhibit a CPTP recovery map that can recover the preserved information carried by the
code. This recovery turns out to be a map RP that depends only on E and the support P of the
code. To demonstrate that RP corrects the information, we need to show that, for any ρ, σ in the
code, and for any p ∈ [0, 1], we have that ‖(RP ◦ E)(∆)‖tr = ‖∆‖tr, for ∆ ≡ pρ − (1 − p)σ the
weighted difference. The core of the proof, which is given in appendix A.4, involves demonstrating
that R◦E maps the positive and negative eigenspaces of ∆ into disjoint subspaces, which is sufficient
to guarantee that ‖(RP ◦ E)(∆)‖tr = ‖∆‖tr. Note that the proof requires convexity of the code C.
The recovery map RP is itself of interest, especially in the next chapter. RP is referred to as
the transpose channel and is defined as the map
RP ∼ {PE†i E(P )−1/2}. (2.20)
Here, P is the projector onto P ≡ supp(C), {Ei} are the Kraus operators for E , and the inverse
in E(P )−1/2 is taken on the support PE ≡ supp(E(P )). Note that PE is also the support of E(C)
since P is full-rank on C. The Kraus representation of RP defines it as a CP map, and it is easy to
verify that it is TP on PE .6 RP is a special case of a recovery map originally introduced in [47] for
reversing the effects of a quantum channel on a given initial state. RP defined here is exactly the
5The same is true of preserved and correctable codes for any other distinguishability measure.
6RP can be extended to a TP channel on the full system Hilbert space by attaching an arbitrary
channel (e.g., the identity channel works) acting on the complement of PE . This additional part of
RP is however, of no consequence for the code and we will ignore it.
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map for the initial state P/d, where d is the dimension of P . In our context here, this map is useful
in that it reverses the effects of E on the information-carrying parts of a H-preserved code.
An immediate consequence of the equivalence between H-preserved and H-correctable codes
is that every H-preserved code of E arises from a correctable IPS of E . More precisely, an H-
preserved code C arises from the correctable IPS that is also the noiseless IPS of the map RP ◦ E ,
for P ≡ supp(C). From this, it becomes clear that the set of correctable IPSs of E capture all
information-carrying capabilities—in terms of the measure H—of the system under E . The set of
IPSs we have to consider is in fact even smaller, because the set of correctable IPSs associated with
recovery maps of the form of RP for all subspaces P ⊆ H is sufficient to characterize all H-preserved
codes of E . These IPSs can be viewed as the preserved IPSs of E .
Note that we could have concluded that the structure of H-preserved codes admit a matrix-
algebraic description without using the fixed-point theorem (theorem 2.3). For any subspace P ⊆ H,
as far as is relevant for a code C supported on P , we can view RP ◦ E as a CP map acting on the
subspace P , i.e., (RP ◦ E) : B(P)→ B(P). It is easy to check that it is CPTP and unital. That the
fixed points of a CPTP, unital map form a matrix algebra is a result that has been proven before
by several authors (see for example, [8, 9]). Because of the unitality of the map, the fixed-point set
Σ does not only have the structure of the matrix algebra A as given in theorem 2.3(iv), but is equal
to A. This fact, together with theorem 2.7 and lemma 2.2, already tells us that every H-preserved
code C has a structure described by the matrix algebra of fixed points of RP ◦ E .
Since H-preserved codes are H-correctable, and hence H-noiseless under RP ◦ E , every H-
preserved code of E is isometric to a subset of fixed states of RP ◦ E . As in the case of noiseless
codes, one can then define a maximal H-preserved code as follows:
Definition 2.8 (Maximal H-preserved code). A H-preserved code of E is maximal if and only
if it is a maximal H-noiseless code under RP ◦ E.
Since RP ◦ E is unital on P , its fixed-point set is supported on P . Lemma 2.6 then tells us that,
for a given P , every maximal H-preserved code of E supported on P has the form given in equation
(2.18), where the only part of the code states affected by RP ◦ E are the µBk ’s.
Actually, given the form of maximal H-preserved codes stated above, we can completely reverse
the effects of the noise process on the code states, not just on the information-carrying parts. One
simply needs an additional map T that replaces the state on HBk after the action of RP ◦ E by the
input state µBk . T is also CPTP, so the full recovery map R ≡ T ◦ RP is CPTP. Hence, we have
the following fixed-point condition for H-preserved codes:
Corollary 2.8. For every maximal H-preserved code C, there exists a CPTP map R such that
(R ◦ E)(ρ) = ρ for all states ρ ∈ C.
The condition (R◦E)(ρ) = ρ is exactly the sufficient condition (lemma 2.1) for a code to be preserved
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in the most general sense of definition 2.1. Therefore, every maximal PH -preserved code of E is a
preserved code of E in the sense of definition 2.1.
Corollary 2.8 presents to us a surprising fact. Preservation according to H seems like a rather
weak notion of preserved, especially since, at any one time, we are only considering the distin-
guishability between two code states. Nevertheless, corollary 2.8 tells us that, as long as a code C
is a maximal H-preserved code of E , there is a physical map which can fully reverse the effects of
the noise channel. In fact, this holds true even for non-maximal H-preserved codes constructed by
picking subsets of a maximal code. The same recovery R still works in this case. The notion of
information preservation with respect to Helstrom distinguishability is just strong enough to ensure
that all information carried by an H-preserved code remains preserved with respect to any measure
of distinguishability.
2.8 Finding Codes
Given a system under the influence of some noise process E , one would like to maximize its
information-carrying capabilities by making use of the largest preserved code supported by the
system. Following the lines of our discussion so far, one can imagine that to find preserved codes,
one should first look for “preserved IPSs” of E , which tell us what parts of the system Hilbert space
are capable of carrying preserved information. What is meant by the “largest code” can depend on
operational needs. If one desires a correctable code that can store a qudit of information, where
the dimension of the qudit is as large as possible, then one needs to look for a correctable IPS
whose shape vector contains a dk (dimension of the HAk factor of the IPS) value that is as large as
possible. If one however desires a correctable code that can encode as much classical information
as possible, one then should look for an IPS such that
∑
k dk is as large as possible. One may also
desire additional features for the code, for example, a noiseless code for which no non-trivial recovery
operation needs to be performed.
Unfortunately, we do not have a complete characterization of all preserved codes, except in the
case of preservation according to H . However, we do know the structure of all noiseless and cor-
rectable codes—they respectively arise from the noiseless IPS of E and of R ◦ E for some recovery
map R. Recall that the noiseless IPS of any map can be obtained from examining the structure
of its fixed-point set. Theorem 2.3 elucidates the structure of this fixed-point set, and gives us the
following algorithm for finding the noiseless IPS of E :
Algorithm for finding the noiseless IPS
Step 1. Write E as a d2 × d2 matrix LE acting on the Hilbert-Schmidt vector space of operators on
H, where d is the dimension of H. The matrix for E† is simply LE† = (LE )†.
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Step 2. Extract a basis for the eigenvalue-1 (right) eigenspace of LE , corresponding to the fixed-
point set Σ, and a basis for the eigenvalue-1 eigenspace of (LE)†, corresponding to the
fixed-observable set B (or equivalently, the fixed-point set of E†). This can be done using
standard techniques to compute the Jordan normal form of LE , or diagonalization if it is
diagonalizable.
Step 3. Compute P0, the support of Σ, by taking the joint support of the basis for Σ. Obtain the
matrix algebra A as a linear span of operators by projecting the basis for B onto P0 (see
theorem 2.3(v)).
Step 4. Find the canonical decomposition of A into the form given in equation (2.9), from which we
obtain the noiseless IPS of E .
From the resulting noiseless IPS, one can choose one or more of the k-sectors within the IPS as
the noiseless code, putting the information into the HAk factors and making some choice of states
for the HBk factors. Picking k-sectors from the noiseless IPS, however, does not give all possible
noiseless codes of E , since one has to acknowledge the possibility that there may be noiseless codes
not of this form that are still isometric to the fixed states of E . However, as mentioned before, we
will not be able to find a noiseless code not of the above form that has larger information-carrying
capability.
The algorithm is efficient in the sense that it requires no exhaustive search over all states or
subspaces in H, as was the case for some of the previous methods for finding noiseless codes (e.g.,
[12, 13]). Finding A as a linear span (steps 1–3) demands only matrix diagonalization which can
be done efficiently. In step 4, we need to find the canonical decomposition equation (2.9) of a
matrix algebra specified as the linear span of a set of operators. This can also be done efficiently
using, for example, the algorithm in [48]. This canonical decomposition step is also present in existing
algorithms for finding noiseless subsystems [13, 14]. The improvement over these previous algorithms
is the straightforward method of finding A as a linear span by performing a simple eigenanalysis.
Note that shifting the focus from fixed points to rotating points gives a similar algorithm for
finding the unitarily noiseless IPS of E . Unitarily noiseless codes can then be constructed in the
same way as done above for noiseless codes. To our knowledge, this is the first efficient algorithm
for finding unitarily noiseless codes for a CPTP channel.
What about finding correctable codes? Any choice of CPTP R gives rise to a correctable IPS of
E , which can be found using the algorithm for the noiseless IPS above, but implemented for the map
R ◦ E . However, one would be interested in finding the correctable IPS with the largest (according
to whatever relevant notion) information-carrying capability. Unfortunately, since we do not know
which particular recovery map R will give rise to the largest correctable IPS, we do not know how
to find the largest correctable code efficiently.
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2.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented a framework for understanding information preserved by a noise pro-
cess. We began with the basic idea that preserved information must correspond to invariant mutual
distinguishability between code states carrying the information. This led to a general characteriza-
tion of all noiseless, unitarily noiseless and correctable codes in terms of their underlying IPSs that
admit very elegant and concise matrix-algebraic descriptions. Along the way, we saw how noiseless
codes and fixed states of the noise process are related by an isometry, putting on firm ground the
intuition that information can remain intact without the need for correction only if it is related
to properties that are immune to the noise. Our analysis also yielded a full characterization of all
fixed points of CPTP (E) or CP and unital (E†) maps that may be useful in itself. It also gave
an algorithm that enables one to efficiently find the largest structures in the Hilbert space that
can carry noiseless or unitarily noiseless information. While a full characterization of all preserved
codes for an arbitrary distinguishability measure proved difficult, we were able to extend the simple
matrix-algebraic description to all codes that are preserved according to the operationally motivated
Helstrom measure of distinguishability.
Important open problems remain. Understanding the structure of all preserved codes beyond the
Helstrom distinguishability measure will be an important step towards characterizing all possible
notions of preserved information. For example, answering the question of whether all preserved
codes are correctable, with respect to some distinguishability measure, will be very interesting from
a foundational viewpoint. Also, a different concept of maximality for a noiseless code might be useful.
Suppose we begin with a code that is noiseless under E . We consider the code to be “maximal” if
we cannot add more states to the code such that it remains noiseless under C. One wonders if there
is also a simple structure for codes that are maximal in this sense. Examining whether if our IPS
framework can be extended to include “post-selected” preserved information, where the information
is preserved conditioned on getting a particular measurement outcome, is another problem that will
see much practical use.
A further natural extension is to relax the requirement for perfect preservation, and to approach
the question of approximately preserved information under CPTP channels. Preliminary investiga-
tions into this indicate that partial extensions of some of the ideas from the perfect case are possible.
However, many interesting complications can arise, and the direct generalization of the statement
that the fixed-point set of a CPTP map has a matrix-algebraic structure does not hold for approxi-
mate fixed points. A full characterization of “approximate IPSs” hence appears difficult. A perhaps
simpler question might be to examine the robustness of the IPSs described here against initialization
errors, where the system supporting the code may not be fully disentangled from the environment.
In this case, the CP description of the noise process on the system due to the environment may
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no longer be perfectly valid, and one has to examine the effects of small entanglement with the
environment on the information supposedly stored within the system.
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A little history
The question of information approximately preserved by a noise channel was first proposed to me
by Robin Blume-Kohout when he was a postdoc at Caltech. We made many attempts at trying
to understanding the nature of approximately preserved information but could make little progress,
especially since we realized that the question of perfectly preserved information was itself not com-
pletely answered. The resulting search for a complete characterization of perfectly preserved codes
gave rise to the current chapter, along with numerous critical contributions from David Poulin (then
a postdoc at Caltech) and Lorenza Viola (from Dartmouth College). The results presented in this
chapter can be found in [49] and [50].
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Chapter 3
Approximate Quantum Error Correction
In the last chapter, we showed how the IPS framework can describe the structure of preserved codes.
We also stated that extending those ideas to the approximate case appears difficult. However, our
insight from the IPS framework proves to be very useful for the study of approximately correctable
subspace codes, or more specifically, the approximate version of QEC codes,1 as we will show in this
chapter. In particular, the discovery that the transpose channel (equation (2.20)) is the universal
recovery map for codes preserved according to the Helstrom distinguishability measure leads one to
suspect that the same channel might be useful for correcting codes that carry information approxi-
mately preserved by the channel. This is further strengthened by the realization that the transpose
channel is nothing but the recovery map used in the standard theory of QEC built upon a set of
error correction conditions. This suggests that we might be able to use the transpose channel to
study codes that satisfy a set of perturbed error correction conditions.
The vast majority of existing work on error correction focused on perfect QEC, where the recovery
operation either perfectly corrects the full CPTP noise channel, or it perfectly corrects the errors
conditioned on the fact that fewer than some t errors occurred. However, the requirement for
perfect recovery may be too stringent for certain tasks. Reference [51] presented an example of a
code designed for correcting errors in a system affected by weak amplitude damping noise. What
is particularly interesting about their work is that, while perfect QEC for their channel requires at
least five qubits to encode a single qubit, their code uses only four qubits to achieve comparable
fidelity. This elucidates a key advantage of relaxing the stringent perfect QEC requirement—one
might be able to encode the same amount of information into fewer qubits while retaining a nearly
identical level of protection from the noise process. Their four-qubit code is also specially designed
1Notice the difference between a QEC code, and a general correctable code discussed in the
previous chapter. While the latter has no a priori structure imposed on it other than convexity, a
QEC code consists, from the outset, of all states on a subspace of the system Hilbert space. This
imposed subspace structure is what allows us to study approximate QEC codes even though we may
not be able to understand all approximately correctable codes from the perspective of chapter 2.
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for the channel in question, a departure from standard QEC codes which sought to perfectly correct
up to some t arbitrary errors in the system. This adaptation of the code to the channel, an idea also
emphasized later in [52], is a crucial factor behind the success of their code. Such approximate QEC
(AQEC) codes open up many more possibilities for the use of codes that may be better tailored to
the particular information processing task at hand.
While the analysis in [51] is based on small perturbations of the perfect QEC conditions central
to the standard theory of error correction, subsequent work on AQEC have focused on a different
approach. One can formulate the problem of AQEC by looking for the optimal encoding and recovery
maps, given a noise channel and the information we want to encode (qubit or higher-dimensional
object). Here, optimality is measured in terms of the worst-case fidelity, i.e., fidelity between the
input state and the state after noise and recovery, minimized over all possible input states for given
encoding and recovery maps. This is actually a triple-optimization problem since one needs to do
an optimization over all possible encodings, recovery maps and input states. It is hardly surprising
that such a triple optimization is difficult to solve.
The simplest approach is to hold either the encoding or the recovery map fixed, and then perform
the optimization over the remaining two variables—the recovery or the encoding map, and the input
state. This is, however, still not an easy problem. Past work [53, 54, 55, 56, 57] further simplified the
problem by looking instead at measures based on entanglement fidelity [58], which characterize the
performance of the code averaged over some input ensemble (including the case of a trivial ensemble
comprising a single state). This eliminates the minimization over all input states required for the
worst-case fidelity. The task of finding the optimal encoding or recovery map then becomes tractable
via convex optimization methods. However, optimality is now defined using an averaged measure of
fidelity.
For many communication or computational tasks however, we would prefer an assurance that all
information stored in the code is well protected, rather than being protected only on average. The
worst-case fidelity is then still the right measure to use, and the relevant notion of optimality of the
encoding and recovery maps should be defined based on this. Optimization of the recovery channel
using the worst-case fidelity for a given encoding map was explored using semidefinite programming
in [59]. However, to pose the optimization problem as a semidefinite program required relaxation of
one of the constraints in the problem. As a result, the recovery map found by the algorithm in [59] is
typically suboptimal. Furthermore, the numerically computed recovery map is difficult to describe
and understand analytically.
In this work, we use the worst-case fidelity measure to define optimality, and assume a fixed
encoding. We give a universal recovery map that is very easy to write down analytically. This
universal recovery map—the transpose channel familiar from the previous chapter (see equation
(2.20))—gives a worst-case fidelity that can be suboptimal, but it cannot be too far from that of the
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optimal recovery. In fact, we will show that the transpose channel is the optimal recovery map for
perfect QEC codes, and the error correction conditions [60, 61, 27] for perfect QEC can be rewritten
in a way so that the role of the transpose channel is apparent. From this, we derive a natural
generalization of the perfect QEC conditions in the form of a necessary condition and a sufficient
condition for AQEC founded upon the transpose channel. While there have been some previous
work on AQEC conditions in the past from information-theoretic perspectives [62, 63, 64, 65], our
conditions are aimed at providing an algorithm to find AQEC codes. We will describe an algorithm
that gives a good chance of finding an AQEC code that does not require optimizing over all recovery
maps for each encoding map. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the worst-case fidelity for our
transpose channel is an easily computable quantity for the most practically useful case of codes
encoding a single qubit. In this case, the triple optimization for finding a good AQEC code is
essentially reduced to only the optimization over the encoding map.
In section 3.1, we carefully formulate the task of looking for a good AQEC code as an optimization
problem. In section 3.2, we take a closer look at the role of the transpose channel in standard QEC
theory, and show that it is nearly optimal for AQEC codes. An alternative form of the perfect QEC
conditions based on the transpose channel is described in section 3.3, which leads to the AQEC
conditions. The algorithm for finding AQEC codes is given in section 3.4, and we show that this
algorithm is particularly simple in the case of qubit codes in section 3.5. In section 3.6, we discuss
the example of amplitude damping noise considered in [51], to compare our procedure with previous
related work. Section 3.7 contains our conclusions and some open problems.
3.1 AQEC as an Optimization Problem
Suppose we have some physical system we can use to carry information. Let us denote the Hilbert
space of this system by H. In this system, we want to encode a qudit of information—information
carried by a d-dimensional Hilbert space H0, where d is no greater than the dimension of H. The
qudit is encoded into a d-dimensional subspace C of H. We refer to C as a subspace code (as opposed
to subsystem codes [28] or more general codes in the sense of the previous chapter).2 Since we will
only discuss subspace codes in this chapter, we will often just use “code” for short. Formally, the
information is encoded into C via an encoding map W : H0 → C, whose action on any orthonormal
basis {|φ(0)i 〉} for H0 is W : |φ(0)i 〉 7→ |φi〉 ∈ C such that 〈φi|φj〉 = δij ∀i, j. One can extend this
encoding map on the vector space H0 to a CPTP map on operators, which we also denote as W .
We write this map as W : B(H0) → B(C), with W ∼ {|φi〉〈φ(0)i |}. After encoding the information
2In accordance with the discussion in the previous chapter, the code C should really be defined
as the set of all states (density operators) on the d-dimensional subspace of H into which the qudit
is encoded. However, in our present setting, given that there is a underlying subspace structure, one
can simply equate the code C with the subspace itself.
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into C using W , the system undergoes the action of the noise. As in the previous chapter, this noise
is described by a CPTP map E : B(H) → B(H). E can describe, for example, the noise acting on
the system over some time step, or the effects of a single use of a noisy channel for communication.
After the action of E , we perform a CPTP recovery map R : B(H)→ B(C) to try to restore the code
states to what they were before E , which are then decoded using W−1 ∼ {|φ(0)i 〉〈φi|}.
How well the information is protected from the noise can be measured by the fidelity between
the input qudit state and the decoded output state. The fidelity between any two states ρ and σ is
given by
F (ρ, σ) ≡ tr
√
ρ1/2σρ1/2, (3.1)
which for a pure state ρ ≡ |ψ〉〈ψ|, can be written as
F (|ψ〉, σ) ≡ F (|ψ〉〈ψ|, σ) =
√
〈ψ|σ|ψ〉. (3.2)
For any ρ and σ, F (ρ, σ) takes value between 0 and 1. F = 0 if and only if ρ and σ have orthogonal
support, and F = 1 if and only if ρ = σ. The fidelity is hence a measure of how close two states are.
Using the fidelity measure, we say that a code C, together with its encoding and recovery maps,
is effective at protecting the information from the noise E if the worst-case fidelity,
min
ρ∈S(H0)
F
[
ρ,
(W−1 ◦ R ◦ E ◦W) (ρ)], (3.3)
is close to 1. Here, S(H0) denotes the set of all states, pure or mixed, of the qudit. The sequence of
maps W−1 ◦R ◦ E ◦W represents the error correction process: encode ρ into C, expose the encoded
state to E , perform a recovery R, and then decode using W−1. One furthermore minimizes the
fidelity over all input qudit states to obtain the worst possible fidelity.
Actually, it is sufficient to minimize over pure states only in equation (3.3), because the fidelity
measure is jointly concave in its arguments [39]:
F
(∑
i
piρi,
∑
i
piσi
)
≥
∑
i
piF (ρi, σi) , (3.4)
where
∑
i pi = 1. Let ρi = |ψi〉〈ψi| for some |ψi〉 ∈ H0, and set ρ ≡
∑
i pi|ψi〉〈ψi|. Then, equation
(3.4) tells us that
F [ρ,Φ(ρ)] ≥
∑
i
piF [|ψi〉,Φ (|ψi〉〈ψi|)]
≥
(∑
i
pi
)
min
|ψ〉∈H0
F [|ψ〉,Φ(|ψ〉〈ψ|)] = min
|ψ〉∈H0
F [|ψ〉,Φ(|ψ〉〈ψ|)] . (3.5)
Since this is true for all states ρ ∈ S(H0), the minimum fidelity is attained on a pure state. Setting
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Φ ≡ W−1 ◦ R ◦ E ◦ W, we see that the minimization in equation (3.3) only needs to be over pure
states.
Above, we considered a given encoding map (or equivalently a given code C ⊂ H) and a given
recovery map. In reality, one wants to maximize the error correction capability provided by the
system by choosingW andR such that the worst-case fidelity is as close to 1 as possible. The problem
of AQEC using a system with Hilbert space H can thus be phrased as the following optimization
problem:
max
W
max
R
min
|ψ〉∈H0
F
[|ψ〉, (W−1 ◦ R ◦ E ◦W) (|ψ〉〈ψ|)] . (3.6)
If the quantity in equation (3.6) attains the maximum possible fidelity value of 1, i.e., there existW
and R such that the worst-case fidelity is 1, then we have perfect QEC.
The optimization problem given in equation (3.6) can in fact be interpreted in a way more
general than stated so far. Above, the image of the encoding map W is contained in B(H) for some
fixed Hilbert space H. In reality, one should also allow H to vary, and choose H to be as small as
possible while still accommodating a code with good fidelity performance. For example, in the case
of the system consisting of n quantum registers, one would like to minimize n to reduce resource
requirements. Choosing a Hilbert space that is too small however might reduce the worst-case
fidelity of possible codes, so one would need to seek an optimal balance between having a small n
and having high fidelity.
In what follows however, we will assume that a system of fixed size is available for encoding the
information and we search for good codes within the Hilbert space of that system. Equation (3.6)
is the precise statement of the triple optimization mentioned in the introduction of this chapter.
It is very difficult to solve since we have to optimize (minimize or maximize) over three different
variables: the encoding map W , the recovery map R given W , and the input state |ψ〉 ∈ H0 given
W and R. The simplest approach to finding the best code is to do an exhaustive search over all
possible encodings, which amounts to randomly choosing a d-dimensional subspace C in H. For each
C, we still need to optimize over R and |ψ〉 ∈ H0 to obtain the largest worst-case fidelity. We refer
to the recovery R with the largest worst-case fidelity as the optimal recovery for C and denote it
as Rop. From the form of W , it is easy to see that the worst-case fidelity, given W and R, can
equivalently be computed over states in C instead of the qudit states of H0. Therefore, the relevant
optimization problem is
max
R
min
|ψ〉∈C
F [|ψ〉, (R ◦ E) (|ψ〉〈ψ|)] . (3.7)
Equation (3.7) for a given code space C is however still a difficult problem since it still involves
a double optimization. As mentioned in the introduction, past work either simplified the problem
by using an averaged fidelity measure in place of the worst-case fidelity, thus removing the need to
optimize over all code states [53, 54, 55, 56, 57], or one numerically finds a typically suboptimal
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recovery map [59]. In our work, we approach the problem stated in equation (3.7) using a universal
recovery map that is analytically very simple to write down, and is furthermore provably near
optimal, with optimality defined with respect to the worst-case fidelity.
Before going on to discuss the universal recovery map in the next section, let us define some
useful terminology. We will often make use of the square of the fidelity, which we denote as F 2(·, ·) ≡
[F (·, ·)]2. Whenever it is unambiguous, we will also refer to F 2 as the fidelity. It will turn out to be
convenient to define the fidelity loss ηR, for a given code C and a recovery map R, as the deviation
of the square of the worst-case fidelity from 1, i.e.,
ηR ≡ 1− min|ψ〉∈CF
2 [|ψ〉, (R ◦ E)(|ψ〉〈ψ|)] . (3.8)
The fidelity loss for the optimal recovery map Rop will be denoted as ηop, and is given by ηop =
minR ηR for a given C (which is just a restatement of equation (3.7)). We refer to ηop as the optimal
fidelity loss. A code C for E is said to be ǫ-correctable if it has ηop ≤ ǫ for some ǫ ∈ [0, 1]. ǫ-correctable
codes with ǫ ≪ 1 are said to be approximately correctable, and have states with fidelity at least
√
1− ǫ ≃ 1− ǫ/2 after the action of the noise and recovery.
3.2 Transpose Channel as Universal Near-Optimal Recovery
We begin this section with a description of the universal recovery map, which is just the transpose
channel from the previous chapter, shown there to be the optimal recovery for all perfectly H-
preserved codes. Here, we show specifically that this transpose channel is exactly the standard
recovery map for perfect QEC codes characterized by the well-known QEC conditions. Then, we
will show that the transpose channel is nearly optimal even in the case of AQEC codes.
3.2.1 The Transpose Channel
For a given code C, let P be the projector onto C (a subspace). Let PE ≡ supp[E(C)] = supp[E(P )],
and let PE be the projector onto PE . Let {Ei}Ni=1 be a Kraus representation for E . Recall from
equation (2.20) that the transpose channel RP : B(PE) → B(C) for the given C is defined as the
following CP map:
RP (·) ≡
N∑
i=1
PE†i E(P )−1/2 (·) E(P )−1/2EiP, (3.9)
i.e., RP ∼ {PE†i E(P )−1/2}Ni=1. The inverse of E(P ) is taken on its support PE . RP has this universal
form for any channel E and any code C, and depends on C only through P . Observe that the Kraus
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operators of RP satisfy
∑
k
(PE†i E(P )−1/2)†(PE†i E(P )−1/2) = E(P )−1/2
(∑
k
EiPE
†
i
)
E(P )−1/2 = PE , (3.10)
so RP is TP on its domain B(PE). Note that we can always add an additional projector 1 − PE—
corresponding to “do nothing” on the complement of PE—to the Kraus operators of RP , thus
rendering it TP on the full H and a physical operation on the system. However, since we assume
that the information is encoded completely within the code space, the action of RP outside PE is
irrelevant. Hence, we will always forget about this extension outside PE . This applies to all recovery
maps we will discuss here.
We can understand the transpose channel as being composed of three CP maps: RP = P◦E†◦N ,
where P is the projection onto C, and N is the normalization map N (·) = E(P )−1/2(·)E(P )−1/2. In
this form, RP is manifestly independent of the choice of Kraus representation for E . Without the
map N , RP is just the adjoint map E† ∼ {E†i } with an additional projection to ensure that we end
up in B(C). However, P ◦ E† is not TP, and N is added precisely to remedy that.
While we will mainly use RP to discuss AQEC codes, it helps our intuition later to first under-
stand the relevance of RP to perfect QEC codes. An important characterization of perfect QEC
codes is the set of perfect QEC conditions [60, 61, 27], which we briefly review here (see [39] for a
good introduction). The QEC conditions can be stated as follows:
Theorem 3.1 (Perfect QEC conditions). A CPTP recovery R that perfectly corrects a CP map
E on a subspace code C exists if and only if
∀i, j, PE†iEjP = αijP, (3.11)
for some complex matrix α.
These conditions characterize when a perfect QEC code for E exists, without requiring knowledge
of the recovery map R.
It is convenient to rewrite equation (3.11) in a diagonal form. From the form of the left-hand
side of equation (3.11), we see that α must be a Hermitian matrix. Thus, it can be diagonalized
using a unitary u and a diagonal matrix d so that α = udu†. We can also choose a different
Kraus representation for E defined by Fk ≡
∑
i uikEi so that E ∼ {Fk}. With this choice of Kraus
representation, the perfect QEC conditions take the following form:
∀k, l, PF †kFlP = δkldkkP, (3.12)
where dkk are the diagonal entries of d, or equivalently, the eigenvalues of α. Notice that dkk ≥ 0 ∀k
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since the left-hand side of equation (3.12) is positive semidefinite when k = l. α is hence a positive
semidefinite matrix (α ≥ 0).
The proof of theorem 3.1 (see [39] for details) itself gives the recovery map for correcting the
errors when equation (3.11) is satisfied. Let us denote this recovery as Rperf. To write down Rperf,
we first express the Fk’s using polar decomposition as FkP =
√
dkkUkP for some unitary Uk. Then,
Rperf : B(PE)→ B(C) is given by
Rperf ∼ {PU †k}. (3.13)
One can check that Rperf is TP on its domain B(PE), and that it perfectly corrects the code in the
sense that for any ρ ∈ B(C),
(Rperf ◦ E)(ρ) =
(∑
k
dkk
)
ρ. (3.14)
∑
k dkk is just the trace of E(ρ) for any ρ ∈ C. This sum is independent of ρ because of the QEC
conditions equation (3.12), and is exactly equal to 1 if and only if E is TP on C. Equation (3.14)
thus just expresses the fact that Rperf recovers the original code state, up to any reduction in trace
due to the possible non-TP nature of E .
The natural question to ask here is how the transpose channel RP relates to the recovery Rperf
for a given E and C that satisfy the QEC conditions. Here, we show that they are exactly the same
map (also previously noted in [47]):
Lemma 3.2. RP = Rperf.
Proof. First, note that we can take PF †kE(P )−1/2 as the Kraus operators of RP . Observe that
E(P ) = ∑k(FkP )(PF †k ) = ∑k dkkUkPPU †k = ∑k dkkPk, where Pk ≡ UkPU †k . Equation (3.12)
tells us that PU †kUlP = δklP , from which it is easy to see that the Pk’s are orthogonal projectors
satisfying PkPl = δklPk. Hence, E(P )−1/2 =
∑
k Pk/
√
dkk, where the inverse is taken on the support
PE =
∑
k Pk. Then, we can write
PF †kE(P )−1/2 = PF †k
∑
l
Pl√
dll
=
∑
l
√
dkk
dll
PU †kUlPU
†
l = PU
†
k , (3.15)
which are exactly the Kraus operators of Rperf. 
Thus, we see that RP in the perfect QEC case is exactly the optimal recovery map that perfectly
corrects E on C.
While we will only discuss noise channels that are TP, theorem 3.1 and lemma 3.2 remain true
even for an E that is not TP. Traditionally, perfect QEC is discussed for a noise channel E that is
CP but not necessarily TP. The non-TP case is particularly relevant when we deal with a system
of n quantum registers, with each register affected by some noise E1. The noise on the full system
is then E⊗n1 . One can set E = E⊗n1 which is TP, and look for codes for E . However, suppose E1
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has a Kraus operator of the form (1 − p)1, such that 0 ≤ p ≪ 1, and 1 is the identity operator
on a single quantum register. All other Kraus operators are non-trivial, representing errors on the
register. This E1 describes weak noise, and can be interpreted as noise where an error on a quantum
register occurs with small probability p. For an n-register system subjected to such noise, instead of
requiring the code to correct the entire channel E⊗n1 , one often looks for codes that perfectly corrects
the noise up to some maximum number t of quantum registers with errors. In this case then, E is
not E⊗n1 , but is the channel that describes a noise where at most t registers have errors. Such an E
is not TP, since we have discarded Kraus operators of E⊗n1 corresponding to having errors in more
than t registers. This gives rise to the notion of the distance of a code inherited from the theory of
classical codes, which is defined as 2t + 1, where t is the maximum number of errors the code can
correct.
Actually, one can view a perfectly correctable code for such a non-TP E as an approximately
correctable code for the original n-register noise channel E⊗n1 which is TP. In our AQEC discussion,
the code we look for is approximately correctable on the channel anyway, so we might as well consider
E to always be TP, which is the physically relevant scenario. One might still be able to define a useful
notion of distance for AQEC codes, but we leave that for future work and focus only on a TP E .
Note that the analysis in the remainder of the paper do apply for a special case of codes for non-TP
maps—E ∼ {Ei} where the TP condition (see equation (1.13)) is such that
∑
i PE
†
iEiP = aP for
the projector P onto the code space and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. A code satisfying the perfect QEC conditions
is an example of this, but it is not the only possibility. Our analysis applies in this case except that
one would have to add the proportionality factor a to our expressions.
3.2.2 Near Optimality of the Transpose Channel
For AQEC codes, the transpose channel RP in general need not be the optimal recovery map Rop
for C, but here we show that RP does not do much worse than Rop. This is our central result and
forms the basis of much of the discussion that follows.
Theorem 3.3. Given a subspace code C of dimension d and optimal fidelity loss ηop, for any |ψ〉 ∈ C,
F 2 [|ψ〉, (Rop ◦ E)(|ψ〉〈ψ|)] ≤
√
1 + (d− 1)ηop F [|ψ〉, (RP ◦ E)(|ψ〉〈ψ|)] . (3.16)
Proof.3 Let {Rj} be the Kraus operators of Rop : B(PE) → B(C). Given the domain and range
of Rop, Rj ’s must satisfy Rj = PRjPE and furthermore,
∑
j R
†
jRj = PE since Rop is TP. Let
us define another CP map L ∼ {Lj} such that Rj ≡ PL†jE(P )−1/2. For any state |ψ〉 ∈ C, let
3The first part of the proof follows ideas from [47].
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Xi ≡ E(P )−1/4EiP |ψ〉〈ψ| and Yj ≡ E(P )−1/4LjP |ψ〉〈ψ|. Then,
F 2 [|ψ〉, (Rop ◦ E)(|ψ〉〈ψ|)] =
∑
ij
|tr(Y †j Xi)|2
≤
∑
ij
tr(X†iXi)tr(Y
†
j Yj)
≤
(∑
i
|tr(X†iXi)|2
)1/2(∑
j
|tr(Y †j Yj)|2
)1/2
, (3.17)
where in the first inequality, we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and in the second, we
have added positive terms under the square roots. Now, consider the following:
∑
j
|tr(Y †j Yj)|2 =
∑
j
|〈ψ|PL†jE(P )−1/2LjP |ψ〉|2
= F 2[|ψ〉, L˜ (|ψ〉〈ψ|)]
= 〈ψ|L˜(|ψ〉〈ψ|)|ψ〉
≤ tr{L˜(|ψ〉〈ψ|)}, (3.18)
where L˜ is the CP map L˜ ∼ {PL†jE(P )−1/2LjP} = {PRjE(P )1/2R†jP}. Observe that
tr{L˜ (|ψ〉〈ψ|)} = 〈ψ|
∑
j
PRjE(P )1/2R†jPRjE(P )1/2R†jP |ψ〉
≤ 〈ψ|
∑
j
PRjE(P )1/2
(∑
k
PER
†
kPRkPE
)
E(P )1/2R†jP |ψ〉
= 〈ψ|
∑
j
RjE(P )R†j |ψ〉 = 〈ψ|(Rop ◦ E)(P )|ψ〉, (3.19)
where we have used the fact that Rj = PRjPE , and the TP condition for Rop.
To bound the quantity 〈ψ|(Rop ◦ E)(P )|ψ〉, we use the fact that Rop is the optimal recovery
map. For the particular |ψ〉 ∈ C we are considering, choose a basis {|ψi〉}di=1 for C such that
|ψ1〉 ≡ |ψ〉. We can write P =
∑d
i=1 |ψi〉〈ψi|. Let ρi ≡ (Rop ◦ E)(|ψi〉〈ψi|) =
∑
kl α
(i)
kl |ψk〉〈ψl|,
for some coefficients α
(i)
kl satisfying the normalization condition
∑
k α
(i)
kk = 1 and α
(i)
kk ≥ 0 ∀k (from
positivity of ρi). From the definition of the optimal fidelity loss ηop (equation (3.8)), we know that
α
(i)
ii = 〈ψi|ρi|ψi〉 = F 2 [|ψi〉, (Rop ◦ E)(|ψi〉〈ψi|)] ≥ 1 − ηop. This, together with the normalization
condition, implies that
∑
k 6=i α
(i)
kk ≤ ηop, which in turn tells us that α(i)kk ≤ ηop ∀k 6= i. Since
|ψ〉 = |ψ1〉 by definition, we can bound
〈ψ|(Rop ◦ E)(P )|ψ〉 = 〈ψ1|
d∑
i=1
ρi|ψ1〉 = α(1)11 +
d∑
i=2
α
(i)
11 ≤ 1 + (d− 1)ηop. (3.20)
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Therefore, we have
∑
j |tr(Y †j Yj)|2 ≤ tr{L˜ (|ψ〉〈ψ|)} ≤ 1+(d−1)ηop. Putting this back into equation
(3.17) then gives
F 2 [|ψ〉, (Rop ◦ E)(|ψ〉〈ψ|] ≤
√
1 + (d− 1)ηop
(∑
i
|〈ψ|PE†i E(P )−1/2EiP |ψ〉|2
)1/2
≤
√
1 + (d− 1)ηop
(∑
ij
|〈ψ|PE†jE(P )−1/2EiP |ψ〉|2
)1/2
=
√
1 + (d− 1)ηop F [|ψ〉, (RP ◦ E)(|ψ〉〈ψ|)] , (3.21)
which proves the theorem. 
Let ηP denote the fidelity loss for code C with the transpose channel RP as the recovery map.
Then, theorem 3.3 implies the following corollary:
Corollary 3.4. ηP satisfies ηop ≤ ηP ≤ ηopf(ηop; d), where f(η; d) is the function
f(η; d) ≡ (d+ 1)− η
1 + (d− 1)η = (d+ 1) +O(η). (3.22)
Proof. That ηP ≥ ηop is true by definition of ηop. To show that ηP ≤ ηopf(ηop; d), define for any
|ψ〉 ∈ C, ηP,ψ such that F 2 [|ψ〉, (RP ◦ E)(|ψ〉〈ψ|)] ≡ 1−ηP,ψ. ηP is then just ηP ≡ maxψ ηP,ψ. From
theorem 3.3, we see that
1− ηop ≤ F 2 [|ψ〉, (Rop ◦ E) (|ψ〉〈ψ|)]
≤
√
1 + (d− 1)ηop F [|ψ〉, (RP ◦ E)(|ψ〉〈ψ|)] =
√
[1 + (d− 1)ηop] (1 − ηP,ψ). (3.23)
Rearranging gives ηP,ψ ≤ ηopf(ηop; d). Since this holds for all ηP,ψ, it also holds for ηP . 
The inequality ηP ≤ ηopf(ηop; d) captures what we mean by saying that RP is near optimal.
The recovery RP works nearly as well as the optimal recovery, since its fidelity loss picks up at most
an additional factor of (d+1) (ignoring the O(η) corrections). For the most practically relevant case
of a code encoding a single qubit, this is a factor of 3 which is not too large. Observe also that when
ηop = 0, the inequality in corollary 3.4 collapses to ηP = ηop, reaffirming that RP is the optimal
recovery in the case of perfect QEC.
We do not know if the upper bound on ηP in corollary 3.4 is tight. The appearance in the bound
of the dimension d of the code, however, is unavoidable as can be see by the following example:
Example 3.1. Consider a noise channel E ∼ {Ei} such that the action of E on a code C can be
described by the set of Kraus operators {EiP} = {
√
1− p P,√p |0〉〈0|,√p |0〉〈1|, . . . ,√p |0〉〈d− 1|},
for 0 ≤ p ≪ 1. As usual, P is the projector onto C and d is the dimension of C. E is nearly
the identity channel on C, but has a small damaging component that maps a small part of every
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code state onto the state |0〉. For d ≥ 3, one can show that the worst-case fidelity, when using the
transpose channel as the recovery, occurs for the state |0〉. The corresponding fidelity loss is
ηP =
(d− 1)p
1 + (d− 1)p . (3.24)
On the other hand, since E is nearly the identity channel, we can perhaps not do any recovery, i.e.,
the recovery is the identity channel. In this case, we find that the fidelity loss is η0 ≡ p which is
always smaller than ηP for small p. Since the optimal fidelity loss ηop must always be smaller than
η0, we have that ηP /ηop ≥ ηP /η0 = (d − 1)/[1 + (d − 1)p], which grows as d increases, for fixed p.
Therefore, we see that there is an increasing separation between ηP and ηop as d increases for this
example.
Hence a general (applicable for any channel) upper bound on ηP in terms of ηop must depend on
the dimension d. That the dimension of the code space appears here is perhaps not too surprising.
In the next section, we will see that this approach to AQEC using the transpose channel can be
thought of as a perturbation from the perfect QEC case. The factor of d appearing in our bounds
can hence be understood as quantifying the number of degrees of freedom in which the approximate
case can deviate from the perfect case.
Corollary 3.4 can actually be viewed as providing a kind of necessary and sufficient condition for
C to be approximately correctable—C is approximately correctable if and only if ηP is small. How
small is constrained by corollary 3.4. In the next section, we will use this corollary to derive a set
of AQEC conditions, much like those in theorem 3.1 for perfect QEC.
3.3 Transpose Channel and QEC Conditions
One of the key tools in perfect QEC are the QEC conditions stated in theorem 3.1. Conditions
characterizing AQEC codes would likewise be very useful. A natural approach to getting a set
of AQEC conditions is to perturb the perfect QEC conditions to allow for small deviations. For
example, the four-qubit code for the amplitude-damping channel in [51] turns out to obey set of
perturbed QEC conditions. More recently, [66] looked at small perturbations of the perfect QEC
conditions for general CPTP channels. However, the analysis in the latter is often complicated, and
one wonders if there is a simpler approach using the transpose channel. In this section, we discuss
such a set of AQEC conditions built upon corollary 3.4. Before we do that however, we first discuss
an alternative but equivalent way of writing the perfect QEC conditions which highlights the role
of the transpose channel.
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3.3.1 Alternative Form of the Perfect QEC Conditions
The role of the transpose channel in perfect QEC becomes a lot more transparent once we realize
that the QEC conditions in theorem 3.1 can be written in an equivalent way so that the transpose
channel appears explicitly in the conditions. This is the content of the next theorem:
Theorem 3.5 (Alternative perfect QEC conditions). A code C satisfies the perfect QEC con-
ditions in theorem 3.1 if and only if it also satisfies
∀i, j, PE†i E(P )−1/2EjP = βijP, (3.25)
where β ≡ √α, for α from theorem 3.1.
Proof. “Equation (3.11) ⇒ Equation (3.25)”: This direction is clear from the proof of lemma 3.2,
which tells us that PF †kE(P )−1/2 = PU †k (equation (3.15)), and that PU †kUlP = δklP . From this,
we see that
PF †kE(P )−1/2FlP =
√
dllPU
†
kUlP = δkl
√
dkkP. (3.26)
This diagonal form can be rotated to any other Kraus representation by using the appropriate
unitary so that Fk =
∑
i uikEi and α = udu
†. Then, defining β ≡ √α, we get precisely equation
(3.25).
“Equation (3.25) ⇒ Equation (3.11)”: We start from the diagonal form of equation (3.25) as in
equation (3.26), which can be accomplished by a choice of u so that β is diagonal with entries
√
dkk.
Since E is CP, E(P ) ≥ 0 and hence E(P )−1/2 ≥ 0. Therefore, we can take square root of equation
(3.26) and write E(P )−1/4FkP = (dkk)1/4 VkP , for some unitary Vk, which implies that
FkP = (dkk)
1/4 E(P )1/4VkP. (3.27)
Note that the inverse of E(P ) is taken on its support, so that E(P )1/4E(P )−1/4 = PE . Equation
(3.27) should hence be PEFkP = (dkk)
1/4 E(P )1/4VkP . However, PEFkP = FkP from the definition
of PE as the projector onto the support of E(C). Because of this, it is also true that PEVkP = VkP .
Putting equation (3.27) back into equation (3.26) then gives PV †k VlP = δklP . Furthermore, we have
that
E(P ) =
∑
k
(FkP )(PF
†
k ) = E(P )1/4
(∑
k
√
dkkVkPV
†
k
)
E(P )1/4, (3.28)
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which implies E(P )1/2 =∑k√dkkVkPV †k . Therefore,
PF †kFlP = (dkkdll)
1/4
PV †k E(P )1/2VlP
=
∑
m
(dkkdll)
1/4
(dmm)
1/2
PV †k VmPPV
†
mVlP
=
∑
m
(dkkdll)
1/4
(dmm)
1/2
δkmδlmP = δkldkkP, (3.29)
which is exactly the diagonal form of the QEC conditions (equation (3.12)). Applying an appropriate
u to rotate to the desired Kraus representation gives equation (3.11). 
Observe that the left-hand side of equation (3.25) is nothing but a Kraus operator of the map
RP ◦ E . In other words, the alternative form of the QEC conditions given in theorem 3.5, and thus
the original version given in theorem 3.1, simply expresses the fact that C is perfectly correctable if
and only if RP ◦ E ∝ Pˆ , where Pˆ is the identity channel on the code space C. The proportionality
factor is
∑
ij β
2
ij =
∑
ij αij =
∑
k dkk.
3.3.2 AQEC Conditions
With this alternative form of the perfect QEC conditions, one can now contemplate perturbing them
to obtain conditions for AQEC. The perturbation is added as a small operator on the right-hand
side of equation (3.25) for each i, j, but in order to make a precise statement, we also need to relate
the size of these perturbations to how well the given code can be corrected. This is not difficult
since we have already characterized the performance of the transpose channel as a recovery map in
theorem 3.3 or equivalently corollary 3.4. Hence, we can state our AQEC conditions as follows:
Theorem 3.6 (AQEC conditions). Suppose we have a CPTP channel E ∼ {Ei}, and a d-
dimensional subspace code C with projector P . Let ∆ij ∈ B(C) be traceless operators defined according
to
PE†i E(P )−1/2EjP = βijP +∆ij . (3.30)
Then, for ǫ ∈ [0, 1], there exists ηP ∈ [0, 1] such that
(i) C is ǫ-correctable if ηP ≤ ǫ;
(ii) C is ǫ-correctable only if ηP ≤ ǫf(ǫ; d), where f is the function (equation (3.22))
f(ǫ; d) ≡ (d+ 1)− ǫ
1 + (d− 1)ǫ = (d+ 1) +O(ǫ). (3.31)
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ηP is the fidelity loss for using the transpose channel RP as the recovery map, and is given by
ηP = max|ψ〉∈C
∑
ij
[
〈ψ|∆†ij∆ij |ψ〉 − |〈ψ|∆ij |ψ〉|2
]
. (3.32)
Proof. We only need to show that the fidelity loss ηP for using RP as the recovery map is given by
equation (3.32). Conditions (i) and (ii) are direct consequences of corollary 3.4. The Kraus operators
of RP ◦ E are precisely the operators on the left-hand side of equation (3.30). For any |ψ〉 ∈ C, we
therefore have that
F 2 [|ψ〉, (RP ◦ E)(|ψ〉〈ψ|)] = 〈ψ|(RP ◦ E)(|ψ〉〈ψ|)|ψ〉
=
∑
ij
{|βij |2 + |〈ψ|∆ij |ψ〉|2 + 〈ψ|(βij∆†ij + β∗ij∆ij)|ψ〉}. (3.33)
Since E and RP are both TP on C, so is RP ◦ E . The associated TP condition gives (note that since
PE is the projector onto supp[E(C)], we have that PEEiP = EiP )
P =
∑
ij
(PE†i E(P )−1/2EjP )†(PE†i E(P )−1/2EjP )
=
∑
ij
P{|βij |2 +∆†ij∆ij + (βij∆†ij + β∗ij∆ij)}P. (3.34)
Rearranging gives
∑
ij
(
βij∆
†
ij + β
∗
ij∆ij
)
= P −∑ij |βij |2P −∑ij ∆†ij∆ij . Putting this back into
equation (3.33), we get
F 2 [|ψ〉, (RP ◦ E)(|ψ〉〈ψ|)] = 1−
∑
ij
[
〈ψ|∆†ij∆ij |ψ〉 − |〈ψ|∆ij |ψ〉|2
]
, (3.35)
which immediately gives ηP as in equation (3.32). 
From equation (3.35), it is clear that the expression for ηP is a non-negative quantity, since the
fidelity is bounded by 1. It is however more illuminating to rewrite the expression for ηP in the
following way:
ηP = max|ψ〉∈C
∑
ij
[〈ψ|∆†ij∆ij |ψ〉 − 〈ψ|∆†ij |ψ〉〈ψ|∆ij |ψ〉]
= max
|ψ〉∈C
tr
{∑
ij
∆ij |ψ〉〈ψ|∆†ij − |ψ〉〈ψ|
∑
ij
∆ij |ψ〉〈ψ|∆†ij
}
= max
|ψ〉∈C
tr{(Pψ ◦∆) (|ψ〉〈ψ|)}. (3.36)
Here, Pψ is the projection map Pψ(·)Pψ, where Pψ ≡ P−|ψ〉〈ψ| is the projector onto the orthogonal
complement of |ψ〉〈ψ|, and ∆ is the CP map with Kraus operators ∆ij . In this form, the expression
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for ηP is manifestly non-negative, and furthermore it elucidates how the fidelity loss arises from the
presence of the ∆ij operators. If ∆ij = 0 ∀i, j, we have perfect QEC.
The AQEC conditions, like the perfect QEC conditions, provide a way to check if a code is
approximately correctable, without requiring knowledge of the optimal recovery. More precisely,
suppose for whatever information processing task at hand, we have some maximum tolerable fidelity
loss ǫ. We want to check if a code C is good enough for our purposes, i.e., if C is ǫ-correctable.
The AQEC conditions instruct us to compute ηP , which can be done just from knowing C and
E . If ηP ≤ ǫ, then C is a good code. If however, ηP violates the inequality in condition (ii), we
know that C is not good enough for our purposes. Of course, there is a gap—for ηP taking values
ǫ ≤ ηP ≤ ǫf(ǫ; d), we cannot tell if C is within our tolerable fidelity loss, but this gap is small for
small d. We do not know if the gap can be shrunk by replacing ηP with the fidelity loss for a different
recovery map than the transpose channel, but we believe it unlikely to vanish completely.
For a general C, the fidelity loss ηP may be difficult to compute as it requires a maximization
over all states in the code space. However, there is a quick way to check for sufficiency by relaxing
condition (i) of theorem 3.6 slightly:
Corollary 3.7. C is ǫ-correctable for some ǫ ∈ [0, 1] if
‖∆sum ‖ ≤ ǫ, (3.37)
where ∆sum ≡
∑
ij ∆
†
ij∆ij.
Recall that ‖ · ‖ denotes the operator norm. Since ∆sum is a positive semidefinite operator, its
operator norm is given by its maximum eigenvalue, which is easily computable.
Proof. Observe that
∑
ij [〈ψ|∆†ij∆ij |ψ〉 − |〈ψ|∆†ij |ψ〉|2] ≤
∑
ij〈ψ|∆†ij∆ij |ψ〉 = 〈ψ|∆sum|ψ〉. From
the definition of the operator norm, it is easy to see that max|ψ〉∈C〈ψ|∆sum|ψ〉 = ‖∆sum‖. Hence,
ηP ≤ ‖∆sum‖, and the condition ηP ≤ ǫ in statement (i) of the AQEC conditions (corollary 3.3) is
certainly satisfied if ‖∆sum‖ ≤ ǫ. 
3.4 Finding Good AQEC Codes
Our discussion in the previous section offers a simple algorithm for finding subspace codes that are
approximately correctable. Suppose we want a d-dimensional code, and we have some maximum
tolerable fidelity loss ǫ, i.e., every code state, after passing through the noise channel and recovery
map, must have fidelity F at least
√
1− ǫ (recall that fidelity loss is related to the square of the
fidelity). Then, we can attempt to find ǫ-correctable codes for a given noise channel and system
Hilbert space by using the following algorithm:
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Algorithm
Step 1. Pick a d-dimensional subspace C ⊆ H. This can be done, for example, by randomly picking
d linearly independent vectors from H and taking C as their linear span.
Step 2. Compute ∀i, j,
∆ij ≡ PE†i E(P )−1/2EjP − βijP (3.38a)
with βij ≡ 1
d
tr(PE†i E(P )−1/2EjP ). (3.38b)
Find the maximum eigenvalue λmax of ∆sum ≡
∑
ij ∆
†
ij∆ij . If λmax ≤ ǫ, then we are done,
i.e., C is an ǫ-correctable code.
Step 3. If not, compute the fidelity loss ηP for the recovery map RP :
ηP = max|ψ〉∈C
∑
ij
[
〈ψ|∆†ij∆ij |ψ〉 − |〈ψ|∆ij |ψ〉|2
]
. (3.39)
If ηP ≤ ǫ, then we are done.
Step 4. If not, check if ηP > ǫf(ǫ; d). If true, C is not ǫ-correctable. We return to step 1 and try
again with a different C.
Step 5. If ǫ < ηP ≤ ǫf(ǫ; d), we do not know if C is ǫ-correctable, but we can still choose to discard
this C and return to step 1 to try again with a different C.
If this algorithm finds a code that works well enough, one can then try to optimize performance
by looking for the optimal recovery map. While looking for this optimal recovery can be a difficult
process that requires exhaustive search, with our algorithm, we only need to do this possibly expen-
sive computation once for the code guaranteed by our algorithm to be ǫ-correctable. Otherwise, one
can always use the transpose channel itself as a good recovery.
There is of course the possibility that the algorithm yields no code within our fidelity loss require-
ments. This does not immediately imply that H does not contain an ǫ-correctable code, because of
the presence of the gap as stated in step 5. However, to figure out whether any of the codes that
fall into the step 5 criterion yields a good enough code is again the same problem of having to find
the optimal recovery map for that code, which we currently do not know how to solve efficiently.
3.5 Simplification for Qubit Codes
For the most practically relevant case of codes encoding a single qubit, i.e., C with dimension d = 2,
the algorithm given in the previous section has considerable simplifications. In this section, we will
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show that the maximum eigenvalue λmax of ∆sum required in step 2 can be easily computed without
requiring any diagonalization of ∆sum. In addition, we will show that the fidelity loss ηP needed
in step 3 is also simple to compute. In general, obtaining the value for ηP requires an exhaustive
optimization over all pure states in the code space. For a qubit code, however, we will see that
computing ηP requires no such exhaustive optimization, and can be done using only eigenanalysis.
3.5.1 Computing the Maximum Eigenvalue of ∆sum
Since we are interested in qubit codes, let us switch to a notation that is more suited for this case.
Given an orthonormal basis {|v1〉, |v2〉} for the qubit code space, we can construct the Pauli basis
{σ0 ≡ 12, σx, σy , σz} (see section 1.4, equation (1.16)). In terms of this basis, the AQEC conditions
can be rewritten as
PE†i E(P )−1/2EjP = βij12 +
∑
a
γaijσa, (3.40)
where a = x, y, z, and γaij are some coefficients so that ∆ij ≡
∑
a γ
a
ijσa. The right-hand side of
equation (3.40) can be understood as expanding the left-hand side in terms of the Pauli basis.
The first simplification of the algorithm given in the previous section for a qubit code comes from
the following lemma:
Lemma 3.8. For C encoding a single qubit,
∆sum =
(
1−
∑
ij
|βij |2
)
P. (3.41)
Proof. Using ∆ij =
∑
a γ
a
ij σa, we can write ∆sum as
∆sum =
∑
ij
∑
ab
γa∗ij γ
b
ijσaσb = P
∑
ij
∑
a
∣∣γaij∣∣2 +∑
ij
∑
a6=b
γa∗ij γ
b
ijσaσb. (3.42)
Since γa∗ij = γ
a
ji (obvious from taking Hermitian conjugate of equation (3.40)), the second term on
the right-hand side of equation (3.42) can be written as
1
2
(∑
ij
∑
a6=b
γajiγ
b
ijσaσb +
∑
ij
∑
a6=b
γajiγ
b
ijσaσb
)
=
1
2
(∑
ij
∑
a6=b
γajiγ
b
ijσaσb +
∑
ij
∑
a6=b
γbijγ
a
jiσbσa
)
=
1
2
∑
ij
∑
a6=b
γajiγ
b
ij (σaσb + σbσa) = 0. (3.43)
In the first equality, we have interchanged the indices a ↔ b and i ↔ j in the second term. The
last equality comes from the fact that the Pauli matrices anticommute. We are hence left with only
the first term in equation (3.42). Now, the TP condition for RP ◦ E acting on C gives
∑
ij |βij |2 +∑
ij
∑
a |γaij |2 = 1. This means that we have ∆sum = P
∑
ij
∑
a |γaij |2 = (1 −
∑
ij |βij |2)P , thus
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proving the lemma. 
Lemma 3.8 tells us that ∆sum has a flat spectrum. Its maximum eigenvalue is thus simply given
by
λmax = ‖∆sum‖ = 1−
∑
ij
|βij |2, (3.44)
with βij as in equation (3.38b). Observe that the proof of lemma 3.8 required detailed properties of
the Pauli matrices which, together with the identity operator 12, form a basis for the qubit operator
space. In general, this lemma does not hold for higher-dimensional codes.
3.5.2 Computing the Fidelity Loss for the Transpose Channel
In step 3 of our algorithm, we have to compute the fidelity loss ηP for the recovery RP , or equiva-
lently, the worst-case fidelity for the map RP ◦ E . For a qubit code, (RP ◦ E) : B(C)→ B(C) is just
a qubit map. As noted in the previous chapter, RP ◦ E is not only CPTP but is also unital (i.e.,
(RP ◦ E)(P ) = P ). Hence, we only need to consider a qubit map that is CPTP and unital. Here,
we show that the worst-case fidelity for a unital, CPTP qubit map is very easy to compute.
Even though our context here only requires only a unital, CPTP qubit map, we begin with a
general CP map Φ ∼ {Ki} on a d-dimensional Hilbert subspace C. This will highlight why the qubit
case is particularly simple. It is convenient to go to the Hilbert-Schmidt space and describe Φ as a
matrix. We make use of a Hermitian basis {O0, O1, . . . , Od2−1} for B(C) where
O0 ≡ 1, O†α = Oα ∀α, and tr{O†αOβ} = δαβd ∀α, β. (3.45)
The operators Oα for α = 1, . . . , d
2 − 1 are clearly traceless. Such a basis exists for any d—for
example, one can use the standard generators of the SU(d) group, augmented with the identity
operator, as the basis elements. Then, the action of Φ can be represented as a matrixM acting on
the Hilbert-Schmidt space with matrix elements
Mαβ ≡ 1
d
tr{OαΦ(Oβ)}. (3.46)
Since Φ is CP and Oi’s are Hermitian, we have that M∗αβ =Mαβ , so M is a real matrix.
Now, the density operator corresponding to any pure state |ψ〉 in C can be expanded in terms of
the Hermitian basis as
|ψ〉〈ψ| = 1
d
(1+ s ·O) = 1
d
~s · ~O, (3.47)
where s is a real (d2 − 1)-element vector, ~s ≡ (1, s), O ≡ (O1, O2, . . . , Od2−1), and ~O ≡ (1,O). s is
not an arbitrary vector, but in general has to obey some constraints in order for it to correspond to
a pure state.
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Using Eqs. (3.46) and (3.47), we can compute the fidelity for a state |ψ〉 ∈ C under the map Φ
as
F 2
[|ψ〉,Φ(|ψ〉〈ψ|)] = tr{|ψ〉〈ψ|Φ(|ψ〉〈ψ|)}
=
1
d2
d2−1∑
α,β=0
sαsβtr{OαΦ(Oβ)}
=
1
d
d2−1∑
α,β=0
sα Mαβ sβ = 1
d
sTM s, (3.48)
where s is just ~s viewed as a column vector, and the superscript T denotes the transpose. A simple
way to understand this expression is to observe that the right-hand side of the first line of equation
(3.48) is the inner product between the vector in the Hilbert-Schmidt space corresponding to the
operator |ψ〉〈ψ| (which is just s up to some normalization factor), and the vector corresponding to
Φ(|ψ〉〈ψ|) (which is justMs up to some normalization factor). The final expression in equation (3.48)
is then just this Hilbert-Schmidt inner product, with the factor of 1d taking care of the normalization
of the operator basis.
We can rewrite the expression in equation (3.48) for the fidelity usingMsym ≡ 12 (M+MT ), the
symmetrized version ofM. Observe that sTMsym s = 12 (sTM s+ (sTM s)T ) = sTM s. Equation
(3.48) can hence be rewritten as
F 2
(|ψ〉,Φ(|ψ〉〈ψ|) = sTMsym s. (3.49)
From this, we see that finding the worst-case fidelity is equivalent to the following minimization
problem for the real, symmetric matrix Msym:
minimize: sTMsym s, (3.50a)
constraint: s corresponds to a pure state. (3.50b)
For d > 2, the constraint equation (3.50b) is difficult to write down. Even if we relax the constraint
to include mixed states, it is not known in general what s corresponding to a (positive, trace-1)
density operator looks like. This constrained minimization problem is hence not simple for a general
d.
For qubits (d = 2) however, the constraint equation is simple to write down. In this case,
the operator basis can be chosen to be the Pauli basis {σ0, σx, σy, σz}. Then, equation (3.47)
corresponds to the Bloch sphere representation of a pure state (see section 1.4), with the Bloch
vector s ≡ (sx, sy, sz) satisfying ‖s‖ = (s2x + s2y + s2z)1/2 = 1. The constraint equation (3.50b)
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becomes
constraint: s = (1, s), with ‖s‖ = 1. (3.50b′)
The constrained minimization problem can then be solved using the Lagrange multiplier method.
For the case of a CPTP qubit map that is also unital, the minimization problem can be further
simplified. For any CPTP, unital Φ (arbitrary d), M takes the form
M =


1 0 . . . 0
0
... T
0

 . (3.51)
The first row comes from the fact that Φ is TP, since we have set O0 = 1, and all Oα’s for α > 0
are traceless. The first column comes from the fact that Φ is unital. T is a (d − 1) × (d − 1) real
matrix. Defining Tsym ≡ 12 (T + T T ), equation (3.49) can be written as
F 2
(|ψ〉,Φ(|ψ〉〈ψ|) = 1
d
(1 + sTTsym s). (3.52)
This means that we can equivalently minimize sTTsym s instead of the original sTMsym s in equation
(3.50a). Note that, for Φ with a Hermitian-closed Kraus set,4 T is symmetric so that Tsym = T .
This is the case for Φ ≡ RP ◦ E ◦ P ∼ {PE†i E(P )−1/2E†jP} we are interested in here. For a qubit
CPTP, unital Φ then, the constrained minimization problem, with the operator basis {Oα} chosen
as the Pauli basis, becomes
minimize: sTTsym s, (3.53a)
constraint: ‖s‖ =
√
s2x + s
2
y + s
2
z = 1. (3.53b)
The constraint simply tells us to minimize the expectation value of Tsym with respect to all real unit
vectors s.
Now, since Tsym is real and symmetric, it can be diagonalized with an orthogonal matrix Q
(QQT = 1 = QTQ) so that Tsym = QTTDQ, where TD is a real, diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of
Tsym. Then sTTsym s = (Qs)TTD(Qs). Q, being orthogonal, preserves the length of the vector it acts
on. The minimization problem equation (3.53) hence just corresponds to minimizing the expectation
value of TD over all real unit vectors. As TD is real and diagonal, this minimum expectation value is
exactly the smallest eigenvalue of TD (and hence of Tsym), attained by the corresponding eigenvector
normalized to unit length. Therefore, we see that the fidelity loss for a CPTP, unital qubit map Φ
4A set K ≡ {Ki} is Hermitian-closed if Ki is in K if and only if K†i is also in K.
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is given by
ηΦ = 1− min|ψ〉∈CF
2(|ψ〉,Φ(|ψ〉〈ψ|) = 1
2
(1− tmin), (3.54)
where tmin is the smallest eigenvalue of Tsym corresponding to the map Φ. Setting Φ = RP ◦ E ◦ P
gives ηP .
3.6 Example: Amplitude Damping Channel
As an example to illustrate our discussion so far, let us look at the noise channel considered in [51]—
the amplitude damping channel. The single-qubit amplitude damping channel EAD is the CPTP
channel with Kraus operators
E0 =

 1 0
0
√
1− γ

 and E1 =

 0 √γ
0 0

 , (3.55)
written in some qubit basis {|0〉, |1〉}. EAD can be thought of as describing energy dissipation for a
system where |0〉 is the ground state, and |1〉 is some excited state. γ is then the probability of a
transition from the excited state to the ground state. In the absence of any encoding or recovery,
the worst-case fidelity for a single qubit undergoing EAD decreases simply as 1 − γ as γ increases
(see figure 3.1, line labeled “no error correction”).
Reference [51] suggested protecting a single qubit of information against amplitude damping noise
by encoding it into the Hilbert space of four qubits. Assuming that the noise acts independently on
the qubits, the four-qubit noise channel is just four copies of EAD, i.e., E⊗4AD. The four-qubit subspace
code introduced in [51] for this channel is the span of following two four-qubit states:
|0L〉 ≡ 1√
2
(|0000〉+ |1111〉) ,
and |1L〉 ≡ 1√
2
(|0011〉+ |1100〉) . (3.56)
|0L〉 and |1L〉 respectively represent the |0〉 and |1〉 states of the single qubit of information we want
to encode in the four-qubit Hilbert space. We denote this code as the [4,1] code, where the first
entry in the brackets corresponds to the number of qubits in the system, and the second entry is
the number of qubits of information encoded in the system. The authors of [51] observed that this
code for E⊗4AD satisfies the perfect QEC conditions, except for small corrections of order γ2. Using
this fact, the authors provided a recovery operation for this [4,1] code, much like the form of Rperf
discussed before. We refer to their recovery map as the Leung recovery after the name of the first
author of [51]. The worst-case fidelity for this code and recovery is plotted as a function of γ in
figure 3.1. One can see that the [4,1] code is able to significantly raise the worst-case fidelity for the
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Figure 3.1. Codes for the amplitude damping channel. (a) covers the parameter range 0 ≤ γ ≤ 0.5,
while (b) zooms in to 0 ≤ γ ≤ 0.1.
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encoded qubit of information, as compared to the case with no error correction.
Instead of using the Leung recovery, we tried our transpose channel RP as the recovery operation
for the same [4,1] code under the noise channel E⊗4AD. The corresponding worst-case fidelity is plotted
in figure 3.1. From the plot, it is clear that using the transpose channel as the recovery map gives
better performance than the original Leung recovery.
As a comparison, we also looked at a recovery map for the [4,1] code under E⊗4AD found in [67].5.
We refer to this recovery as the Fletcher recovery after the name of the first author of [67]. The
Fletcher recovery was found to be a good, in terms of an averaged measure of fidelity, recovery for
the [4,1] code. We computed the worst-case fidelity for that recovery, and this is plotted in figure 3.1.
For small values of γ (see figure 3.1b), the Fletcher recovery gives the best performance compared
to the other recovery maps, despite being optimized for an averaged measure of fidelity. However,
it only does marginally better than our transpose channel.
We also compared the performance of the [4,1] code under the different recovery maps with that
of a code that is described by the standard theory of QEC based on the perfect QEC conditions. It
is well known that the smallest (i.e., using the fewest qubits for encoding) code capable of perfectly
correcting an arbitrary error on any single qubit of the system requires five qubits. The relevant
noise channel now is E⊗5AD. A realization of a five-qubit code [68, 69], usually referred to as the
[[5,1,3]] code,6 satisfies the perfect QEC conditions for the CP channel related to E⊗5AD, but with
terms corresponding to more than a single-qubit (Pauli) error discarded. Using the corresponding
Rperf as the recovery for the [[5,1,3]] code, but applied to the original CPTP noise channel E⊗5AD, we
computed the worst-case fidelity for different values of γ. The results are plotted in figure 3.1. The
[[5,1,3]] code performs better than the [4,1] code with Leung recovery, but the [4,1] code uses one
fewer qubit to encode the same amount of information. The [4,1] code with the transpose channel
as recovery has nearly identical worst-case fidelity as the [[5,1,3]] code, while the one with Fletcher
recovery does slightly better than the [[5,1,3]] code for small values of γ. These clearly demonstrate
the benefit of going beyond codes described by the perfect QEC conditions. Furthermore, while the
[[5,1,3]] code is capable of perfectly correcting a single error in any qubit of a system subjected to
any noise channel, the comparison with the [4,1] code with its various recovery maps clearly show
the gain that one might achieve by adapting the codes and recovery to the noise channel in question.
Lastly, we also randomly generated two-dimensional codes for the amplitude damping channel,
5The recovery map we used is given in table I of [67] Their recovery map actually depends on two
parameters α and β which can be numerically optimized, for each value of γ, for the best recovery
map. For simplicity, we set α = β = 1/
√
2 in our plot, which corresponds to the “code-projected
recovery” in [67] with comparable performance as the fully optimized recovery.
6The first two entries in the double brackets mean the same as in the [4,1] code. The third entry
is the distance parameter given by 2t+1 where t is the number of errors in the system the code can
perfectly correct. The five-qubit code is capable of correcting an error on any qubit, so its distance
parameter is equal to 3.
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for a given system of four qubits, using the transpose channel as the recovery map. We tried about
500 randomly selected codes, taking less than half an hour on a typical laptop computer. The
worst-case fidelity for the best code we found is given in figure 3.1 (line marked “random 4-qubit
code, RP recovery”). For small values of γ, this random code does not do as well as the other codes
discussed so far for the amplitude damping channel, but it still does significantly better than the
case without error correction. Furthermore, for γ & 0.35, our randomly generated code actually
outperforms all the other codes. For comparision, we have also plotted the worst-case fidelity for
the randomly generated code in the absence of the transpose channel recovery, i.e., with the identity
channel as the recovery map (line marked “random 4-qubit code, Id recovery”). One should keep in
mind the ease with which the performance of the randomly generated code was achieved, due to the
fact that a good recovery map is simply the transpose channel RP . Using this transpose channel,
one can even consider the possibility of looking for a three-qubit code for the amplitude damping
channel.
3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we demonstrated the crucial role the transpose channel plays in perfect QEC, and
furthermore used it to formulate a simple approach to characterizing and finding AQEC codes.
Compared to previous work based on numerically generated recovery maps specific to the noise
channel in question, the universal and analytically simple form of our transpose channel makes it
particularly useful towards developing a better understanding of AQEC. While not being the optimal
recovery in the case of AQEC codes, the near optimality of the transpose channel provides a simple
algorithm for identifying codes that satisfy some maximum fidelity loss requirements, without having
to perform difficult optimization over all recovery maps for every possible encoding. Our approach,
founded upon the worst-case fidelity rather than an averaged measure of fidelity, provides the often-
desirable guarantee that the code found is able to protect all information that can be stored in
the code with some minimum fidelity. Furthermore, we showed that the case of qubit codes is
particularly easy to handle, and our method of computing the worst-case fidelity for a CPTP qubit
map can be useful in contexts beyond our present discussion.
There are many interesting related open problems. An immediate question is whether the gap
present in our AQEC conditions between the necessary and sufficient conditions (arising from the
inequality in corollary 3.4) can be reduced, either by improving the bound in theorem 3.3, or by
using a different recovery map that might perform better than the transpose channel. It would also
be very interesting if one can find a similarly simple and universal recovery map, but for which
the dimension of the code does not appear in the worst-case fidelity. One might also be able to
extend our efficient method of computing the worst-case fidelity to higher-dimensional codes and
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more general channels. Furthermore, we expect that the transpose channel can also be used to study
approximate codes more general than subspace codes, for example, OQEC codes which also admit
a description based on conditions like the QEC conditions [29].
Another important problem is to figure out whether if the transpose channel can be easily
implemented using measurements and gates. In the case of perfect QEC, the transpose channel (or
equivalently Rperf) can be implemented simply using syndrome measurements and conditional gates
(see for example, [39]). In order for AQEC codes to be useful for computational or communication
tasks, it must be possible to implement the recovery operation using physical operations that are
not overly complicated or demanding in resources. That this is possible in the perfect QEC case
might offer some clues to implementing the transpose channel for AQEC codes. This is in fact
another advantage of our analytical approach over numerically constructed recovery maps for which
no practical implementation structure may be apparent (although see [56]).
Yet another potentially interesting question is the possibility of introducing some notion of dis-
tance for AQEC codes. The notion of distance gives structure to the error-correcting capabilities of
the code that ensures good performance of the code provided not too many errors occurred. While
the notion of distance is useful for many types of analyses, in the context of quantum computation,
it is particularly important for the design of fault-tolerant circuits (see the next chapter and refer-
ences therein). If one can introduce a notion of distance to AQEC codes in much the same way as
in the perfect QEC case, then one might be able to utilize ideas similar to the perfect QEC case
to construct fault-tolerant circuits while capitalizing on the fact that the AQEC codes may require
fewer qubits to encode each logical qubit. However, introducing a distance notion in the same way as
in perfect QEC would involve discussing non-TP noise channels as pointed out at the end of section
3.2. In this case, the worst-case fidelity may no longer be the correct measure to use for quantifying
how good a code is, since one would then have to deal with the fact that the non-TP channel would
typically reduce the traces of different states by different amounts. The appropriate measure used
will have to take this into account.
AQEC provides a new and mostly unexplored arena of possibilities for the design of codes to
protect information from noise for use in quantum information processing tasks. Our work provides
an analytical characterization of AQEC and further analytical understanding will undoubtedly prove
invaluable towards unlocking the full potential of AQEC.
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A little history
The question of understanding and finding approximate QEC codes was originally proposed to my
collaborator Prabha Mandayam (a fellow student at Caltech) by David Poulin while he was a postdoc
at Caltech. Their approach [66] tries to characterize approximate QEC codes by describing a set
of perturbed QEC conditions, with a corresponding recovery map built from Kraus operators that
are iteratively generated using their perturbed conditions. Prahba kindly shared with me many of
her results and understanding of this problem of approximate QEC. In my attempt to understand
the standard theory of QEC from the perspective of the IPS framework, I realized that I had an
alternative solution to the problem of approximate QEC based on the use of the transpose channel
that was so important in the IPS analysis. The resulting collaboration with Prabha is the work
described in this chapter, and the numerics that gave figure 3.1 were done by Prabha.
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Chapter 4
Incorporating Dynamical Decoupling into Fault
Tolerance
In the previous two chapters, we saw how carefully chosen codes are able to protect quantum
information stored in a system from noise. Noise acts on the system in between encoding the
information and recovering it, but the encoding and recovery operations are all taken to be noise
free. The information is assumed to be encoded perfectly into the code, and we only discussed
how the noise channel acts on the code. The action of the noise terminates at the receiver, who
is assumed to perform any necessary recovery and retrieve the information from the code without
introducing additional errors. In realistic situations however, the actual implementation of the
encoding and recovery operations are not perfect, but are themselves subjected to the influence
of a noisy environment. The presence of noise in these operations can adversely affect the error
correction procedure, either by erroneously detecting a fault when none occurred, or aggravating an
actual error by performing a faulty recovery operation. One thus needs to consider how effective
error correction is when carried out with noisy devices. The ability to simulate an ideal circuit
with the required accuracy despite the use of noisy devices is the goal of fault-tolerant quantum
computation.
Fault tolerance has been rigorously formulated for a variety of different noise models, codes and
circuit designs [70, 71, 72, 73, 40, 74, 75, 76, 77]. The underlying principle is however the same—for
a given noise model, if the strength of the noise is below a certain threshold, and if the gadgets
used in building the circuit are cleverly designed so that faults occurring in them do not adversely
affect the computation, then one can simulate the ideal circuit with arbitrarily high accuracy. The
fault-tolerance scheme is built upon error correction methods to suppress the spread of errors due
to the noise, and relies on ideas like recursive simulation to achieve higher accuracy, at the cost of
increased resource overheads.
Besides error correction, a different approach to suppressing noise in the system is dynamical
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decoupling (DD). As mentioned in the introductory chapter, DD is a way to reduce the effects of
noise on an open quantum system by applying a control Hamiltonian which implements a sequence
of pulses on the system [78]. The sequence of pulses is designed to suppress the noise so that at its
conclusion, the state of the system is less damaged by the noise than if the sequence was not per-
formed. Many different types of DD sequences have been invented, ranging from repeatedly applying
a short sequence of pulses that implements a simple group average [78], to more complicated but
more effective sequences like concatenated sequences [79, 80]. Other examples include randomized
DD where a random but known sequence of pulses is applied [81, 82], Eulerian sequences which
provide robustness against pulse imperfections [83], sequences with pulse timings optimized for a
given noise model [84], as well as ones that combine ideas from both pulse-timing optimization and
concatenated DD [85].
Although error correction by itself is sufficient to achieve fault tolerance in a circuit, DD tech-
niques have a key advantage over error correction—they require only unitary control, with no need
for syndrome measurements or a supply of fresh ancillas as is the case with error correction. DD
can hence be viewed as a less resource-intensive alternative to error correction and can be simpler
to implement in practice. It is therefore natural to ask if incorporating such a technique into the
fault-tolerance architecture can be beneficial. On the one hand, DD can serve as an inexpensive re-
placement for some of the error correction within the fault-tolerance design. On the other hand, the
addition of feedback control via syndrome measurements and the use of fresh ancillas that is built
into the fault-tolerant circuit can provide the entropy-removal mechanism that is missing in stan-
dard DD procedures. Furthermore, many experiments in systems useful for quantum information
processing already make use of DD pulse sequences to extend coherence times [86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91].
It is likely that physical gates used to build fault-tolerant quantum circuits will employ some DD
techniques for noise suppression. It is thus important to understand how the addition of DD can
affect, or even improve, the effectiveness of fault-tolerance schemes.
In this chapter, we examine a fault-tolerance architecture built upon elementary gates that
incorporate DD pulse sequences as an integral part of the noise suppression toolbox. Intuitively, one
would include the benefits of adding DD by replacing the fundamental noise model with an effective
description of the DD-suppressed noise. Here, we show how to put this intuition on rigorous footing
in the fault-tolerance analysis and explain how to derive the resulting fault-tolerance threshold
condition. Our analysis demonstrates how such a hybrid scheme can lead to lower noise in a fault-
tolerant circuit and a less stringent threshold condition. It also provides a noise-suppression threshold
condition, which specifies the circumstances under which it is advantageous to employ DD techniques
in addition to error correction, when one accounts for the fact that the DD implementation itself is
noisy. Underlying these threshold conditions is a rigorous bound for the effective noise acting on the
system after DD, valid to all orders of perturbation theory, which will be useful in standard analysis
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of DD outside the context of fault tolerance.
In the next section, we will describe the noise model for our system. We then discuss some
analysis tools in section 4.2 before going on to explain how one can incorporate DD into the design
of circuit components in section 4.3. In section 4.4, we state our main results in the form of a bound
on the effective noise after DD, and the fault-tolerance and noise-suppression threshold conditions.
Some examples of DD pulses sequences are examined next in section 4.5. Section 4.6 contains the
derivation of our results and in section 4.7, we discuss a couple of relevant issues and generalizations
before concluding with some open problems in section 4.8.
4.1 Noise Model
Before we begin our discussion of DD and fault tolerance, we first need a physical description of the
noise acting on the system. From an open-system perspective, noise on the system S arises from the
interaction with its bath B, as was considered in chapter 2. There, we obtained a description of the
noise on the system by carrying out the joint evolution of the system and bath, and then discarding
the bath degrees of freedom. From this, we obtained a CPTP noise channel. In our present context
however, the benefits of DD are most easily captured in a description where we retain the presence of
the bath and make use of the full system-bath Hamiltonian in our analysis.1 This is usually referred
to as a Hamiltonian noise model.
In the absence of computational gates on the system, the joint evolution of the system and bath
is generated by the Hamiltonian
H ≡ HB +Herr. (4.1)
HB ≡ 1S ⊗ B0 is the free evolution of the bath in the absence of the system. Herr ≡ H0S + HSB
contains all the terms in H that act non-trivially on the system. H0S ≡ S0 ⊗ 1B is the (no-noise)
free evolution Hamiltonian of the system in the absence of the bath, and HSB is the system-bath
coupling. If needed, HSB can also contain a “fluctuating force” term that acts only on the system
to describe some external random noise not accounted for by the bath. If HSB = 0, the system
and bath evolve independently, and there is no noise in the system since we can account for the
deterministic evolution from H0S in our computational gates. It is hence often natural to work in
the interaction picture defined by H0S and HB, and treat the interaction picture HSB(t) as the noise
Hamiltonian. However, DD sequences are designed to remove the effects of the entire “always-on”
Hamiltonian on the system, or equivalently the effects of Herr, and maintain the system in a state
with no evolution. Herr, which includes H
0
S , is hence considered as noise on the system, and it is
convenient for us to refer to the full H as the noise Hamiltonian.
1The situation where the noise is treated as a CPTP noise channel has also been discussed in
fault tolerance, and is usually referred to as stochastic (Markovian) noise.
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Note that we exclude from H any term that commutes with the entire Lie algebra (closure under
usual commutation) of operators formed by the rest of the terms in H . As will become clear in our
discussion, such terms do not participate in the dynamics but will enter the threshold condition if
not explicitly excluded. This automatically removes any term proportional to the identity 1S ⊗ 1B,
which just shifts the zero point of the energy. We hence work with an H that is traceless. Also,
although the system S can be arbitrary in general, we will usually refer to it as a system of qubits,
as is typically the case in practice.
Now, we want to use the system to perform some quantum computation. This computation
can be thought of as a circuit consisting of a sequence of state preparations, gates (i.e., unitary
operations), measurements and idle “do-nothing” steps performed on the system. In the absence of
noise, the computational circuit simply consists of those circuit operations necessary to carry out the
ideal computation. In reality, this ideal no-noise circuit has to be simulated by encoded operations
on the system, together with additional operations needed for error correction and fault tolerance,
all carried out in the presence of the bath which interact with the system according to the noise
Hamiltonian H . We refer to the latter circuit with additional operations needed for combating noise
as the noisy computational circuit, or noisy circuit for short.
We need to specify how to describe the components in the noisy circuit. A noisy preparation
is modeled as an ideal preparation followed by evolution according to H , which is the source of
noise.2 Noisy measurements are modeled as ideal measurements preceded by evolution according to
H . Gates are assumed to be executed via short, rectangular pulses. In typical experiments, these
pulses have some small but finite width δ. Furthermore, there is usually a minimum time interval
between consecutive pulses, coming from the experimental difficulty in switching instantaneously
from one pulse to the next. We refer to this as the pulse interval, and use τ0 to denote the sum
of the pulse interval and the pulse width δ (≪ τ0) (see Figure 4.1). τ0 is hence the minimum time
between the start of one pulse and the start of the next pulse, and can be taken as the minimum
time required to perform a gate. A noisy gate is thus modeled as evolution according to H during
the pulse interval, followed by the application of the rectangular pulse via a constant Hamiltonian
for time δ which implements the gate, during which H still acts.
Note that we are assuming that pulse timing errors are negligible, and that pulse strength
inaccuracies are unimportant. This is a good assumption in practice since pulse timing and pulse
strength are typically controlled by classical circuitry that can be very accurate. Realistic pulses
are also not perfectly rectangular but have finite rise and fall times. One might further choose to
2In other words, we are to write the operator representing the actual noisy preparation as Onoisy ≡
O¯Oideal, where the deviation of O¯ from the identity operator is attributed solely to the presence of
the noise Hamiltonian. This would typically involve choosing the appropriate noise Hamiltonian
to describe the time step and bath for that preparation, which is consistent within the local-bath
assumption (see later in the section). A similar statement applies for noisy measurements.
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Figure 4.1. Timing parameters of a pulse.
employ pulse-shaping techniques to optimize performance [92]. As we will point out later, such
pulse imperfections or deviations from the rectangular pulse shape can easily be included within our
framework. However, since they will not affect our main conclusions and will only complicate the
analysis, for simplicity and concreteness, we will assume that pulses are perfectly rectangular with
accurate timing and strength.
We need an additional simplifying assumption about the noise model. Imagine that the noisy
circuit is divided into time steps, each of length t0. A single circuit operation—gate, preparation,
measurement or idle step—is applied to a set of qubits in a single time step, and in each time
step, many such circuit operations are performed in parallel on different sets of qubits. Let us use
the term “location” to refer to a single circuit operation (together with the qubits it acts on) in
the noisy circuit (see Figure 4.2). Each location is labeled by a which specifies the time step the
location corresponds to, and the circuit operation associated with it. The collection of qubits that
participate in location a is denoted Qa. Now, we can state our assumption: we assume that the
noise Hamiltonian can be split according to the circuit structure,
H =
∑
a
Ha, (4.2)
such that, for any a and b labeling different locations in the same time step in the circuit, Ha and
Hb act on different qubits and different baths. That Ha and Hb act on different qubits is true by
our division of the circuit at each time step into locations. Requiring that they also act on different
baths imposes a “local” noise structure where different qubits can share a bath only if they are
participating in the same location. We will refer to this as the local-bath assumption and write H as
H =
∑
a
Ha =
∑
a
(HB,a +Herr,a) , (4.3)
with
HB,a ≡ 1S,a ⊗B0,a and Herr,a ≡
∑
α
Sα,a ⊗Bα,a. (4.4)
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Here, the operators Sα,a act only on Qa, and α labels the different possible operators that can occur.
Bα,a are the corresponding bath operators that act only on the local bath associated with location
a.
idle step
a location
t0
U1
U2
U5
U6
U4
U3
Figure 4.2. Locations in a circuit. Each horizontal line represents the passage of a qubit in the
system through the circuit, from left to right. Each solid rectangle represents a nontrivial gate acting
on the qubits entering it. Each dotted rectangle marks a location in the circuit, including idle steps,
and lasts for time t0.
This local-bath assumption allows one to ignore interactions between qubits (and their baths)
participating in different locations in a given time step. The evolution operator advancing the system
and bath by that time step hence factorizes into a product of unitary operators, each operator
describing the evolution of a single location in that time step. A similar local-bath assumption
was previously used in [74] to analyze fault tolerance for a Hamiltonian noise model. The authors
imagined a scenario where each qubit in the system has its own bath localized in space around the
qubit, and the baths for different qubits can interact only when the qubits are brought together
to participate in the same gate. While not necessary for fault tolerance as was shown in later
work [75], the local-bath assumption greatly simplifies the fault-tolerance analysis. It also plays an
important role here in simplifying the analysis of the noise suppression arising from the DD pulse
sequences. The factorized form of the evolution allows one to analyze the effects of the DD pulses
one location at a time. Without the local-bath assumption, the effective description of the noise
after DD will include error terms that affect qubits from many different locations at once. Such
terms are detrimental to fault tolerance. In section 4.7.2, we will give some physical intuition as to
why one might be able to relax the local-bath assumption, at least in principle.
Let us define some parameters that characterize our noise Hamiltonian:
β ≡ max
a
‖HB,a‖, (4.5)
J ≡ max
a
‖Herr,a‖, (4.6)
ǫ ≡ β + J ≥ max
a
‖Ha‖. (4.7)
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The norm used here is the operator norm. Note that all the analysis in this chapter holds for any
norm that is submultiplicative and unitarily invariant, but the choice of operator norm is needed for
bounding the simulation accuracy in the fault-tolerance argument [75]. We will assume ǫτ0 ≪ 1, so
that Jτ0, βτ0 ≪ 1. Our results are written as a perturbative expansion in these quantities together
with δ/τ0, and we will derive a rigorous upper bound on this expansion summed to all orders.
Note that, in order for typical DD pulse sequences to work, H has to be time independent over
the duration of the sequence. For the scheme that we will use, it is sufficient to require Ha for a
given a to be time independent for the full duration t0 of the location a, but it can be different for
different locations. This is particularly convenient because it allows one to include in H not just
noise due to the natural coupling between the bath and the system, but also errors that might arise
from imperfect control over the computational devices, as long as such noise can be described within
the above Hamiltonian framework.
For most of our discussion, we will assume that measurements and preparations are at least as
fast as gates, i.e., they are executed in time at most δ (see for example [93] for an experimental
setup where this is true). The noisy circuit thus runs at some “clock rate” set by the pulse interval
τ0, with gates, measurements or preparations executed in time δ at the end of each τ0 interval. To
this circuit, we add DD sequences and demonstrate how, under the right conditions, this can lead
to a fault-tolerance scheme that has a weaker noise strength than in the case without DD. After
showing this, we will then discuss (in section 4.7.1) how to interpret our results if measurements or
preparations require a much longer execution time than gates.
4.2 Tools for Analysis
Let us next introduce some tools we will need to analyze the noise suppression arising from DD
techniques. We also provide a brief introduction to fault tolerance and the notion of the noise
strength of a noise model, which will be the central quantity we compute in our analysis.
4.2.1 The Toggling Frame
For now, let us forget that we want to do computation, and instead focus on the question of quantum
storage, which is the original context for DD methods. In the absence of any external control, the
system and bath evolve under the noise Hamiltonian H . A DD pulse sequence is added via a control
Hamiltonian Hc(t) acting only on the system, and the system and bath now evolve according to
H+Hc(t). Let us denote by Uc(t) ≡ Uc(t, 0) the evolution operator generated by Hc(t). This Uc(t),
instead of Hc(t), is how a DD sequence is usually described.
To understand the effects of the control Hamiltonian, it is useful to go to the interaction picture
defined by Hc(t), also known as the toggling frame [94]. The toggling frame is introduced to remove
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the explicit appearance of Uc(t) and is defined by relating the Schro¨dinger picture system-bath state
ρSB(t) to the toggling frame state ρ˜SB(t) according to
ρSB(t) = U(t, 0)ρSB(0)U
†(t, 0) ≡ Uc(t)ρ˜SB(t)U †c (t), (4.8)
where U(t, 0) is the evolution operator generated by H + Hc(t). The toggling frame state ρ˜SB(t)
hence evolves according to the evolution operator U˜(t, 0) ≡ U †c (t)U(t, 0). From the Schro¨dinger
equations obeyed by U(t, 0) and Uc(t), it is easy to show that U˜(t, 0) is generated by the toggling
frame Hamiltonian
H˜(t) ≡ U †c (t)HUc(t). (4.9)
Because the operator norm is unitarily invariant, we see that ‖H˜(t)‖ = ‖H‖ ≤ ǫ. Furthermore, since
Uc(T ) acts non-trivially only on the system, for our noise model, H˜(t) can be written as
H˜(t) = HB + H˜err(t), (4.10)
where H˜err(t) ≡ U †c (t)HerrUc(t) is the toggling frame version of Herr with ‖H˜err(t)‖ = ‖Herr‖ ≤ J .
Of particular relevance to us is a DD approach which we will refer to as cyclic DD, where a
chosen pulse sequence taking time tDD is repeated over and over to suppress noise in the system.
Cyclic DD is characterized by the property that Uc(t) returns to the identity after a complete cycle:
Uc(tDD) = Uc(0) = 1. This implies that Uc(ℓtDD) = 1 for any non-negative integer ℓ, and thus the
toggling frame can be defined modulo tDD, with time t measured from the start of each repetition of
the pulse sequence. We will always do this, and it is understood that we use the noise Hamiltonian
H for the time of the relevant cycle. The Schro¨dinger-picture state at the end of the ℓth cycle is
given by
ρSB(ℓtDD) = Uc(ℓtDD)ρ˜SB(ℓtDD)U
†
c (ℓtDD) = ρ˜SB(ℓtDD). (4.11)
Hence, if we are only interested in the system state at the end of each cycle, we can forget that there
is any difference between the toggling frame state and the Schro¨dinger-picture state and simply
evolve in time using the toggling frame evolution operator U˜ instead of the original U .
4.2.2 Finite-Width Pulses
DD pulse sequences are traditionally designed to be effective when the pulse width δ approaches
zero.3 We can account for the deviations from the zero-width case using the toggling frame descrip-
tion. Because we assume that the only source of errors in the pulses comes from the fact that the
pulses take time δ, during which the noise Hamiltonian H also operates on the system, we need to
3There are, however, techniques like Eulerian decoupling [83] that provide some robustness against
finite-width effects. We will discuss an example of this in section 4.5.3.
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handle this finite-width case carefully.
Consider a pulse sequence with R pulses which we can represent by
Uc(tDD) = 1PR1PR−11 . . .1P21P11. (4.12)
Pk ≡ exp(−iδHPk) is the unitary corresponding to the pulse implemented by a constant Hamiltonian
HPk . The pulse Hamiltonian HPk is turned on instantaneously at some time sk, and stays on for
a duration of δ ≪ τ0 before turning off instantaneously at time sk + δ (see figure 4.3). In a more
complicated analysis, one can also include in Pk smooth turning-on and turning-off curves as well
as details modeling pulse strength inaccuracies and pulse timing errors. In between two consecutive
pulses, Hc(t) is zero, represented by the 1 operators in Uc(tDD). For a general pulse sequence, the
pulses need not be regularly spaced in time so each 1 above can represent different (including zero
time) periods of trivial evolution.4 In our analysis, we will assume that the DD pulse sequence
always either begins or ends with an 1 operator that represents an evolution time of at least the
pulse interval τ0− δ. Otherwise, one would have to combine the last pulse of one cycle with the first
pulse of the next cycle into a single pulse (because of the finite pulse interval). Our analysis should
apply even in this case with minor modifications, but for simplicity, we will assume that this does
not happen.
sk + δ
t
Pk Pk+1
sk−1 sk sk+1
Pk−1
Figure 4.3. Pulse timings for a pulse sequence.
Uc(t) for t ∈ [0, tDD] can be read off from the expression (equation (4.12)) for Uc(tDD) by starting
from the right of the sequence of operators and stopping at the point corresponding to time t. For
time t ∈ [0, s1), Uc(t) = 1. For t between the end of pulse Pk and the start of pulse Pk+1, Uc(t) is
given by
Uc(t) = Pk . . . P2P1 = Uc(sk+1). (4.13)
If t is within the pulse duration of Pk, then
Uc(t) = exp (−i∆kHPk)Uc(sk) = Uc(sk) exp
[−i∆kU †c (sk)HPkUc(sk)] ,
where ∆k ≡ t− sk. In the second equality, we have used the fact that B exp(A)B−1 = exp(BAB−1)
for any invertible B. It is convenient to define the notation O˜(k) ≡ U †c (sk+1)OUc(sk+1) for any
4In fact, there are very effective pulse sequences that exploit the degree of freedom coming from
varying the timing of the pulses to achieve higher-order decoupling [84, 85, 95].
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operator O. Then, the toggling frame Hamiltonian H˜(t) can be compactly written as
H˜(t) = U †c (t)HUc(t) =


1 for t ∈ [0, s1),
e
i∆kH˜
(k−1)
Pk H˜(k−1)e−i∆kH˜
(k−1)
Pk for t ∈ [sk, sk + δ),
H˜(k) for t ∈ [sk + δ, sk+1),
H for t = tDD,
(4.14)
for k = 1, 2, . . . , R − 1. From this, we see that the toggling frame Hamiltonian only depends on
time through the index k that labels which pulse period it is in, and through ∆k in the exponential
factors. When δ = 0, H˜(t) is piecewise constant.
4.2.3 DD and the Magnus Expansion
Given H˜(t), the toggling frame evolution operator U˜(tDD, 0) can be computed using a Magnus ex-
pansion [96]. For quantum dynamics described by the unitary evolution operator UM (t, 0) satisfying
the Schro¨dinger equation
i
∂
∂t
UM (t, 0) = HM (t)UM (t, 0), UM (0, 0) = 1, (4.15)
for some Hamiltonian HM (t), the Magnus expansion is an operator series Ω(T ) ≡
∑∞
n=1Ωn(T ) such
that
UM (T, 0) = exp [Ω(T )] . (4.16)
Ω depends on the final time T , and we can view exp [Ω(T )] as advancing the system and bath forward
by a time step T via an effective Hamiltonian Heff ≡ iT Ω(T ). The three lowest-order Magnus terms
are given by (see for example, [97])
Ω1(T ) = −i
∫ T
0
ds HM (s), (4.17)
Ω2(T ) = −1
2
∫ T
0
ds1
∫ s1
0
ds2 [HM (s1), HM (s2)] , (4.18)
and Ω3(T ) =
i
6
∫ T
0
ds1
∫ s1
0
ds2
∫ s2
0
ds3
(
[HM (s1), [HM (s2), HM (s3)]]
+ [HM (s3), [HM (s2), HM (s1)]]
)
. (4.19)
Higher-order terms can be defined using a recursive formula given in section 4.6. In general, Ωn(T )
is the time integral of a sum of (n − 1)-nested commutators, each with n factors of HM (t). The
Magnus expansion is thus an infinite series in HMT and a sufficient condition for convergence is [98]
∫ T
0
dt ‖HM (t)‖ < π. (4.20)
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For U˜(tDD, 0), HM (t) is simply the toggling frame Hamiltonian H˜(t) = U
†
c (t)HUc(t). Then, the
lowest-order Magnus term Ω1(tDD) is given by
Ω1(tDD) = −i
∫ tDD
0
dt H˜(t) = −i
∫ tDD
0
dt U †c (t)HUc(t). (4.21)
In group-based DD schemes, as in the examples we will discuss in section 4.5, the Uc(t) operators
for different t form a finite group G of operators acting on the system Hilbert space. Then, equation
(4.21) can be understood as the group average of H [99], which projects H into the commutant of G.
If G acts irreducibly on the system Hilbert space, the commutant contains only the identity operator
on the system, and as a result, Ω1(tDD) is a pure bath term.
In general, DD pulse sequences are designed precisely so that the lowest-order Magnus terms
computed using H˜(t) have vanishing effect on the system, at least in the zero-width case. One says
that mth-order decoupling is achieved if we succeed in removing the effects of the m lowest-order
Magnus terms, i.e., Ωn(tDD) for n ≤ m are pure bath terms when δ = 0. Perfect decoupling is
usually no longer possible if δ > 0, but the corrections are at most of order δ/τ0 ≪ 1.
A pulse sequence chosen to implement a group average over an irreducible group representation
as described above achieves first-order decoupling. All pulse sequences that we discuss in this paper
are assumed to attain at least first-order decoupling. In particular, we assume that the sequence is
such that H˜err(t) satisfies the condition
∫ tDD
0
dt H˜err,0(t) = 0. (4.22)
The subscript “0” on H˜err,0(t) means that we are to take δ to zero in H˜err(t) while holding τ0
fixed. A similar interpretation holds for the subscript “0” in H˜0(t). Then, for δ = 0, Ω1(tDD) =
−i ∫ tDD0 dt H˜0(t) = −iHBt0 − i ∫ tDD0 dt H˜err,0(t) = −iHBtDD, which just says that the lowest-order
Magnus term is a pure bath term and there is first-order decoupling. Note that a necessary condition
for first-order decoupling is that there is no term in Herr that commutes with Hc(t) for all t. Terms
that commute with Hc(t) will be left untouched by the DD sequence, and one can include such terms
by going into the interaction picture defined by them.
Second-order decoupling can be achieved if we can enforce a time symmetry on H˜ such that
H˜(tDD − t) = H˜(t) ∀t ∈ [0, tDD]. This condition is satisfied whenever we have
Uc(tDD − t) = VtUc(t), (4.23)
for some unitary Vt that commutes with H , and that may depend on t. Usually, Vt will just be a
phase so that Vt = e
iφt
1 for some φt ∈ [0, 2π). When H˜ is time symmetric, as shown in appendix
B.1, all even-order Magnus terms vanish. Then, Ω2(tDD) = 0 automatically and we achieve second-
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order decoupling. In section 4.5, we will give an example of a pulse sequence that gives rise to a
time-symmetric H˜ .
4.2.4 Fault-Tolerant Quantum Computation
In the remainder of this section, we will describe the quantum accuracy threshold theorem which
is one of the central results of the theory of fault-tolerant quantum computation. We seek only
to provide a very brief qualitative overview of the ingredients that go into the threshold theorem
which will allow the reader to understand what we need to compute in order to adapt standard
fault-tolerance analysis to our scheme with DD. The reader is referred to [77] for a more detailed
review of the subject, and [75] for a detailed quantitative proof. The framework presented here
follows closely that of [75].
Fault tolerance is about the competition between enhanced protection against noise, and the
unavoidable increase in circuit complexity that accompanies it. The enhanced protection is achieved
by concatenation of the encoded circuit used to simulate the ideal circuit. The idea of concatenation
is rather easy to understand. Given some ideal circuit, we first construct using an error-correcting
code, a circuit consisting of operations on the encoded information—an encoded circuit—that simu-
lates the ideal circuit. This encoded circuit is designed to provide some protection against damaging
effects of the noise to increase our chance of successfully simulating the ideal circuit. Now, we can
increase this protection by repeating the construction of the encoded circuit in a recursive manner.
The encoded circuit consists of some sequence of operations, which we can now treat as an ideal
circuit we want to simulate. This new ideal circuit can again be simulated using another encoded
circuit constructed using the same code. From the perspective of the original ideal circuit we want
to simulate, this new encoded circuit consists of two levels of encoding, and offers more protection
than just a single level of encoding. We can continue to enhance the level of protection by repeating
the concatenation procedure, each time treating the encoded circuit from the previous level as the
new ideal circuit for the next level of encoding. This process is also known as recursive simulation.
With the enhanced protection from more levels of concatenation, one expects the simulation
error to decrease. However, from the description of the process of recursive simulation, it is clear
that each additional level of concatenation increases the number of circuit components, and hence
the number of locations in the circuit in which faults can occur rises. Nevertheless, as long as the
enhanced protection outweighs the increase in circuit complexity, the simulation error will decrease.
This occurs only if the noise model is such that η, a parameter that quantifies the strength of the
noise, satisfies the condition
η < η0, (4.24)
for some threshold η0. η0 is determined by the increase in circuit complexity as we increase noise
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protection. Equation (4.24) is the fault-tolerance threshold condition. This condition, together with
a statement about how resource demands scale as we try to decrease the simulation error, is the
content of the quantum accuracy threshold theorem.
As mentioned above, the threshold η0 captures the circuit overhead in adding more noise protec-
tion in the form of an increase in the level of recursive simulation. It hence depends on the details
of the fault-tolerant circuit design. There are contributions coming from the details of the relevant
noise model, but these are usually small. In [100], the threshold was shown to be η0 & 10
−4 for the
case of a noise model known as adversarial stochastic noise, and we expect the threshold for our
noise model to be of a similar magnitude.
Central to the proof of the threshold theorem is the fault-path expansion. Imagine some noisy
circuit, corresponding to some number of levels of concatenation, that we want to use to simulate
the ideal circuit. A fault path refers to a particular sequence of locations in the noisy circuit at
which faults occur. Then, the action of the noisy circuit can be expanded as a weighted sum over
all possible fault paths. Heuristically, we can write
noisy circuit =
∑
fault path. (4.25)
How we actually carry out this fault-path expansion depends on the noise model we are interested
in. For stochastic noise, the fault paths are weighted by the probability of occurrence for that
particular sequence of faults. In Hamiltonian noise models, which we are using here, the fault paths
are summed coherently, i.e., weighted by their respective amplitudes.
Regardless of how we write down the fault-path expansion, in order to rigorously prove a threshold
theorem, we require the noise to be local. A quantitative meaning is attached to saying that the
noise is local, which we explain now. Given some specified set Ir of r locations in the noisy circuit,
consider from the fault-path expansion, all terms that have faults in at least all of the r locations in
Ir. Let the sum of these terms be denoted by E(Ir). Then, the noise is said to be local with noise
strength η if
‖E(Ir)‖ ≤ ηr. (4.26)
As long as the noise is local in this sense, and given the recursive structure of the fault-tolerant
circuit which must also satisfy certain fault-tolerant properties (see [75] for details), one can derive
a quantum accuracy threshold theorem.
The noise strength η depends only on the noise model and how the fault-path expansion is
carried out. η gives the combination of parameters characterizing the noise model that enter the
fault-tolerance threshold condition η < η0, and hence tells us what quantities need to be kept small
for fault tolerance to work. To examine how DD techniques modify the threshold condition, we just
need to compute what η is for our scheme and compare it with the noise strength in the absence of
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DD.
In the next section, we will explain how to incorporate DD techniques into the design of the
fault-tolerant circuit and write down the effective noise strength for the noisy circuit built from
DD-protected gates.
4.3 DD-Protected Gates
We now present a scheme that incorporates DD into a fault-tolerant computational circuit. The hope
is that the additional DD protection can reduce the strength of the noise afflicting the system. This
will not only relax the requirements on the noise strength in the fault-tolerance threshold condition,
but will also allow greater computational accuracy with fewer resources.
The main idea is very simple. The fault-tolerant circuit that one would like to use to simulate
the ideal circuit is constructed from physical circuit elements. These physical circuit elements
operate in the presence of the noise Hamiltonian, and can be very noisy. In standard fault-tolerance
architecture, one seeks to reduce the damaging effects on the computation introduced through the
use of these noisy circuit elements by employing many levels of recursive simulation built upon
error correction. With the ability to perform DD pulse sequences, instead of relying only on error
correction, we can add DD protection to the bare noisy circuit elements before using them in the
fault-tolerant circuit. Every physical gate, measurement, preparation or idle step now comprises
not just the pulse (or measurement or preparation) that performs the required operation, but is
preceded by a full DD pulse sequence aimed at reducing the overall noise in that circuit element.
The fault-tolerant circuit is then built from these DD-augmented elements.
Below, we explain how one can describe such gates, measurements or preparations endowed with
a full DD pulse sequence and show how to write down the effective noise strength for a circuit built
from these elements.
4.3.1 Including the Gate Pulse
Let us for the moment forget about measurements and preparations and focus only on gates. Imagine
that we have chosen some DD pulse sequence. In the absence of gates, we repeat this pulse sequence
over and over in order to reduce the effects of noise on the system. Under this cyclic DD, the system
state has minimal noise exactly at the end of each repetition of the sequence. It is hence desirable
to perform the gate operation at these precise points in time. It is important not to have any time
interval between the conclusion of a cycle of the DD sequence and the gate pulse. Any such nonzero
time interval is not protected by the DD sequence and the system evolves under the original noise H
instead of the DD-suppressed noise. Hence, if the DD pulse sequence ends with a trivial evolution
of time period greater than or equal to the pulse interval, we append the gate pulse right at the end
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of that time period; if the sequence ends with a nontrivial pulse implementing PR, the gate pulse
can be combined with it into a single pulse P ′R ≡ GaPR, where Ga denotes the ideal unitary gate
operation. Note that an idle step in the noisy circuit is also treated as a gate but with trivial gate
operation (Ga = 1).
We refer to the series of pulses beginning with the DD pulse sequence and ending with the gate
pulse as a DD-protected gate. Each physical gate in the noisy fault-tolerant circuit is replaced by
its DD-protected version. Let t0 denote the total time taken for a DD-protected gate. With the
addition of the DD pulse sequence, each gate in the noisy circuit now takes time t0 which is longer
than the gate time of τ0 in the case without DD protection, assuming we perform gates at a rate
limited only by the finite pulse interval. However, as long as the noise suppression from the DD
sequence is sufficiently effective, adding DD protection can still be beneficial.
The gate operation to be applied at location a, corresponding to a physical gate in the noisy
circuit, is added as a pulse in the control Hamiltonian. Uc(t0) for location a is now given by
Uc,a(t0) = Ga1PR1PR−11 . . . 1 P21P11. (4.27)
In writing Uc,a(t0) in this form, it is understood that the final Ga1PR should be replaced by P
′
R =
GaPR if the gate pulse and PR are to be combined.
5 This gate-appended Uc,a(t) is used to define
the toggling frame with time t measured from the start of the DD-protected gate at location a. It
differs from the corresponding Uc(tDD) operator for the DD sequence only in the final pulse period.
Because of the additional gate pulse, we have that
Uc,a(t0) = GaUc(tDD) = Ga, (4.28)
which simply expresses the fact that we have implemented a non-trivial gate Ga on the system.
Adding back the effects of the noise Hamiltonian, the DD-protected gate at location a in the
circuit is described by the unitary evolution operator
Ga ≡ Ua(t0, 0) = Uc,a(t0)U˜a(t0, 0) = GaU˜a(t0, 0). (4.29)
The toggling frame Hamiltonian defined using the gate-appended Uc,a(t) looks like equation (4.14),
5Note that, with the local-bath assumption, the most general DD scheme for removing the effects
of the local noise Hamiltonian Ha consists of operations that act only on qubits participating in
location a. The pulses Pk hence carry an implicit subscript a for a given location a.
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except that we need to add on the gate pulse:
H˜a(t) = U
†
c,a(t)HaUc,a(t) =


e
i∆kH˜
(k−1)
Pk H˜
(k−1)
a e
−i∆kH˜(k−1)Pk for t ∈ [sk, sk + δ),
H˜
(k)
a for t ∈ [sk + δ, sk+1),
ei∆R+1H˜
(R)
Ga H˜
(R)
a e
−i∆R+1H˜(R)Ga for t ∈ [sR+1, sR+1 + δ),
G†aHaGa for t = t0,
(4.30)
with k = 1, 2, . . . , R − 1, and sR+1 is the start of the gate pulse. Here we have written the case
where the gate pulse and PR are applied separately, but a similar modification gives H˜a(t) if they
are combined.
Assuming that preparations and measurements also take time δ, the above scheme for adding
DD protection to gates can be applied here as well. As mentioned before, we model the noise in a
preparation by writing the noisy preparation as an ideal preparation followed by evolution according
to H for time δ, the duration of the noisy preparation. A DD-protected preparation is hence just an
ideal preparation followed by the DD pulse sequence which takes time t0. Similarly, a DD-protected
measurement is the DD pulse sequence followed by an ideal measurement.
4.3.2 The Effective Noise Strength
In order to understand the benefits of adding DD-protection to the elementary gates, we need to
look at the effective noise strength of the circuit built from DD-protected gates, measurements and
preparations. As done in previous analyses for Hamiltonian noise models [74, 75, 77], we will assume
that all preparations are done at the beginning of the computation, and all measurements are done at
the end (see appendix B.2 for why this is equivalent to a circuit where we prepare and measure during
the computation). Then, in between the initial ideal preparations and final ideal measurements, the
noisy circuit is described by unitary evolution and we only need to consider (noisy) gates.
To write down the fault-path expansion for a circuit built from DD-protected gates, let us first
split Ga into a “good” part Ga and a “bad” part Ba. Defining UB,a(t) ≡ exp(−itHB,a), the DD-
protected gate can be written as
Ga = GaUB,a(t0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡Ga
+Ga −GaUB,a(t0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡Ba
. (4.31)
The good part Ga refers to the ideal evolution when there is no noise on the system (Herr = 0).
Then, the only non-trivial operation on the system is the gate Ga, while the bath is uncoupled from
the system and evolves according to its free evolution Hamiltonian HB. The bad part Ba contains
the remaining terms in the presence of noise, and also includes (through the original Ga operator)
the DD pulse sequence designed to suppress the noise.
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Now, imagine writing down the full evolution operator Ucomp for the entire noisy computational
circuit between the initial ideal preparations and the final ideal measurements. Because of the
factorization of the evolution operator induced by the the local-bath assumption (see section 4.1),
we can make use of the operators Ga and write
Ucomp = GKGK−1 . . . G2G1
= (GK + BK)(GK−1 + BK−1) · · · (G2 + B2)(G1 + B1)
= GKGK−1 . . .G2G1 + GKGK−1 . . .G2B1 + GKGK−1 . . .G3B2G1 + · · · . (4.32)
Here, K denotes the number of locations, and hence the number of DD-protected gates, in the noisy
circuit. Ga occurring at earlier times are written to the right of those occurring at later times. In
the last line of equation (4.32), we have written Ucomp as the sum over all possible fault paths—this
is what we mean by the fault-path expansion, with each term in the sum corresponding to a single
fault path where faults are inserted in particular locations. In each fault path, a Ga is inserted for a
DD-protected gate with no faults at location a, and Ba is inserted for a faulty DD-protected gate.
The full evolution is then given by the sum over all possible fault paths.
The noise strength, as mentioned in section 4.2.4, is obtained by considering E(Ir) which is the
sum of fault paths with faults at all r locations in the set Ir. Locations outside of Ir can either have
a fault or have no fault. From the fault-path expansion, we see that E(Ir) can be constructed by
inserting a factor of the unitary Ga = Ga + Ba for all locations outside Ir, while inserting a factor
of Ba for locations in Ir. Taking the norm of E(Ir) then gives
‖E(Ir)‖ ≤
(
max
a
‖Ba‖
)r
, (4.33)
where we have used the submultiplicativity property of the operator norm and the fact that any
unitary operator has unit norm. If we define ηDD to be an upper bound on the bad part, i.e.,
ηDD ≥ max
a
‖Ba‖ = max
a
∥∥Ga −GaUB,a(t0)∥∥ , (4.34)
then,
‖E(Ir)‖ ≤ (ηDD)r . (4.35)
If we can find an expression for ηDD, we can then say that the noise after suppression from the
DD pulse sequence is local with noise strength ηDD. This effective noise strength then enters the
fault-tolerance threshold condition as ηDD < η0. ηDD is hence the focus of our analysis and the goal
is to compute a good upper bound on maxa ‖Ba‖, which we can then take to be ηDD.
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In the toggling frame language, maxa ‖Ba‖ can be written as
max
a
‖Ba‖ = max
a
∥∥∥U˜a(t0, 0)− UB,a(t0)∥∥∥ , (4.36)
where we have used the fact that Ga = GaU˜a(t0, 0), and the unitary invariance of the norm. One
can understand the expression on the right-hand side of equation (4.36) by noting that the good part
of the evolution in the toggling frame for a DD-protected gate is nothing but the identity operation
on the system and evolution UB,a(t0) on the bath. U˜a(t0, 0)−UB,a(t0) is thus precisely the bad part
in the toggling frame. In what follows, we will sometimes drop the subscript a when context makes
the intended meaning clear.
The noise suppression from DD is most naturally captured in the Magnus expansion for the
toggling frame evolution operator U˜(t0, 0). Let us define an effective Hamiltonian Heff as follows:
U˜(t0, 0) = exp[Ω(t0)] ≡ exp[−it0Heff], Heff ≡ i
t0
Ω(t0). (4.37)
Ω(t0) is computed using the gate-appended toggling frame Hamiltonian H˜(t) given in equation (4.30).
The effective Hamiltonian Heff really depends on the final time t0. However, viewed as function of
time Heff(t) does not generate the evolution operator U˜(t, 0) according to the Schro¨dinger equation.
Nevertheless, for a fixed final time t0, we can compute U˜(t0, 0) from Heff by treating it as if it is a
time-independent Hamiltonian and write down U˜(t0, 0) = exp[−it0Heff].
Using the effective Hamiltonian Heff, one can further bound the quantity ‖U˜(t0, 0)− UB(t0)‖ in
equation (4.36). To do this, we make use of the following mathematical fact:
Lemma 4.1. For any two Hermitian operators A1 and A2,
‖e−iA1 − e−iA2‖ ≤ ‖A1 −A2‖. (4.38)
This is a special case of a theorem derived in [101]. Setting A1 ≡ t0Heff and A2 ≡ t0HB immediately
gives
‖U˜(t0, 0)− UB(t0)‖ ≤ t0‖Heff −HB‖. (4.39)
‖Heff−HB‖ in the last expression is related to the error phase, a quantity often used in DD analysis
to quantify the effectiveness of a DD scheme [80] (although it is usually without the gate pulse at
the end).
To compute the bound t0‖Heff−HB‖, we return to the Magnus expansion Ω(t0) =
∑∞
n=1Ωn(t0) =
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−it0Heff and write
max
a
‖Ba‖ = max
a
‖U˜a(t0, 0)− UB,a(t0)‖
≤ t0max
a
‖Heff,a −HB,a‖
= max
a
‖
∞∑
n=1
Ωn,a(t0) + it0HB,a‖
≤ max
a
(
‖Ω′1,a(t0)‖+
∞∑
n=2
‖Ωn,a(t0)‖
)
, (4.40)
where Ω′1,a(t) ≡ Ω1,a(t) + itHB,a. As we will see, Ω′1,a(t0) vanishes for first-order decoupling with
zero-width pulses. The effective noise strength ηDD will be set equal to the best upper bound we
can prove for the last line of equation (4.40).
Note that we could have defined the good part of Ga in equation (4.31) in a slightly different
way. From the perspective of ideal evolution when Herr = 0, UB,a(t0) is the natural choice for the
evolution of the bath in the good part Ga, as we have written in equation (4.31). However, what
evolution the bath undergoes is irrelevant to our computation. Hence, we could have chosen the
good part to be GaU
′
B,a(t0) for any unitary operation U
′
B,a, although a poor choice of U
′
B,a might
result in a large norm on the bad part. A well-motivated and reasonable choice would be to extract
out from Ga as much of the pure bath evolution as possible, noting that the Magnus terms in Ω(t0)
can generate (through the nested commutators) contributions to pure bath evolution in addition
to UB,a. However, we do not know how to exploit this fact to obtain better bounds for the noise
strength. Besides, it is easy to show that only third- and higher-order Magnus terms give additional
contributions to pure bath evolution. We thus expect any benefit gained from the analysis for such
an alternative Ga to be small. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to Ga as defined in equation (4.31).
4.3.3 The Effective Noise Strength for a Time-Symmetric Sequence
Often, the DD pulse sequence chosen is such that there is a time symmetry: Uc(tDD−t) = VtUc(t) for
some unitary Vt that commutes with H . As mentioned before, this gives a time-symmetric H˜(t) for
the DD pulse sequence, i.e., H˜(tDD − t) = H˜(t), which leads to vanishing even-order Magnus terms
and second-order decoupling (assuming that the sequence also achieves first-order decoupling). For
a DD-protected gate however, the DD pulse sequence has a gate pulse appended to it. In the finite
pulse width scenario, this breaks the time symmetry of the resulting H˜(t), even if the DD sequence
by itself is time symmetric.
We can, however, partly restore the time symmetry by using the following trick to shift the
temporal midpoint of the DD-protected gate to coincide with the symmetry point of a perfectly time-
symmetric DD pulse sequence. Suppose the midpoint is offset to be later in the sequence from the
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symmetry point by a time interval of Γ/2, i.e., the gate-appended H˜(t) satisfies H˜(t0−Γ−t) = H˜(t).
In the case where the symmetry is broken because of the addition of the gate pulse of duration δ, Γ
is simply equal to δ (see figure 4.4(b)). Using the unitary invariance of the operator norm, we can
write
‖U˜(t0, 0)− UB(t0)‖ = ‖U˜(t0, 0)U †B(Γ)− UB(t0 − Γ)‖. (4.41)
Now, we can view U˜(t0, 0)U
†
B(Γ) as the evolution operator generated by the Hamiltonian
HM (t) ≡

 −HB t ∈ [0,Γ),H˜(t− Γ) t ∈ [Γ, T ], (4.42)
where T ≡ t0 + Γ. It is easy to check that HM satisfies HM (T − t) = HM (t) for all t, except for
t ∈ [T − Γ, T ], and the time interval symmetric to it, t ∈ [0,Γ] (see figure 4.4(c)). The Magnus
expansion is then to be computed for the unitary operator U˜(t0, 0)U
†
B(Γ) ≡ exp[Ω(T )], using HM (t)
given in equation (4.42). Setting A1 ≡ iΩ(T ) and A2 ≡ (t0 − δ)HB in lemma 4.1, we can again
bound
max
a
‖Ba‖ = max
a
‖U˜a(t0, 0)U †B,a(Γ)− UB,a(t0 − Γ)‖
≤ max
a
‖Ωa(T ) + i(T − 2Γ)HB,a‖
= max
a
(
‖Ω′1,a(T )‖+
∞∑
n=2
‖Ωn,a(T )‖
)
, (4.43)
where Ω′1,a(T ) is now defined as Ω
′
1,a(T ) ≡ Ω1,a(T ) + i(T − 2Γ)HB,a.
More generally, we can consider a HM (t) as given in equation (4.42) that has been shifted by Γ
as above, giving rise to a Hamiltonian that is time symmetric except for some small periods of time.
Let ∆(≪ T ) denote the time period in which the time symmetry is not satisfied so that

 HM (T − t) = HM (t) for t /∈ ∆HM (T − t) 6= HM (t) for t ∈ ∆. (4.44)
∆ need not be a continuous time interval but can be the union of many different intervals. We will
also use the same symbol ∆ to represent the total duration of its time intervals. For a perfectly time-
symmetric H˜(t) for the DD-protected gate, Γ and ∆ are both zero. For a perfectly time-symmetric
DD pulse sequence, with symmetry broken only by the δ-width gate pulse, Γ = δ and ∆ is given
by ∆ = [0, δ]
⋃
[T − δ, T ] with total duration 2δ, and T ≡ t0 + δ. Alternatively, one can choose to
not shift the midpoint of the DD-protected gate, i.e., take Γ = 0, and set ∆ = Nδ, where N is the
total number of pulses in the DD-protected gate (see figure 4.4(b)). Although this does not make as
good a use of the time symmetry as in the case of selecting Γ to be nonzero and having a smaller ∆,
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Figure 4.4. Figure explaining HM (t) for a time-symmetric DD sequence, with Γ = δ. In each dia-
gram, the time-axis is bent in half to exhibit the time symmetry. Time flows in an counterclockwise
manner starting from the top right corner (marked t = 0) of each diagram. (a) shows the perfectly
time-symmetric DD pulse sequence, schematically represented by two pulses (marked by the black
boxes). The first pulse starts at time t = t1, while the second pulse starts at time t = t2 and is just
the first pulse run backwards in time. For this sequence, H˜(tDD − t) = H˜(t). (b) shows the broken
time symmetry when the gate pulse (marked by the box labeled G) is added to the end of the pulse
sequence. (c) depicts the addition of the δ time period of evolution according to −HB (marked by
the box labeled B), restoring the time symmetry for t ∈ [δ, T − δ], where T = t0 + δ.
the Magnus expansion in the latter choice is computed with the longer time T = t0 + δ > t0, which
may give a worse bound than the former choice with a larger ∆. One would have to judge which
approach gives tighter bounds for the particular pulse sequence in question.
From now on, whenever it is unambiguous, we will refer to the nearly time-symmetric case as
discussed in this subsection as simply the time-symmetric case. The non-time-symmetric case in
the previous subsection will be referred to as the general case. In the next section, we state the
bounds on the Magnus expansion computed using HM (t) and give the expression for the effective
noise strength ηDD.
4.4 Effective Noise Strength and the Threshold Conditions
In this section, we state our central results and conclusions. First, we give the expression for the
effective noise strength ηDD using analytical bounds on the Magnus expansion. Then, we examine the
fault-tolerance and noise-suppression threshold conditions and discuss some implications. Derivation
details are delayed till section 4.6.
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4.4.1 Bounds on Magnus Expansion and the Effective Noise Strength
As explained in the previous section, the effective noise strength ηDD is set equal to the best upper
bound we can prove for
‖Ω′1(T )‖+
∞∑
n=2
‖Ωn(T )‖, (4.45)
where Ω′1(T ) ≡ Ω1(T )+i(T−2Γ)HB, and the maximum over all locations a is understood. T ≡ t0+Γ,
and the Magnus expansion Ω(T ) =
∑∞
n=1Ωn(T ) is computed from the Hamiltonian HM (t) given by
HM (t) ≡

 −HB t ∈ [0,Γ),H˜(t− Γ) = HB + H˜err(t− Γ) t ∈ [Γ, T ]. (4.46)
For the general (non-time-symmetric) case, Γ = 0, so HM (t) = H˜(t), and T = t0. For the time-
symmetric case, Γ is to be chosen as explained in the previous section, together with the quantity
∆ which denotes the time in which the time symmetry of HM (t) is violated.
For any DD sequence achieving first-order decoupling, which we always assume here, the term
‖Ω′1(T )‖ will be zero apart from finite-width corrections. For the remaining Magnus terms, just by
recalling that Ωn(T ) consists of n time integrals of sums of nested commutators each with n factors
of HM (t), one can guess that ‖Ωn(T )‖ . (ǫT )n. This comes from noting that ∀t, ‖HM (t)‖ ≤ ǫ, and
each time integral gives a factor of T . However, one can do better—one of the factors of ǫT can be
replaced by the smaller factor JT so that ‖Ωn(T )‖ . (JT )(ǫT )n−1. This is because for any time t,
HM (t) has the form ±HB+H ′(t) where H ′(t) is either 0 or H˜err(t) so that ‖H ′(t)‖ ≤ J ∀t. Putting
this into the nested commutators in Ωn(T ), instead of getting a sum of terms with n factors ofHM (t)
each, one gets (n− 1) factors of HM (t) and a single factor of H ′(t) since HB always commutes with
itself. This appearance of J is particularly important for comparison with the noise strength in the
case without DD. As we will explain below, in that case, the noise strength is proportional to J .
Following this reasoning, the various terms in the Magnus expansion can be bounded, for any
location a, as follows:
‖Ω′1(T )‖ ≤ C1(JT ); (4.47a)
‖Ωn(T )‖ ≤ Cn(JT )(ǫT )n−1, n = 2, . . . , 4; (4.47b)
∞∑
n=5
‖Ωn(T )‖ ≤ C5(JT )(ǫT )4, (4.47c)
for some coefficients Cn, with C1 = 0 when δ = 0. The high-order Magnus terms (n ≥ 5) have
been gathered together in a single bound for simplicity. With these expressions, the effective noise
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General (T ≡ t0) Time symmetric
C1
2Nδ/T in general,
Nδ/T if pulses are regularly spaced in time,
C2 1 4
(
∆
T
) (
1− 12 ∆T
)
C3 4/9 (2/9)
{
1 + 15
(
∆
T
) (
1− 1415 ∆T
)}
C4 11/9 56
(
∆
T
) (
1− 12 ∆T
)
C5 9.43
Table 4.1. Coefficients Cn for bounds on Magnus terms for the general (non-time-symmetric) case
and the (nearly) time-symmetric case. N denotes the total number of pulses in the DD-protected
gate and δ is the pulse-width. For the time-symmetric case, ∆ is the small time interval in which
HM (t) is not perfectly time symmetric.
strength after DD can be defined as
ηDD ≡ (JT )
5∑
n=1
Cn(ǫT )
n−1. (4.48)
The coefficients Cn, derived in section 4.6, are given in table 4.1 for both the general and the time-
symmetric cases. For reasons that will be explained in the derivation, the given value of C5 holds
only if ǫT ≤ 0.54, but we expect this condition to be satisfied since ǫT has to be small for DD to be
effective anyway.
Observe from table 4.1 that the low-order Magnus terms are bounded more tightly in the time-
symmetric case than in the general case. While Ω1(T ) is insensitive to the time symmetry and hence
the same bound holds for both cases, the bound for Ω3(T ) is half (apart from the ∆/T corrections)
of its counterpart in the general case. Furthermore, for the time-symmetric case, to lowest order,
Ω2(T ) and Ω4(T ) are linear in ∆/T ≪ 1. This suggests that a time-symmetric DD pulse sequence
might yield a smaller effective noise strength than a non-time-symmetric one.
4.4.2 Threshold Conditions and Implications
With this effective noise strength, the fault-tolerance threshold condition can now be written as
ηDD < η0. (4.49)
ηDD thus takes the place of the noise strength η for the original noise model and one can think of the
DD sequences as inducing an effective local noise model on the system characterized by the effective
noise strength ηDD, which we can compute rigorously using the bounds above.
This effective noise version of the fault-tolerance threshold condition holds for all values of the
parameters that enter ηDD, namely ǫτ0, Jτ0 and δ/τ0. However, whether if it is beneficial to add
DD protection to the circuit depends on how ηDD compares with the noise strength of the original
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noise model. Without DD, the noise strength η for our noise model is given by [74, 75]
η =
(
max
a
‖HSB,a‖
)
t′0, (4.50)
where t′0 is the time taken by each physical (i.e., no DD) gate. Assuming the gates are done as fast
as allowed by the pulse interval, we can take t′0 = τ0. Clearly, DD is beneficial only when it reduces
the noise strength, i.e., when
ηDD < η. (4.51)
We refer to this as the noise-suppression threshold condition. When this condition is satisfied,
adding DD protection results in weaker effective noise in the circuit, giving rise to a less stringent
fault-tolerance threshold condition. Otherwise, one would be better off not using any DD pulses
at all. If the DD sequence is implemented without any errors, the resulting noise will always be
weaker. However, in reality, as we have accounted for in our analysis, the noise Hamiltonian is
always present and the DD implementation itself is noisy. It will give rise to a smaller ηDD only if
the noise suppression is effective enough to overcome the additional errors incurred in a gate from
the increased gate time due to the added pulse sequence.
Notice that ηDD depends on the norm of the bath Hamiltonian ‖HB‖, which is part of ǫ, while the
no-DD noise strength η does not. That ‖HB‖ appears is characteristic of any effective description of
the noise after DD. The analysis behind equation (4.50) however, is done entirely in the interaction
picture defined by H0S and HB, and it is the norm of the interaction picture HSB(t) that enters the
noise strength η. Due to the unitary invariance of the operator norm, ‖HSB(t)‖ is equal to the norm
of the Schro¨dinger picture HSB, and the dependence on HB disappears from the analysis. Hence,
the analysis in the case without DD is valid for an arbitrary bath, while our current analysis in
the presence of DD requires the bath dynamics to be such that ǫτ0 is small in order for DD to be
effective.
For illustration purposes, let us examine the noise-suppression threshold condition for a very sim-
ple case. Suppose that H0S = 0. Then Herr,a is just HSB,a and hence η = Jτ0. Furthermore, suppose
that δ/τ0 is negligible and ǫT is small enough so that the Magnus expansion is well approximated
by the lowest-order nonzero term. Then, in the general case, ηDD is given by
ηDD ≃ (JT )(ǫT ) =
(
Jτ0
τ0/t0
)(
ǫτ0
τ0/t0
)
. (4.52)
The noise-suppression threshold condition ηDD < η = Jτ0 then gives
ǫτ0 .
(
τ0
t0
)2
. (4.53)
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Observe that the time between DD-protected gates is longer than the time between unprotected
gates by the factor t0/τ0. Thus, as the length of the pulse sequence increases, it becomes more
difficult to satisfy equation (4.53).
This noise-suppression threshold condition for a general DD sequence can be compared to the
corresponding condition for a perfectly time-symmetric sequence. In the latter case, the effective
noise strength is given by (for δ = 0, so T = t0)
ηDD ≃ 2
9
(JT )(ǫT )2 =
2
9
(
Jτ0
τ0/t0
)(
ǫτ0
τ0/t0
)2
. (4.54)
The noise-suppression threshold condition then looks like
ǫτ0 .
3
√
2
2
(
τ0
t0
)3/2
. (4.55)
This condition varies with τ0/t0(< 1) with a smaller exponent 3/2, as compared to the quadratic de-
pendence in the general case. Therefore, a time-symmetric pulse sequence may yield a less stringent
noise-suppression threshold condition than a non-time-symmetric one.
From the expressions for ηDD, we see clearly the mark of fault tolerance. In a DD analysis where
one ignores implementation imperfections, noise suppression occurs whenever ǫτ0 is small. However,
here we see that successful noise suppression occurs only if the ratio between ǫτ0 and τ0/t0 is small
enough. Having a small ǫτ0 is no longer sufficient if τ0/t0 is also small, corresponding to a long DD
sequence. This just reflects the fact that a longer DD sequence leads to a longer DD-protected gate
time and hence longer exposure to the noise. Thus it seems that we should maximize τ0/t0, i.e., use
the shortest possible DD sequence, to minimize the effective noise strength. However, longer pulse
sequences can typically give higher-order decoupling than shorter sequences, which will lead to a
larger exponent for the ratio (ǫτ0)/(τ0/t0). This may ultimately overcome the increase in t0 and give
a smaller noise strength compared to a shorter sequence with lower-order decoupling. This is already
apparent in our bounds for the time-symmetric case—ηDD depends quadratically on (ǫτ0)/(τ0/t0)
corresponding to second-order decoupling, compared to linear dependence in the general case with
only first-order decoupling. Therefore, in general, one would have to strike a balance between better
decoupling and shorter sequences to give the smallest possible effective noise strength.
When the noise satisfies the noise-suppression threshold condition, using DD sequences weakens
the effective noise strength. Correspondingly, the fault-tolerance threshold condition is also less
stringent, and furthermore, enables one to obtain the same computational accuracy with possibly
fewer levels of recursive simulation. To make this point concrete, one can appeal to the expression
for the error δ
(k)
sim for k levels of fault-tolerant recursive simulation of the ideal circuit [75] (k = 0
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means no encoding):
δ
(k)
sim ≤ 2eLη0
(
η
η0
)2k
, (4.56)
where L is the number of locations in the ideal circuit. k is chosen as the smallest non-negative
integer such that δ
(k)
sim < δsim for some desired simulation accuracy characterized by δsim. With
DD techniques incorporated into the circuit, the noise strength η is replaced by the effective noise
strength ηDD in the expression above. From this, it is clear that with the smaller ηDD/η0, one might
be able to satisfy δ
(k)
sim < δsim with a smaller value of k, i.e., with fewer levels of recursive simulation
and hence lower resource overhead.
From our discussion here, we see that we need (Jτ0)(ǫτ0)
n (for any n) to be small for a small
effective noise strength. That Jτ0 should be small for fault tolerance to work is needed even without
DD. Even if Jτ0 is not quite small enough to be below the fault-tolerance threshold, adding DD
pulses will reduce the strength of the noise as long as ǫτ0 is small enough. A tiny Jτ0 reflects the
fact that the system is well isolated from the bath. The value of βτ0, which is contained in ǫτ0,
depends on the energy spectrum of the bath, which one expects to be small if the bath is not too hot.
However, ǫ and J in our analysis respectively measure the norms of H and Herr, which have to take
into account high energy states that might have negligible effects on the dynamics. For example,
consider an oscillator bath that can have modes with infinitely high energy, or at least energy up
to some large cutoff. In this case, both Jτ0 and βτ0 (and hence ǫτ0) are formally infinite or as
large as the cutoff, no matter if the bath is at such a low temperature that occupation of its high
energy states is extremely unlikely. Our results thus have value only for baths with small number of
energy levels, e.g., spin baths. Similar problems also arise in previous DD analyses (see for example,
[80, 102]) which are also based on the norm of the noise Hamiltonian, and in the fault-tolerance
analyses in [74] and [75] based on the norm of HSB. In general, we do expect DD to work even
in cases like oscillator baths—for example, [103] showed how decoupling methods can be used for
a spin-boson model with the boson bath having a large energy cutoff. It thus seems that it is only
the proof technique that falls short rather than the physical method. Perhaps an analysis based on
correlation-functions like that in [77] is possible, but we leave this for future work.
4.5 Examples
To illustrate our results from the previous section, here we discuss examples of our scheme useful
for dealing with the most practically relevant case of single-qubit errors. Suppose H0S and HSB are
of the form
H0S =
∑
i
H
(i)
S ⊗ 1B , HSB =
∑
i,α
σ(i)α ⊗ b(i)α , (4.57)
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where i labels the qubit, and σ
(i)
α for α = x, y, z are the Pauli operators on qubit i. For convenience,
let us group terms within Herr according to the Pauli operators and rewrite H as
H = HB +
∑
i,α
σ(i)α ⊗B(i)α . (4.58)
HB is of the form 1S⊗B0 for some bath operator B0. In many realistic situations, such single-qubit
errors are the dominant source of noise in the system.
In reality, Herr can also contain errors that affect multiple qubits at once. For example, if we
need to couple two system qubits together to perform a two-qubit gate in our computational circuit,
a two-qubit error term can appear quite naturally in the noise Hamiltonian. In that case, one might
choose a DD scheme that removes all one- and two-qubit errors. While there exist efficient methods
for doing so, and in fact for removing arbitrary n-order qubit errors [104, 105], these methods are
beyond the scope of this work. Instead, a simple alternative is to make use of DD sequences designed
to remove only the effects of single-qubit errors, such as those we will describe below. Provided that
single-qubit errors are the dominant terms in the noise Hamiltonian, one can still get effective noise
suppression. The DD sequence will no longer satisfy the first-order decoupling condition (equation
(4.22)) so the bound for Ω1(T ) will have to be reworked, but our bounds for higher-order Magnus
terms still apply and can be used to study this case.
Below, we will discuss three different DD sequences that can be used to deal with the single-qubit
error noise Hamiltonian. The first is the simplest DD sequence that can be used for removing the
effects of any single-qubit error. Then, we discuss a time-symmetric sequence that is capable of
better noise suppression under the right conditions. Lastly, we mention the Eulerian DD scheme,
which is more robust against pulse errors than the other schemes.
4.5.1 Universal Decoupling Sequence
Since H involves operators that act only on single qubits, one makes use of sequences that can
suppress arbitrary single-qubit errors. The shortest such sequence is one often referred to as the
universal decoupling sequence [78, 80]. It is given by the following sequence of operators applied to
the qubits for a particular location a:
Uc(tDD) = Z1X1Z1X1. (4.59)
Here, each 1 represents trivial evolution for the pulse interval (τ0 − δ). X and Z are simultaneous
Pauli operators on all the qubits in location a: X ≡⊗i∈Qa σ(i)X and Z ≡⊗i∈Qa σ(i)Z , each imple-
mented by a constant Hamiltonian for duration δ. The total time for the pulse sequence is hence
tDD = 4τ0.
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This sequence achieves first-order decoupling. We can see this by writing down the toggling
frame Hamiltonian for the case of zero-width pulses:
H˜(t) = U †c (t)HUc(t) (4.60)
=


1H1 = HB +
∑
i∈Qa
(
σ
(i)
X ⊗B(i)X + σ(i)Y ⊗B(i)Y + σ(i)Z ⊗B(i)Z
)
for t ∈ [0, τ0),
XHX = HB +
∑
i∈Qa
(
σ
(i)
X ⊗B(i)X − σ(i)Y ⊗B(i)Y − σ(i)Z ⊗B(i)Z
)
for t ∈ [τ0, 2τ0),
Y HY = HB +
∑
i∈Qa
(
−σ(i)X ⊗B(i)X + σ(i)Y ⊗B(i)Y − σ(i)Z ⊗B(i)Z
)
for t ∈ [2τ0, 3τ0),
ZHZ = HB +
∑
i∈Qa
(
−σ(i)X ⊗B(i)X − σ(i)Y ⊗B(i)Y + σ(i)Z ⊗B(i)Z
)
for t ∈ [3τ0, 4τ0).
From this, it is easy to see that
Ω1(tDD) = −i
∫ tDD
0
dtH˜(t)
= −iτ0 (1H1+XHX + Y HY + ZHZ) = −iHBtDD. (4.61)
Ω1(tDD) is a pure bath term, indicating first-order decoupling. Observe that the expression after
the second equality sign is exactly the single-qubit Pauli group average of H .
In the absence of computational gates, the simplest DD scheme to suppress the noise is to repeat
the decoupling sequence given in equation (4.59) over and over. The resulting noise in the system
state will be weaker than without the DD protection, provided ǫτ0 is small enough. With the gate
added on, the pulse sequence becomes
Uc(t0) = PGZ1X1Z1X1, (4.62)
where PGZ is a single pulse that implements the unitary operation GaZ. The universal decoupling
sequence is not time symmetric, so we use the bounds in the general case to compute the effective
noise strength. The total number of pulses is N = 4, and the time for a full DD-protected gate is
t0 = tDD = 4τ0(= T ), so τ0/t0 = 1/4. Furthermore, since the pulses are all regularly spaced in time,
we can use C1 = Nδ/T . Using the bounds from equation (4.47), the noise strength can thus be
written as
ηDD = 4(Jτ0)
[
δ
τ0
+ 4ǫτ0 +
4
9
(4ǫτ0)
2 +
11
9
(4ǫτ0)
3 + C5(4ǫτ0)
4
]
. (4.63)
Let us examine the noise-suppression threshold for this DD sequence for two opposing cases:
(i) the limit δ/τ0 → 0, and (ii) the limit ǫτ0 → 0. For case (i), ηDD/(Jτ0) is plotted in figure
4.5 as a function of ǫτ0. From the plot, we can see that the noise-suppression threshold condition
ηDD/η0 = ηDD/(Jτ0) < 1, again assuming η = Jτ0, is satisfied when
ǫτ0 < 0.0511. (4.64)
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For case (ii), where we set ǫτ0 = 0, the noise-suppression threshold condition simply gives
δ
τ0
<
1
4
. (4.65)
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Figure 4.5. Plot of ηDD/(Jτ0) versus ǫτ0 for the universal decoupling sequence and for the time-
symmetric sequence (see section 4.5.2), for δ/τ0 = 0. For ǫτ0 < 0.0511, the effective noise strength
ηDD for the universal decoupling sequence is smaller than the noise strength without DD η = Jτ0
(for H0S = 0). For the time-symmetric sequence, this occurs for ǫτ0 < 0.0403. For ǫτ0 small enough,
the time-symmetric sequence gives a smaller noise strength than the universal decoupling sequence.
4.5.2 Time-Symmetric Sequence
From the bounds given in the previous section, we saw that a time-symmetric sequence can in general
lead to a smaller Ω(T ). Here, we discuss an example of a time-symmetric DD sequence and show
explicitly that it can outperform the non-time-symmetric universal decoupling sequence above.
We can construct a time-symmetric DD sequence by using two copies of the universal decoupling
sequence—first perform the sequence in the forward direction, and then run it backwards in time.6
When δ = 0, this sequence can be described by
Uc(tDD) = 1X1Z1X11X1Z1X1, (4.66)
where we have combined the two Z operators in the middle into an identity “pulse” (not written
6In fact, one can construct a time-symmetric sequence from any DD sequence in this way.
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above). As in the universal decoupling sequence, each 1 represents an evolution time of τ0. The time
taken by the sequence in equation (4.66) is now tDD = 8τ0, twice that of the universal decoupling
sequence. This sequence also suppresses arbitrary single-qubit errors. Furthermore, it is clear that
Uc satisfies Uc(tDD − t) = Uc(t). The sequence hence gives a toggling frame Hamiltonian that is
time symmetric about the time t = tDD/2.
For finite-width pulses, we need to modify our notation a little to make it clear that we are
running the second copy of the universal decoupling sequence in reverse. Let us write Uc(tDD) as
Uc(tDD) = 1X
(−)
1Z(−)1X(−)11δ1X(+)1Z(+)1X(+)1. (4.67)
Here, each 1 represents trivial evolution for time (τ0 − δ). The 1δ operator in the middle represents
trivial evolution for time δ, which is the identity pulse formed by combining the original Z-pulses at
the end of each of the two universal decoupling sequences.7 X(±) and Z(±) represent the evolution
implemented by the finite-width pulses corresponding to X and Z. To the right (earlier times) of the
symmetry point at t = tDD/2, the X pulses are implemented by the constant Hamiltonian HPX so
that X(+) ≡ exp(−iδHPX ) while the Z pulse is implemented by HPZ so that Z(+) ≡ exp(−iδHPZ ).
To the left (later times) of the symmetry point, we are running the universal decoupling sequence
backwards in time. This simply means that we need to flip the signs of the pulse Hamiltonians so
that X is implemented by −HPX (so X(−) ≡ exp(iδHPX )) and Z by −HPZ (so Z(−) ≡ exp(iδHPZ )).
One can check that X = exp(±iδ(HPX )) and Z = exp(±iδ(HPZ )). With this, it is easy to see that
the sequence is perfectly time symmetric: Uc(tDD − t) = Uc(t), where the total time taken by the
sequence is now tDD = 8τ0− δ. Note that this is no longer true if we do not flip the sign of the pulse
Hamiltonians in the reverse copy of the universal decoupling sequence.
Adding the gate pulse breaks this time symmetry, but we can use the trick of taking Γ = δ
to restore the time symmetry. The time interval ∆ is then given by the union of the two time
intervals—the duration of the gate pulse, and the time symmetrical to it during which we evolve
with Hamiltonian −HB arising from the shift by Γ. ∆ is hence of duration ∆ = 2δ. The number
of pulses for each DD-protected gate is N = 8 (seven DD pulses, including the identity pulse
in the middle, plus a gate pulse) and the whole gate takes time t0 = 8τ0, so τ0/t0 = 1/8, and
T = t0 + Γ = t0 + δ. Again, the pulses are regularly spaced in time, so C1 = Nδ/T = (1/2)δ/τ0.
Using the coefficients from table 4.1, we can write down the effective noise strength for this version
of the DD-protected gate.
Let us look at the noise-suppression threshold for the two cases discussed in the universal decou-
7One has the freedom of dropping this 1δ altogether or to have instead 12δ, i.e., two identity
pulses, one corresponding to each original Z-pulse. These different choices differ only by a tiny
fraction (O(δ/tDD)) of the total time of the pulse sequence, so it does not matter too much which
one we choose. We have chosen the sequence in equation (4.67) so that our bound on Ω3(T ), the
lowest-order nonzero Magnus term when δ/τ0 is negligible, will have an especially simple form.
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pling sequence above. For case (i) where we set δ/τ0 = 0, the effective noise strength can be written
as
ηDD = 8(Jτ0)
[
2
9
(8ǫτ0)
2 + C5(8ǫτ0)
4
]
. (4.68)
ηDD/(Jτ0) for this sequence is plotted in figure 4.5, and the corresponding noise-suppression thresh-
old condition can be read off the graph:
ǫτ0 < 0.0403. (4.69)
This threshold condition is more stringent than that for the universal decoupling sequence, but
perhaps this is not too surprising since this time-symmetric sequence is twice as long as the universal
decoupling sequence. However, notice from figure 4.5 that for small enough values of ǫτ0, the time-
symmetric sequence results in a smaller effective noise strength compared to the universal decoupling
sequence. This suggests that using a sequence with time symmetry can help in giving a less stringent
fault-tolerance threshold condition when ǫτ0 is small enough.
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Figure 4.6. Plot of 2eη0(η/η0)
2k versus the number of levels of concatenation k of the circuit.
2eη0(η/η0)
2k is the upper bound on the (normalized) error δ
(k)
sim/L from equation (4.56). We have
taken η0 = 2 × 10−4, Jτ0 = 1 × 10−4 and ǫτ0 = 1 × 10−2. From the plot, we see that using DD
sequences can reduce the number of concatenation levels required to attain the same simulation
accuracy.
For this case (i) with δ/τ0 = 0, we also plotted in figure 4.6 the upper bound 2eη0(η/η0)
2k on
the (normalized) error δ
(k)
sim/L from equation (4.56) versus the number of levels of concatenation k
used in the fault-tolerant simulation. Here η is the noise strength for the no-DD case, the universal
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decoupling sequence, or the time-symmetric sequence of equation (4.66). We have taken η0 =
2 × 10−4, the largest threshold value found in [100]. We have also set Jτ0 = 1 × 10−4, and taken
ǫτ0 = 1×10−2 which is below the noise-suppression thresholds for both the DD sequences. Although
the graphs are plotted for a continuous interval of k, k can only take integer values. From the figure,
it is easy to see that using DD sequences can reduce the number of concatenation levels required to
attain the same simulation accuracy. For example, we are assured that δ
(k)
sim/L is smaller than 10
−4
for at least two levels of concatenation for the no-DD case, while the two cases with DD require only
k = 1. We are assured that δ
(k)
sim/L is less than 10
−7 only if the no-DD case has k ≥ 4, while the
universal decoupling sequence requires only k = 2 and the time-symmetric sequence only k = 1.
When δ/τ0 is much larger than ǫτ0 (case (ii)), we can set ǫτ0 = 0 which gives ηDD = 8(Jτ0)(δ/τ0).
The noise-suppression threshold condition then gives
δ
τ0
<
1
8
, (4.70)
which is half of that for the universal decoupling sequence. This just reflects the fact that the
time-symmetric sequence is twice as long as the universal decoupling sequence. This shows up as
a factor of 2 in ηDD, which grows linearly with the number of pulses N . Hence, when finite-width
contributions are dominant, this time-symmetric sequence will not be as effective as the shorter
universal decoupling sequence. This is not surprising since this type of DD sequences was originally
designed to operate in regimes where pulse widths are negligible compared to other parameters in
the problem. In the next subsection, we will discuss a DD technique that can overcome some of the
limitations of finite-width pulses.
Before moving on to the next example, we want to point out that the values of the noise-
suppression threshold and the noise strength may in fact be better than what the above numbers
suggest if we have additional information on the noise model. As an example, we computed Ω3(T )
for a single-qubit system in an n-spin bath in an external magnetic field, with isotropic Heisenberg
interactions between the system and the spins (H0S = 0). The DD sequence used is the time-
symmetric sequence of equation (4.66) (δ = 0). The ratio between the bound from table 4.1 and the
actual value of ‖Ω3(T )‖ computed for this model is plotted in figure 4.7. From the figure, we see
that the our bound is larger by a factor of at least 20. Therefore, in practice, if one has access to
the form of H , computing the terms in the Magnus expansion for that particular H may give rise
to much smaller noise strength and hence much less stringent fault-tolerance and noise-suppression
threshold conditions than predicted by our general bounds.
Next, we will discuss the scheme of Eulerian decoupling which can provide some robustness
against pulse imperfections.
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Figure 4.7. Plot of ‖Ω3‖Bound/‖Ω3‖Actual versus βτ0 for different values of Jτ0 and different sizes of
the bath. The DD sequence used is the time-symmetric sequence from equation (4.66). ‖Ω3‖Bound is
the analytical bound from table 4.1 (δ = 0, T = 8τ0). ‖Ω3‖Actual is the norm of Ω3(T ) computed for a
qubit immersed in a bath consisting of n spins in an external magnetic field. The noise Hamiltonian is
given byH = HB+HSB (H
0
S = 0), with HB = (β/2)
∑
i σ
z
i and HSB = (J/4)
∑
α=x,y,z σ
α
S⊗(
∑
i σ
α
i )
(isotropic Heisenberg interactions). Subscript i labels the bath spin, and σα are the Pauli spin
matrices. The kinks in the graphs arise from the fact that the operator norm is not a smooth
function, and can have a sharp change in gradient whenever there is a change in which eigenvalue
of the operator has the largest absolute value as βτ0 varies.
4.5.3 Eulerian Decoupling Sequences
If the finite pulse width δ/τ0 is the dominating parameter in the problem, then one might consider
using a DD approach called Eulerian decoupling. This type of DD technique was originally introduced
in [83] to provide robustness against pulse errors and was also recently used in designing gates
that have better noise suppression and robustness, provided the gate errors possess certain special
properties [106]. The Eulerian decoupling approach is built upon the discrete group formed by the
decoupling operations. The sequence is designed so that it traverses an Euler cycle in the Cayley
graph of the DD group. The Eulerian nature of this cycle ensures that every type of pulse in the
sequence, which can be thought of as the generators of the DD group, “touches” every group element.
As we will explain using a simple example below, this leads to perfect group averaging of the noise
Hamiltonian even in the presence of pulse imperfections, and hence one achieves exact first-order
decoupling. We refer the reader to the original reference [83] for a general discussion and focus only
on the simplest example here.
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The simplest Eulerian sequence for dealing with single-qubit errors is given by [83]:
Uc(tDD) = X1Z1X1Z1Z1X1Z1X1. (4.71)
All pulses are equally spaced in time, i.e., all the 1 operators represent equal time intervals. We
assume that this equal time interval is the minimum pulse interval so that the time between the
start of two consecutive pulses is exactly τ0. This sequence is again two copies of the universal
decoupling sequence and looks very much like the time-symmetric pulse sequence discussed in the
previous example, except that we have put back the two middle Z pulses. However, there is a
crucial difference. In the time-symmetric sequence, to enforce the time symmetry, the pulses in the
second copy of the universal decoupling sequence are run backwards by using the pulse Hamiltonian
−HP as compared to the first copy where pulses are implemented by HP . In the case given in
equation (4.71), all X pulses are implemented by the same Hamiltonian HPX , and all Z pulses are
implemented by the same Hamiltonian HPZ .
In fact, we can use a more general description than this rectangular-pulse picture. Let us write
each pulse and its preceding 1 operator in Uc(tDD) above as X1 ≡ uX(τ0) and Z1 ≡ uZ(τ0). uX(t)
and uZ(t) are the unitary evolution operators that describe the X and Z pulses over the time τ0, for t
measured from the start of the pulse period. We can thus write down Uc(t) for all time t ∈ tDD ≡ 8τ0
as follows:
Uc(t) =


uX(t)1 t ∈ [0, τ0)
uZ(t− τ0)X t ∈ [τ0, 2τ0)
uX(t− 2τ0)(iY ) t ∈ [2τ0, 3τ0)
uZ(t− 3τ0)(−Z) t ∈ [3τ0, 4τ0)
uZ(t− 4τ0)(−1) t ∈ [4τ0, 5τ0)
uX(t− 5τ0)(−Z) t ∈ [5τ0, 6τ0)
uZ(t− 6τ0)(iY ) t ∈ [6τ0, 7τ0)
uX(t− 7τ0)X t ∈ [7τ0, 8τ0)
. (4.72)
From this form of Uc(t), the first-order Magnus term for this decoupling sequence is given by
Ω1(tDD) =
∫ tDD
0
dt U †c (t)HUc(t)
=
∫ τ0
0
dt
{
u†X(t) (H +XHX + Y HY + ZHZ)uX(t)
+u†Z(t) (H +XHX + Y HY + ZHZ)uZ(t)
}
= 4HB
∫ τ0
0
dt
(
u†X(t)uX(t) + u
†
Z(t)uZ(t)
)
= 8HB. (4.73)
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In the last line, we have used the fact that H + XHX + Y HY + ZHZ = 4HB which we saw in
the universal decoupling sequence, and that HB commutes with uX,Z since the latter acts only on
the system. Hence, we see that first-order decoupling is perfectly attained even though the pulses
may deviate arbitrarily from the ideal pulse shape, as long as the same uX(Z)(t) is applied for every
X(Z) pulse.
Adding a gate pulse at the end of this Eulerian sequence by combining it with the final X pulse
of this Eulerian sequence introduces finite-width errors since the above computation no longer holds
exactly for the final X pulse. However, the corrections come only from the final combined X-gate
pulse, so Ω1(T ) no longer scales linearly with the number of pulses as was the case for the two pulse
sequences we discussed in the previous subsections. Finite-width errors from the other DD pulses
set in only from second-order Magnus terms onwards, but these are suppressed by additional factors
of ǫτ0.
One can suppress finite-width errors (or pulse errors in general) from the DD pulses even further
by combining the ideas of the time-symmetric sequence with this Eulerian sequence. For example,
we can use the following sequence, using the notation from the time-symmetric sequence:
Uc(t) = X
(−)
1Z(−)1X(−)11δ1X(−)1Z(−)1X(−)11X(+)1Z(+)1X(+)11δ1X(+)1Z(+)1X(+) (4.74)
This is two copies of the Eulerian decoupling sequence above, but with the second copy run backwards
in time relative to the first copy. Recall that the (±) superscripts tell us that we have to flip the
signs of the Hamiltonians implementing the rectangular pulses when we go from the first copy to
the second copy of the Eulerian sequence. In terms of the more general description using uX,Z(t),
this just means that we have to perform the pulses in such a way that uX(−)(t) = u
†
X(+)
(t) and
uZ(−)(t) = u
†
Z(+)
(t). This enforces the time symmetry in the pulse sequence, which gives vanishing
even-order Magnus terms. On the other hand, the Eulerian nature of the two halves of the sequence
each ensure that Ω1(tDD) is still exactly a pure bath term. Pulse error effects hence enter only from
Ω3(tDD) onwards.
Adding the gate pulse to the end of this sequence again breaks the time symmetry and Eulerian
cancellation, but only for its pulse duration. As before, finite-width corrections appear in Ω1 and Ω2
only for the gate pulse duration, rather than vary linearly with the number of pulses. Finite-width
corrections from the DD pulses themselves still appear only from Ω3 onwards. Of course, this time-
symmetric Eulerian pulse sequence is twice as long as the time-symmetric sequence or the original
Eulerian sequence. This doubles the time of each DD-protected gate and hence doubles the value
of T appearing in the Magnus expansion. Whether using such a sequence is beneficial ultimately
depends on the values of the parameters ǫτ0, δτ0 and τ0/t0.
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4.6 Derivation
In this section, we derive the coefficients for the bounds on the Magnus expansion stated in table 4.1.
Here we will only discuss the general case to illustrate the ideas behind the proofs. The derivation
in the time-symmetric case is relegated to appendix B.5.
The Magnus expansion is computed for the Hamiltonian HM (t) given in equation (4.46), which
we repeat here for the convenience of the reader:
HM (t) ≡

 −HB t ∈ [0,Γ),H˜(t− Γ) = HB + H˜err(t− Γ) t ∈ [Γ, T ]. (4.75)
As mentioned before, HM (t) for any time t can be written as HM (t) = ±HB +H ′(t), where H ′(t)
is either 0 or H˜err. The two terms in HM (t) are bounded as ‖HB‖ ≤ β and ‖H ′(t)‖ ≤ J , and
‖HM (t)‖ ≤ β+ J = ǫ. The Magnus terms can be computed from H˜(t) using the following recursive
formulae [107]:
A(t) = −iHM (t); (4.76a)
Ω1(T ) =
∫ T
0
dtA(t); (4.76b)
Ωn(T ) =
n−1∑
j=1
Bj
j!
∫ T
0
dtS(j)n (t), n ≥ 2; (4.76c)
S(1)n (t) = [Ωn−1(t), A(t)] ; (4.76d)
S(j)n (t) =
n−j∑
m=1
[
Ωm(t), S
(j−1)
n−m (t)
]
, 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, (4.76e)
where Bj are the Bernoulli numbers B0 = 1, B1 = − 12 , B2 = 16 , etc.. Explicit formulae for Ω2(T )
and Ω3(T ) were already given in Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19).
For the general case, table 4.1 gives C1 = Nδ/T for regularly spaced pulses or 2Nδ/T in general,
C2 = 1, C3 = 4/9, C4 = 11/9 and C5 = 9.43. Below, we show how to derive these coefficients.
Although in the general case, we always take Γ = 0 and T = t0, in the following analysis, we
will still retain the Γ and T = t0 + Γ dependences since the same analysis applies even in the
time-symmetric case with non-zero Γ.
Bound for Ω′
1
We assume that the DD pulse sequence used is such that first-order decoupling is attained, so that
H˜(t) for the DD pulse sequence (no gate) satisfies equation (4.22):
∫ tDD
0 dtH˜err,0(t) = 0. Recall that
the subscript “0” in H˜err,0 means we are to take δ to zero in H˜err(t) while holding τ0 fixed. With
the gate appended, if δ = 0, t0 = tDD and H˜err(t) differs from this pure DD H˜err,0 only in the final
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instant t = t0. Hence, we can rewrite equation (4.22) as
∫ t0
0
dtH˜err,0(t) = 0, (4.77)
where now H˜err,0(t) denotes the gate-appended H˜err(t) with τ0 fixed and δ = 0. For δ = 0, we see
that Ω′1(T ) = −i
∫ t0
0 dtH˜0(t) + iΓHB + i(T − 2Γ)HB = −i
∫ t0
0 dt[HB + H˜err,0(t)] + it0HB = 0.
When δ > 0, we expect Ω′1 to pick up corrections that depend on δ. Noting that the finite-width
H˜(t) differs from the zero-width H˜0(t) only for t within the pulse widths of the pulses, we can write
Ω′1(T ) = −i
∫ t0
0
dtH˜(t) + it0HB
= −i
∫ t0
0
dtH˜0(t) + it0HB + i
∫ t0
0
dtPWH˜0(t)− i
∫ t0
0
dtPWH˜(t)
= i
∫ t0
0
dtPWH˜0(t)− i
∫ t0
0
dtPWH˜(t). (4.78)
Here, dtPW indicates integration only over those times within the pulse widths of the pulses. Now,
H˜0(t) = HB + H˜err,0(t), so for a sequence with N pulses (including the gate pulse), we have
i
∫ t0
0 dtPWH˜0(t) = iNδHB + i
∫ t0
0 dtPWH˜err,0(t). Similarly, the second term in equation (4.78) be-
comes −i ∫ t00 dtPWH˜(t) = −iNδHB − i ∫ t00 dtPWH˜err(t). The two iNδHB terms cancel, and we are
left with
Ω′1(T ) = i
∫ t0
0
dtPWH˜err,0(t)− i
∫ t0
0
dtPWH˜err(t). (4.79)
The second term can be upper bounded by NδJ . For the first term, equation (4.30) tells us that
for δ = 0, H˜0(t) = H˜
(k) = HB + H˜
(k)
err for t ∈ [sk, sk+1). Hence, we have that i
∫ t0
0
dtPWH˜err,0(t) =
iδ
∑
k H˜
(k)
err . Now, the first-order decoupling condition equation (4.77) can be written as
∫ t0
0
dtH˜err,0 =
∑
k
(sk+1 − sk)H˜(k)err = 0. (4.80)
If all the pulses are regularly spaced in time, so that sk+1 − sk are all equal for all k, this condition
implies that
∑
k H˜
(k)
err = 0. In this case, the first term of the right-hand side of equation (4.79)
vanishes and Ω′1(T ) is bounded by the norm of the second term only:
‖Ω′1(T )‖ ≤ NδJ =
Nδ
T
(JT ). (4.81)
Hence, C1 = Nδ/T if pulses are regularly spaced in time. Even if the pulses are not regularly spaced
in time, this value of C1 works whenever
∑
k H˜
(k)
err = 0. Otherwise, we can still upper bound the first
term in equation (4.79) by NδJ , so that ‖Ω′1(T )‖ ≤ 2NδJ = (2Nδ/T )(JT ). This gives C1 = 2Nδ/T
in general.
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Bound for Ω2
To bound Ω2(T ), we make use of the formula for Ω2(T ) (equation (4.18)):
Ω2(T ) = −1
2
∫ T
0
ds1
∫ s1
0
ds2[HM (s1), HM (s2)]. (4.82)
Since HM (t) = ±HB + H ′(t), the integrand [HM (s1), HM (s2)] splits into a sum of three nonzero
terms: ±[HB, H ′(s2)], ±[H ′(s1), HB] and [H ′(s1), H ′(s2)]. These are respectively bounded by 2Jβ,
2Jβ and 2J2, which gives for all s1, s2 ∈ [0, T ],
‖[HM (s1), HM (s2)]‖ ≤ 2J(2β + J) ≤ 4Jǫ. (4.83)
Putting this into the norm of equation (4.82) and doing the integrals, we get
‖Ω2(T )‖ ≤ 2Jǫ
∫ T
0
ds1
∫ s1
0
ds21 = (JT )(ǫT ), (4.84)
which gives C2 = 1.
Bound for Ω3
For Ω3(T ), we again start from its explicit formula given in equation (4.19). It is convenient to
have a more compact notation that will also be useful in the time-symmetric case later. With
A(t) ≡ −iHM (t), let us denote A(si) (occurring in the integrand of equation (4.19)) by its index i,
and let [ijk] ≡ [A(si), [A(sj), A(sk)]]. Furthermore, let Θ(x) be the step function: Θ(x > 0) = 1
and Θ(x < 0) = 0, and we will use the notation Θ(pq) ≡ Θ(sp − sq) and Θ(pqr) ≡ Θ(pq)Θ(qr).
Also, whenever it is clear, we will drop some of the integration symbols. Then, Ω3(T ) can be written
compactly as
Ω3(T ) =
1
6
∫ T
0
ds1
∫ T
0
ds2
∫ T
0
ds3Θ(123) ([123] + [321]) . (4.85)
We need a bound on the triple commutator [ijk]. This can be obtained from the formula from
equation (B.42) in appendix B.6 for a general (n− 1)-nested commutator, which gives for n = 3,
‖[ijk]‖ ≤ 8Jǫ2, (4.86)
for any i, j, k. Using this, we get
‖Ω3(T )‖ ≤ 1
6
(
16Jǫ2
) ∫ T
0
ds1ds2ds3Θ(123) =
8
3
Jǫ2
(
T 3
6
)
≤ 4
9
(JT )(ǫT )2. (4.87)
Hence, C3 = 4/9.
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Bounds for Ω
n≥4
To bound the Magnus terms for n ≥ 4, we will make use of the recursive formulae equation (4.76)
using ideas from [108, 109]. In appendix B.3, we show that the S
(j)
n operators satisfy:
‖S(j)n (t)‖ ≤ f (j)n J (2ǫt)n−1 , (4.88)
for all n ≥ 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, where the coefficients f (j)n are given in equation (B.4). Using this, we
can write down bounds for Ωn≥4 as follows:
‖Ωn(T )‖ ≤
n−1∑
j=1
|Bj |
j!
∫ T
0
ds‖S(j)n (s)‖
≤ 1
n
n−1∑
j=1
|Bj |
j!
f (j)n (JT )(2ǫT )
n−1 = fn(JT )(4ǫT )n−1, (4.89)
where it is convenient to define the coefficients fn as
fn =
1
n2n−1
n−1∑
j=1
|Bj |
j!
f (j)n . (4.90)
Using the recursive formula equation (4.90) for fn in terms of f
(j)
n from equation (B.4), one can
show that f4 = 11/576. Then, Ω4(T ) can be bounded as
‖Ω4(T )‖ ≤ 11
576
(JT )(4ǫT )3, (4.91)
so C4 = 4
3(11/576) = 11/9.
The bounds for Ωn for n ≥ 5 can be gathered together in a single simple bound by writing
∞∑
n=5
‖Ωn(T )‖ ≤ (JT )(4ǫT )4
[ ∞∑
n=5
fn(4ǫT )
n−5
]
. (4.92)
In [109], fn were shown to be coefficients of G
−1(y) =
∑∞
n=1 fny
n, the inverse function of
y = G(s) =
∫ s
0
dx
[
2 +
x
2
(
1− cot x
2
)]−1
, (4.93)
defined for domain −2π ≤ s ≤ 2π, the interval over which G(s) is monotonically increasing. An
independent proof of this fact is provided in appendix B.4. We want to relate the expression in the
brackets in equation (4.92) to G−1. Let ζ = G(2π) so that
ζ = G(2π) = 2.17374 . . . , G−1(ζ) = 2π. (4.94)
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Let us assume that ǫT ≤ 0.54 so that 4ǫT ≤ ζ. Then, G−1(4ǫT ) ≤ 2π since G(s) is monotonically
increasing over its domain. Then,
[ ∞∑
n=5
fn(4ǫT )
n−5
]
≤
∞∑
n=5
fnζ
n−5 =
1
ζ5
[
G−1(ζ) −
4∑
n=1
fnζ
n
]
. (4.95)
It is easy to show that f1 = 1, f2 =
1
4 , f3 =
5
72 and f4 =
11
576 , so
[ ∞∑
n=5
fn(4ǫT )
n−5
]
≤ 0.03685 . . .≡ C′. (4.96)
Then,
∞∑
n=5
‖Ωn(T )‖ ≤ C′(JT )(4ǫT )4. (4.97)
Therefore, C5 ≡ 44 × C′ ≃ 9.43.
Note that the condition ǫT ≤ 0.54 is more stringent than the (sufficient) convergence criterion
for the Magnus expansion given in equation (4.20), which requires ǫT < π. Hence, if ǫT ≤ 0.54 is
not satisfied, it does not mean that our Magnus expansion calculations cannot be used, only that
we must find a different way to combine the bounds for the high-order Magnus terms.
4.7 Discussion
In this section, we discuss a couple of issues related to our scheme. The first explains how to interpret
our noise strength results, derived for measurements and preparations that take only time δ, when
measurements and preparations are slow. The second examines how one might be able to go beyond
the local-bath assumption.
4.7.1 Slow Measurements and Preparations
In our discussion so far, we have always assumed that measurements and preparations are at least
as fast as gates, that is, they only take time δ, which is the time needed to execute a gate pulse.
This is true, for example, in quantum optical implementations such as trapped ions [93]. However,
for some systems, this is not a valid assumption and measurements and preparations can take much
longer than a gate time. For example, in solid state devices, a measurement time that is ∼100×
gate-time is not uncommon.
Suppose a preparation or measurement takes time δ¯. If δ¯ is longer than δ, the time for a
gate pulse, or equivalently, the pulse width, but still much shorter than the pulse interval, i.e.,
δ < δ¯ ≪ τ0, then our analysis still holds with minor modifications (for the shape of the gate pulse
for example) by replacing δ by δ¯. If δ¯ & τ0, however, problems arise. While slow measurements
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and preparations are known not to be an obstacle to standard fault tolerance [110], our analysis
fails because the noise during the slow measurement or preparation is no longer well described by
the effective DD-suppressed noise. For example, even though we can still implement a DD sequence
prior to performing a measurement, during the slow measurement itself, the system state can deviate
significantly under the noise from the minimal noise state at the end of the DD sequence.
Nevertheless, our results are not without value even if δ¯ & τ0. If we interpret the fault-path
expansion from before to be that of a series of gates between two measurements or preparations in
the noisy circuit, then ηDD is the noise strength for the DD-protected gates. Our results demonstrate
that DD is effective, under the right conditions, for reducing the noise in the gates, although it may
not help in the measurement or preparation components. The noise in the measurements and
preparations will still be governed by the original noise strength without DD. An interesting open
question will then be to figure out how one can design a fault-tolerant circuit and write down a
fault-tolerance threshold condition that takes advantage of the fact that the noise strength for gates
is much lower than that of measurements and preparations.
4.7.2 Beyond the Local-Bath Assumption
Throughout our analysis, the bath Hamiltonian HB is characterized by its norm β, which scales
extensively with the size of the bath. In this section, we show that, with additional knowledge of
the noise Hamiltonian, one can in principle replace this extensive β in our analysis with a quantity
that does not scale with the size of the bath. This is particularly important for going beyond the
local-bath assumption, where the size of the bath can be very large.
For concreteness, we look at a very simple model—a system immersed in a bath of N non-
interacting spins in an external field. The noise Hamiltonian for this system and bath can be
written as a sum of local terms (assuming H0S = 0):
H = HB +HSB =
∑
i
HB,i +
∑
i
HSB,i, (4.98)
where
HB,i ≡ 1S ⊗B0i and HSB,i ≡
∑
α
Sα ⊗Bαi . (4.99)
Here, i = 1, . . . , N labels the bath spin and α labels the different terms that can occur in HSB,i. We
define the strength of the individual terms as
λi ≡ ‖HSB,i‖ and bi ≡ ‖HB,i‖ =
∥∥B0i ∥∥ . (4.100)
The strength of the system-bath coupling is controlled by the small parameter λi which is assumed
to fall off fast enough with distance between the bath spin i and the system so that the norm of
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HSB exists no matter how large the bath is. This norm can then be written as
J ≡
∑
i
λi ≥ ‖HSB‖ . (4.101)
The size of the bath Hamiltonian is controlled by the field strength bi, so we can take β to be
β ≡
∑
i
bi ≥ ‖HB‖ . (4.102)
The sum over the bath spins i in J suggests that it is an extensive quantity, but it converges by
assumption. The extensiveness of β however is not controlled, since for bi ∼ b ∀i, β ∼ Nb. Since
the effective noise strength for DD-protected gates involves β, this means that the fault-tolerance
and the noise-suppression threshold conditions become more stringent as N increases. Physically,
however, this should not be quite the case. Because of the rapid decay of the λi coupling constant,
a spin i far away from the system should have very little effect on it. That spin’s Hamiltonian HBi
should thus be of little importance to the noise on the system, and should only enter the analysis in
a way that is tempered by the smallness of λi, i.e., as ∼ λibi. One then sums over i for all spins in
the bath. This is to be compared with the double sum in Jβ = (
∑
i λi)
(∑
j bj
)
which appears in
our analysis.
To make this heuristic argument rigorous, let us look at the terms in the Magnus expansion used
to compute the effective noise strength. From our analysis before, we know that β does not enter
Ω1(T ), so we can start from Ω2(T ). The Hamiltonian HM (t) is given by
HM (t) = HB +H
′(t) =
∑
i
HB,i +H
′(t), (4.103)
where as before H ′(t) = 0 or H˜err(t) = H˜SB(t), so ‖H ′(t)‖ ≤ J . Furthermore, the bath operators
acting on different spins all commute:
[B0i , B
0
j ] = 0, [B
0
i , B
α
j ] = 0, and [B
α
i , B
β
j ] = 0, ∀i 6= j, ∀α, β. (4.104)
Hence, the only commutators for the bath operators that can possibly be nonzero are [B0i , Bi] and
[Bαi , B
β
i ] for any i and for any α, β. In terms of the Hamiltonians, the only nonzero commutators
are [HB,i(s1), H˜SB,i(s2)] and [H˜SB,i(s1), H˜SB,j(s2)] for any i, j. We can put these facts into the
commutator [H˜(s1), H˜(s2)] used previously to compute the bound for Ω2(T ) (taking Γ = 0 so
that HM (t) = H˜(t)). The commutators involved (see comments just after equation (4.82)) can be
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bounded as
‖[HB, H˜err(s2)]‖ = ‖
∑
i
[HB,i, H˜SB,i(s2)]‖ ≤
∑
i
2‖HB,i‖‖H˜SB,i(s2)‖ ≤ 2bJ, (4.105)
and
‖[H˜err(s1), H˜err(s2)]‖ = ‖
∑
ij
[H˜SB,i(s1), H˜SB,j(s2)]‖ ≤ 2
(∑
i
∥∥∥H˜SB,i(s1)∥∥∥ )2 ≤ 2J2, (4.106)
where we have defined the single-spin bath strength
b ≡ max
i
‖HB,i‖ . (4.107)
These give ‖[H˜(s1), H˜(s2)]‖ ≤ 2J(2b+J), which is exactly the expression after the first inequality in
equation (4.83), but with β replaced by b. This is precisely what we are looking for—the extensive
sum over all bath spins is tucked inside the quantity J only, while the bath Hamiltonian enters
Ω2(T ) only through the single-spin bath strength b instead of β ∼ Nb.
Does replacing β by b also work for higher-order Magnus terms? It turns out that things are not
quite so simple and additional factors appear when we use b instead of β. For example, let us look
at a triple commutator that occurs in Ω3(T ): [HB , [H˜err(s2), H˜err(s3)]]. In our analysis before using
β, this triple commutator would have been bounded as 4βJ2, but if we want to use b instead, we
write
‖[HB, [H˜err(s2), H˜err(s3)]]‖
= ‖
∑
ijk
[HB,k, [H˜SB,i(s2), H˜SB,j(s3)]]‖
≤
∑
ij
(
‖[HB,i, [H˜SB,i(s2), H˜SB,j(s3)]]‖+ ‖[HB,j , [H˜SB,i(s2), H˜SB,j(s3)]]‖
)
≤ 4(2b)J2. (4.108)
We find an extra factor of 2, i.e., β → 2b. Following the same logic, for a (n−1)-nested commutator
occurring in Ωn(T ), we can pick up an n-dependent factor when we go from using β to using b.
However, the crucial point is that this factor does not depend on N the number of spins in the bath,
and hence the bath Hamiltonian still enters the bounds via b instead of the extensive β.
Actually, this use of an intensive instead of extensive quantity to describe the effects of the
bath Hamiltonian is already partly included in the local-bath assumption. In that case, one can
consider the system in equation (4.103) as the qubits in a single location, and the bath contains
only those bath spins that are close enough to the system to act as a significant source of noise.
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This corresponds to including only bath spins such that λi is not too small, and as a consequence,
β defined for the local bath does not increase with the size of the entire bath that may be present.
Even so, the point we want to make here is that the physically relevant quantity is the single-spin
bath strength b instead of β for the local bath.
This shift from β to b can also be thought of as a first step towards relaxing the local-bath
assumption if we think of the system as being all qubits in the circuit rather than those in a single
location. Although without the local-bath assumption, it is no longer clear how to write down
the fault-path expansion so that the factorization as in equation (4.33) is apparent, at least in
principle, the description of the noise on the system without the local-bath assumption should not
scale extensively with the size of the bath and instead only depend on the intensive parameter b.
In our analysis throughout this paper, we opted for general applicability to any H by using β,
and our bounds work well as long as the local bath size is not too large. However, in principle,
given the form of H , one can work out the n-dependent factors in the Magnus expansion and write
down the effective noise strength in terms of b. This can be done even for an interacting bath, as
long as the interaction can be written as a sum of local terms. For example, for a spin bath with
nearest-neighbor interactions, a similar analysis tells us that we can use b in place of β provided we
account for additional factors that depend on n, the order of the Magnus term, and on the geometry
(e.g., number of neighbors for each spin) of the spin bath. These factors again do not depend on the
size of the bath. The noise strength resulting from such an analysis will then not suffer from the
problems of increasingly stringent fault-tolerance or noise-suppression threshold conditions when the
bath grows.
4.8 Conclusions
We have demonstrated how one can incorporate DD techniques into the design of noisy gates so
that the noise in each gate can be rigorously described by an effective noise with weaker noise
strength, provided the original noise is weak enough. If measurements and preparations are as fast
as gates, this translates into a less stringent fault-tolerance threshold condition. Furthermore, we
have examined when adding DD pulse sequences will give a net suppression in the noise in the form
of a noise-suppression threshold condition which fully takes into account the fact that the DD pulses
themselves are noisy.
In our scheme, DD protection is added in a very simplistic way—for every elementary gate,
we perform a full DD pulse sequence before applying the actual operation. During the DD pulse
sequence, there are periods of free evolution in which no gates are performed. One can imagine
alternative schemes which might be able to make use of these free evolution times to give a more
compact DD-protected gate (see, e.g., [102]). However, our simple approach is particularly nice
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because it allows the same analysis to be applied to different DD pulse sequences. We discussed
three particular examples of pulse sequences to illustrate how our bounds work in those cases.
Another potentially useful type of pulse sequence is concatenated DD [80, 79], which has a recursive
structure and is much more effective at noise suppression than sequences without concatenation. Of
course, the added suppression comes at the cost of increasing the time taken for a DD-protected
gate, so one needs to seek a balance between the two.
An important open problem is to extend the results to situations where the norm of the noise
Hamiltonian is large or even infinite. As mentioned before, a possible route is to move away from an
analysis based on norms to one based on correlation functions characterizing the bath dynamics. A
result formulated upon correlation functions would also be closer to quantities that are experimen-
tally accessible. Other interesting directions include relaxing the local-bath assumption, perhaps
starting from the discussion in the previous section, and extending the fault-tolerance analysis to
situations where measurements and preparations are slow.
All in all, our work puts DD techniques that are already used in experiments for noise suppression
on a rigorous footing within the fault-tolerance framework. One regains the confidence that fault-
tolerant quantum computation works even in the presence of DD, and the resulting relaxation of the
requirements for fault tolerance brings us one step closer to realizing a reliable quantum computer.
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A little history . . .
Daniel Lidar (from University of Southern California), currently on sabbatical at Caltech, first posed
the question of using DD techniques in fault-tolerance architectures to me at the end of 2008. He
thought that, with the simplicity of DD methods as compared to QEC, there should be a regime
for which fault-tolerance requirements could be made less stringent. Our resulting collaboration on
this problem showed that his intuition was right. Along the way, my advisor John Preskill provided
many insightful additions and improvements to our original analysis. The resulting piece of work is
what is described in this chapter.
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Epilogue
Thus, we have met a few different approaches for preserving and manipulating information amidst
environmental noise. Beginning with the most idealistic case of perfectly preserved information,
we saw how preserved codes can be described in a concise and elegant way. Then, we relaxed
the requirement for perfect preservation and went on to examine approximate QEC codes, which
provide the intriguing and encouraging prospect of preserving information with fewer qubits while
having minimal impact on the fidelity. Lastly, we gave up even the demand for gates used in
our data manipulation to be ideal, and saw how dynamical decoupling can offer improvements to
fault-tolerant schemes of quantum computation.
With the unlimited ingenuity of humans, perhaps one day, Schro¨dinger’s cat—albeit probably a
minuscule one—will be a common participant in our current predominantly classical world.
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Appendix A
Supplementary Material for Chapter 2
A.1 Proof of the Fixed-Point Theorem
Theorem 2.3. Let E be a CPTP map on B(H), Σ be the set of fixed points of E, and B be the set
of fixed points of E†. Let P0 ⊆ H be the support of Σ, and let Pˆ0 denote the projection onto P0, i.e.,
Pˆ0(·) = P0(·)P0, where P0 is the projector onto P0. Then,
(i) P0 is an invariant subspace under E, i.e., E(ρ) ∈ B(P0) for any ρ ∈ B(P0).
(ii) The fixed points of the map E†P0 ≡ Pˆ0 ◦ E† ◦ Pˆ0 form a matrix algebra supported on P0
A ∼=
⊕
k
(MAk ⊗ 1Bk), (A.1)
for MAk a dk × dk matrix algebra, and 1Bk the nk × nk identity matrix, for some positive
integers dk and nk;
(iii) A induces the decomposition of the Hilbert space as H = P0
⊕P0 = [⊕k(HAK ⊗HBk)]⊕P0.
For this decomposition, the Kraus operators of E take the form:
Ei =

 ⊕k(1Ak ⊗ κi,Bk) Di
0 Ci

 , (A.2)
for some operators κi,Bk ∈ B(HBk), Ci ∈ B(P0) and Di is an operator that maps from P0 to
P0.
(iv) Σ has the structure of A: Σ contains all operators of the form σ =⊕k(MAk ⊗ τBk) (written
in the same basis as the canonical decomposition of A), where MAk is an arbitrary operator in
B(HAk)(=MAk), and τBk is a unique nk × nk state that is the same for all MAk ;
(v) A = P0BP0.
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Proof. We start by showing that P0 is an invariant subspace under E . This requires us to first show
that Σ contains a full-rank (fixed) state on P0.
Lemma A.1.1. Σ contains a positive, full-rank (on P0) operator, i.e., there exists ρ0 ∈ Σ, such
that 〈ψ|ρ0|ψ〉 > 0 for all pure states |ψ〉 ∈ P0.
Proof. Consider ρ0 ≡ E∞(1), where 1 is the identity on the full Hilbert space. Since E∞ is CP and
projects onto fixed points of E , ρ0 must be a non-negative fixed point of E , and hence is in Σ. Let
Q ⊆ P0 be the support of ρ0. We want to show that Q = P0. Suppose Q is a proper subspace
of P0. Then, there exists |ψ〉 in P0\Q such that 〈ψ|ρ0|ψ〉 = 0, but there exists X ∈ Σ such that
〈ψ|X |ψ〉 6= 0 (for example, taking X to be a full-rank fixed operator on P0 works). Let Y be one of
the four possible Hermitian operators: ±(X +X†), ±i(X −X†), chosen so that 〈ψ|Y |ψ〉 < 0 (this
must be true for at least one of the four possibilities). Since X†, −X and iX are all in Σ if X ∈ Σ,
Y is also in Σ, so E∞(Y ) = Y . Now consider the operator ρ = 1+ δY , where δ > 0 is chosen small
enough so that ρ is non-negative. Then, E∞(ρ) = ρ0+ δY . However, 〈ψ|ρ|ψ〉 < 0, which contradicts
the CP property of E∞. Therefore, Q = P0, and ρ0 is the desired positive, full-rank fixed operator. 
Next we show that E maps every operator on a subspace P into the set of operators on the
support of any full-rank operator on P .
Lemma A.1.2. For a subspace P, let X0 be positive and full-rank on P, and Q ≡ supp{E(X0)} for
some CP map E. Then, for every X ∈ B(P), E(X) ∈ B(Q).
Proof. Suppose there exists X ∈ B(P) such that E(X) /∈ B(Q). Since E acts as E(X) =∑iEiXE†i
for some set of Kraus operators {Ei}, the span of {Ei} must include some operator E ∝ |φ〉〈ψ| such
that |ψ〉 ∈ P , but |φ〉 /∈ Q. Therefore, E(|ψ〉〈ψ|) /∈ B(Q), for it has support on |φ〉〈φ|. However, X0
has support on |ψ〉 since it is full-rank on P , so E(X0) /∈ B(Q), which contradicts the definition of
Q. 
TakingX0 in lemma A.1.2 to be ρ0, the positive full-rank operator in Σ, andQ = P0, we immediately
see that P0 is an invariant subspace under E , that is, for every X ∈ B(P0), E(X) ∈ B(P0).
Consider EP0 ≡ Pˆ0 ◦ E ◦ Pˆ0, the restriction of E to P0, with Kraus operators {κi} = {P0EiP0}.
Since P0 is an invariant subspace, we know that EiP0 = P0EiP0 ∀i, and EP0 is trace-preserving on
P0, i.e.,
∑
i κ
†κi = P0. Furthermore, since P0 is the support of the fixed-point set of E , EP0 has the
same set of fixed points as E . We can show the following lemma:
Lemma A.1.3. For any X ∈ B(P0), E†P0(X) = X if and only if [X,κi] = 0 for all i.
Proof. (This proof is partly from [111].) If [X,κi] = 0∀i, then E†P0(X) =
∑
i κ
†
iXκi = (
∑
i κ
†
iκi)X =
P0X = X . For the converse, given E†P0(X) = X , consider the quantity
∑
i[X,κi]
†[X,κi] =
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E†P0(X†X) − X†E†P0(X) − (E†P0(X))†X + X†X = E†P0(X†X) −X†X . By construction, this is non-
negative. Now, observe that tr{ρ0[E†P0(X†X)−X†X ]} = tr{EP0(ρ0)X†X}−tr{ρ0X†X} = 0, since ρ0
is fixed under E (and hence EP0). ρ0 is full-rank and positive, which implies that for any Y ∈ B(P0),
Y ≥ 0, tr(ρ0Y ) = 0 ⇔ Y = 0. Therefore, E†P0(X†X) −X†X = 0, and
∑
i[X,κi]
†[X,κi] = 0. Since
every term in the sum is non-negative, we conclude that [X,κi] = 0 ∀i. 
Lemma A.1.3 tells us that the fixed-point set of E†P0 is precisely the commutant in B(P0) of the
Kraus set {κi}. This commutant is closed under addition and multiplication. Furthermore, the
fixed-point set of E†P0 is closed under Hermitian conjugation. Therefore, the fixed-point set of E†P0 is
a matrix algebra. Let us denote this matrix algebra by A, and write it as
A ∼=
⊕
k
(MAk ⊗ 1Bk), (A.3)
following the notation of equation (2.9). Note that A has support on P0 since E†P0 is unital (on P0).
It is clear from this that the Kraus operators κi must be of the form κi =
⊕
k(1Ak ⊗ κi,Bk) since it
is in the commutant of A. EP0 hence acts as the identity on HAk while doing something non-trivial
on HBk . This gives equation (A.2), with the zero entry in Ei being due to the fact that P0 is an
invariant subspace.
Next, we want to show that Σ has the structure of A. Consider operators supported on P0 of
a form that respects the decomposition (A.3): ρ =
⊕
k(σAk ⊗ τBk). EP0 acts on such operators as
EP0(ρ) =
⊕
k(σAk ⊗ EBk(τBk)), where EBk is a map that acts only on the Bk factor, with Kraus
operators {κi,Bk}. Now, suppose for every k, we choose τBk to be a fixed state of EBk—such a state
always exists by Schauder’s fixed-point theorem [42]. Then ρ =
⊕
k(σAk ⊗ τBk) is a fixed point of
EP0 and hence belongs to Σ.
We need to show that such operators exhaust Σ. To do this, let us view EP0 and E†P0 as matrices
acting on vectors in the Hilbert-Schmidt space for B(P0). The matrix LEP0 representing EP0 has
matrix elements (see section 1.4) (LEP0 )ij = tr{O†i EP0(Oj)} for any orthonormal basis {Oi} for
B(P0). It is easy to see that the matrix representing E†P0 is the Hermitian conjugate of LEP0 .
The eigenvalues of a matrix and its Hermitian conjugate are complex conjugates of each other.
Therefore, the dimensions of the +1-eigenspaces of LEP0 and L†EP0 are equal, i.e., Σ and A have the
same dimensions when viewed as subspaces in the Hilbert-Schmidt space. The dimension of A is∑
k d
2
k. The set of all operators of the form ρ =
⊕
k(σAk ⊗ τBk) in Σ, for a particular choice of fixed
state τBk for each k, is also
∑
k d
2
k. This tells us that each EBk has exactly one fixed state τBk , and
that Σ consists of all operators of the form ρ =
⊕
k(σAk ⊗ τBk). Observe that Σ is just A but with
1Bk replaced by τBk for each k.
Lastly, let us turn to the fixed-point set B of E†. Using the fact that EiP0 = P0EiP0, it is easy
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to see that P0XP0 is a fixed point of E†P0 for any X ∈ B. This implies that P0BP0 ⊆ A. To show
that A ⊆ P0BPo, we show that every operator in A has an extension to B. We again go to the
Hilbert-Schmidt space. For clarity, we denote the Hilbert-Schmidt space corresponding to B(H) by
K, the (vector) subspace for B(P0) by K0, and its orthogonal complement in K by K0. The matrix
representing the linear map E can be written in the following block form:
LE =

 LEP0 LG
0 LF

 . (A.4)
Here, the notation LΦ refers to the matrix acting on vectors in K (by left multiplication) corre-
sponding to a linear map Φ on operators in B(H). LEP0 corresponds to the map EP0 and maps K0
back into itself. LF maps K0 back into itself, while LG maps K0 to K0. There is no mapping (the
zero entry) from K0 to K0 since P0 is an invariant subspace under E (lemma A.1.2). The matrix for
E† is the Hermitian conjugate L†E .
We first need a technical fact about LF :
Lemma A.1.4. LF has no fixed points.
Proof. Suppose there exists X ∈ K0 such that LFX = X (note that X here is a vector in the
Hilbert-Schmidt space). LGX 6= 0 since, if LGX = 0, then X is a fixed point of E whose support
is outside P0, which would violate the definition of P0. Let LGX = Y , for some non-zero Y ∈ K0.
Then LE
(
0
X
)
=
(
Y
X
)
in K, and the action of En on the operator corresponding to ( 0X) is given by
(LE)n
(
0
X
)
=

 ∑n−1m=0(LEP0 )nY
X

 . (A.5)
If Y is not orthogonal to Σ, this sum would diverge as n → ∞. This would say that E is non-
contractive, which violates complete positivity [46]. Therefore, Y must be orthogonal to Σ, and the
sum converges to
(
Y∞
X
)
, where Y∞ ≡ (1− EP0)−1(Y ). This is a fixed point of E not contained in Σ,
which contradicts the definition of Σ. 
Using this, we can show that every fixed point of E†P0 has an extension to a fixed point of E†:
Lemma A.1.5. For each fixed point XP0 ∈ B(P0) of E†P0 , there exists a fixed point X ∈ B(H) of E†
such that P0XP0 = XP0 .
Proof. For any XP0 ∈ A, the fixed point set of E†P0 , we want to construct an extension outside
of B(P0) such that the resulting operator is a fixed point of E†. In the Hilbert-Schmidt space,
XP0 can be represented as the vector
(XK0
0
)
. Consider the vector
(XK0
XK0
)
, which corresponds to an
operator X ∈ B(H) such that P0XP0 = XP0 . The goal is to solve for XK0 . Using the block-matrix
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form of E† from taking the Hermitian conjugate of equation (A.4), we want to solve the equation
L†E
(XK0
XK0
)
=
(XK0
XK0
)
:
L†E
(
XK0
XK0
)
=
( LE†
P0
XK0
L†GXK0 + L†FXK0
)
=
(
XK0
XK0
)
. (A.6)
That LE†
P0
XK0 = XK0 is true by construction. For the remaining equation, L†GXK0 +L†FXK0 = XK0
implies XK0 = (1K0 − L
†
F )
−1L†GXK0 , provided the inverse exists. To see that the inverse exists,
observe that LF (and hence L†F ) having no fixed points (lemma A.1.4) tells us that 1K0 − L
†
F only
has non-zero eigenvalues. Since the determinant of any matrix is given by the product of all its
eigenvalues (with the appropriate algebraic multiplicities),1 this implies that the determinant of the
square matrix 1K0 − L
†
F is non-zero, and hence 1K0 − L
†
F is invertible. 
From this, we have thatA ⊆ P0BP0, and since from before, we know that the converse P0BP0 ⊆ A
is true, it must hold that A = P0BP0. This completes the proof of theorem 2.3. 
A.2 Proof of Lemma 2.4
Lemma 2.4 Every unitarily noiseless code of E is isometric to a subset of states in the span of the
rotating points of E.
Proof. Recall that a rotating point of E is an operatorX such that E(X) = eiφX for some φ ∈ [0, 2π).
Let ΣR be the complex span of all rotating points of E . It is convenient go to the Hilbert-Schmidt
space, where ΣR can be viewed as a subspace spanned by the vectors corresponding to the rotating
points. Clearly, ΣR is an invariant subspace under the linear map E in the sense that any vector in
ΣR gets mapped under E to another vector in ΣR. Let ER denote E restricted to ΣR. We view E
and ER as matrices acting on vectors in the Hilbert-Schmidt space.
Even though E may not be a diagonalizable matrix, we can still write it in the Jordan normal
form [112]: there exists an invertible matrix S such that E = SJS−1, where J is the matrix
J = diag[J1, J2, . . . , JK ]. Each Jk is called a Jordan block, and it is zero except on the diagonal and
first off-diagonal:
Jk =


λk 1
. . .
. . .
λk 1
λk

 . (A.7)
1This fact does not require diagonalizability of the matrix, and can be proven using the Jordan
normal form.
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The Jordan form for E is unique up to permutation of the Jordan blocks. Note that any vector |v〉
is an eigenvector of J if and only if S|v〉 is an eigenvector of E .
Lemma A.2.1. For any k, the support of Jk contains exactly one unit eigenvector of E. The
corresponding eigenvalue is λk.
Proof. Let {|v(k)α 〉}mα=1 be the ordered basis for the support of Jk in which Jk takes the form equation
(A.7). Clearly, Jk|v(k)1 〉 = λk|v(k)1 〉, so S|v(k)1 〉 is an eigenvector of E with eigenvalue λk. To show
that this is the only eigenvector in this Jordan block, consider |v〉 ≡ ∑α µα|v(k)α 〉 a vector in the
support of Jk. From the form of Jk in equation (A.7), it is easy to see that the coefficients {µα}
satisfy the equation Jk|v〉 = a|v〉 for some constant a only if µα+1 = (a−λk)µα for α = 1, . . . ,m−1,
and (a− λk)µm = 0. The only non-trivial solution is a = λk and µ1 6= 0, µα>1 = 0. 
This lemma tells us that the rotating points of E are mutually orthogonal, unless there are degenerate
eigenspaces of rotating points. In that case, we can still pick an orthonormal basis for each degenerate
eigenspace (already done in the Jordan normal form), and these bases, together with the non-
degenerate rotating points, form an orthonormal basis of rotating points for ΣR. We denote this
basis as {Xl}. ER is diagonal in this basis, with entries eiφl(= λl). Note that, for any CPTP map
E , the following lemma from [113] holds:
Lemma A.2.2. Any eigenvalue λ of E must satisfy |λ| ≤ 1.
This, together with lemma A.2.1, implies that |λk| ≤ 1 ∀k.
Next, consider powers of E . En can be written using the Jordan normal form as SJnS−1 where
Jn = diag[Jn1 , J
n
2 , . . . , J
n
K ] with each J
n
k being an upper-triangular matrix:
Jnk =


λnk
(
n
1
)
λn−1k
(
n
2
)
λn−2k . . .
0 λnk
(
n
1
)
λn−1k . . .
0 0 λnk . . .
. . .

 (A.8)
Using the form of Jnk in equation (A.8), we can show the following fact about the rotating points of
E :
Lemma A.2.3. Any (non-degenerate) rotating point of E must occur in a one-dimensional Jordan
block.
Proof. (This proof follows ideas from [113] for the proof of lemma A.2.2.) Suppose there exists a
rotating point X such that it belongs to some m×m Jordan block Jk with m > 1. Let {X(k)α }mα=1 be
an operator basis for the operators in the support (as vectors) of Jk, with X
(k)
1 ≡ X . Consider the
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completely mixed state ρ
1
≡ 1/d (d is the dimension of the Hilbert space). Let σ be some operator
in the span of {X(k)α }mα=2 and consider the operator ρ ≡ ρ1+ησ where η is a positive number chosen
small enough so that ρ is positive. Applying En to ρ gives En(ρ) = En(ρ
1
) + ηEn(σ). Since E is TP,
En(ρ
1
) remains finite. However, since X is a rotating point, we know that |λk| = 1, and the entries
of Jnk grows in amplitude as n increases, and hence the entries of En(σ) (viewed as a vector) grow
in amplitude. For large enough n (η fixed), there will be a choice of σ such that En(ρ) is no longer
positive semidefinite. But this violates the assumption that E is a CPTP map. Hence, we must have
that m = 1. 
Lemma A.2.3 tells us that any Jordan block Jk with m > 1 must have |λk| < 1.
Now, let {Yβ} be an operator basis for operators outside of ΣR. Yβ ’s are the operators occurring
in Jordan blocks with |λk| < 1. Hence limn→∞ En(Yβ) = 0 since equation (A.8) tells us that
limn→∞ Jnk = 0 if |λk| < 1. We can use {Xl}
⋃{Yβ} as an operator basis for B(H), and write any
operator A ∈ B(H) as A =∑l alXl +∑β bβYβ . Then,
lim
n→∞
En(A) = lim
n→∞
(∑
l
al(ER)n(Xl) +
∑
β
bβEn(Yβ)
)
=
∑
l
al lim
n→∞
(ER)n(Xl), (A.9)
assuming the limit limn→∞(ER)n(Xl) exists for all l.
To work out what limn→∞(ER)n(Xl) is, we need the following lemma:
Lemma A.2.4. For every ǫ > 0, there exists some Nǫ ∈ N such that ‖(ER)Nǫ − 1R‖ < ǫ, where 1R
is the identity operator on ΣR.
Proof.2 Recall that ER is a diagonal matrix, with entries eiφl , l = 1, . . . ,M for M the dimension of
the subspace ΣR. If φl’s are all rational multiples of 2π, i.e., φl =
2πpl
ql
, pl, ql ∈ N, then choosing Nǫ
to be the lowest common multiple of all ql works.
Otherwise, a more complicated analysis is required. To have ‖(ER)Nǫ−1R‖ = maxl | exp(iNǫφl)−
1| = 2maxl | sin(Nǫφl/2)| < ǫ, it suffices to demand Nǫφl(mod 2π) < ǫ for all l. As n increases from
0, the point3 (nφ1(mod 2π), . . . , nφM (mod 2π)) traces out a trajectory on the surface of an M -
dimensional torus that wraps around whenever one of the nφl’s passes through an integer multiple
of 2π. If there is all the φl’s are rational multiples of 2π, this trajectory will eventually close upon
itself, and the path length of the trajectory is finite. If there is at least one φl that is not a rational
multiple of 2π, the trajectory will not close upon itself but cover the surface of the torus, which has
finite area (since it is finite dimensional). Consider hyperspheres of (Euclidean) diameter ǫ centered
at (nφ1(mod 2π), . . . , nφM (mod 2π)) for each n ∈ N. Because the trajectory either has finite length
or traverses a space of finite area, some of these hyperspheres will eventually overlap, i.e., there
2Ideas for this proof come from a homework problem in a course taught by my collaborator Robin
Blume-Kohout (Perimeter Institute).
3We always take the smallest non-negative value of nφl(mod 2π).
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exists finite r and s > r such that the hyperspheres centered at points with n = r and n = s overlap.
The distance between the centers of the overlapping hyperspheres is
√∑
l[(s− r)φl(mod 2π)]2 < ǫ,
which implies that (s− r)φl(mod 2π) < ǫ for all l. Therefore, we can choose Nǫ = s− r. 
We can view the limit limn→∞(ER)n equivalently as the limit limn→∞(ER)Nǫn. Intuitively,
provided we choose ǫ to decrease fast enough, this should converge to 1R. More precisely, we can
write (ER)Nǫ = 1R + Gǫ, where Gǫ is some map (need not be CP) on ΣR such that ‖Gǫ‖ < ǫ. Now
consider the map (ER)Nǫn = (1R + Gǫ)n =
∑n
m=0
(
n
m
)Gmǫ , for n ∈ N, which gives
‖(ER)Nǫn − 1R‖ ≤
n∑
m=1
(
n
m
)
‖Gmǫ ‖ ≤ ǫ(2n − 1). (A.10)
Let us choose ǫ = 3−n (actually, ǫ = C−n0 for any choice of C0 > 2 works). Then taking the limit
n→∞ of equation (A.10), we conclude that limn→∞(ER)Nǫn = 1R.
From this, we see that equation (A.9) can be rewritten as
lim
n→∞ E
n(A) =
∑
l
alXl ∈ ΣR. (A.11)
Therefore, Einf ≡ limn→∞ EnNǫ (with ǫ depending on n as above) is the projection onto ΣR. Since
a unitarily noiseless code is preserved under any power of E , it must be preserved under Einf, which
gives the isometry condition. 
Note that Einf is TP since E is TP. Furthermore, Einf is CP with Kraus operators formed from
products of Kraus operators of E . These products can each be formally consisting of an infinite
number of factors, but because the Hilbert space is finite dimensional, and Einf is TP, each Kraus
operator (possibly infinitely many of them, but this does not affect the CP property of Einf) is finite.4
Einf is hence a CPTP map. Furthermore, it projects every operator onto the span of the rotating
points of E . Observe that ΣR is precisely the set of fixed points of Einf.
A.3 Proof of Lemma 2.6
Lemma 2.6 Every maximal H-noiseless code C of E with support in P0 has the form, written
according to the Hilbert space decomposition specified by the noiseless IPS of E,
C =
{⊕
k
(ρAk ⊗ µBk), for all states ρAk on HAk
}
, (A.12)
4Another way of saying this is that the set of CPTP maps on finite-dimensional Hilbert space is
closed under composition.
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where µBk is some particular choice of state on HBk that is the same for all ρAk .
Proof. We know from before (see equation (2.14)) that any code of this form is H-noiseless. For the
converse, we must demonstrate that the fact that C is H-noiseless disallows correlations between the
k-sectors as well as between HAk and HBk . Both convexity and maximality of the code are crucial
for this. First, recall the map E∞ from lemma 2.2, which projects onto the fixed point set Σ. As
given in equation (2.13), the CPTP E∞ must act on states supported on P0 as:
E∞(ρ) =
⊕
k
(
trBk{PkρPk} ⊗ τBk
)
, (A.13)
where τBk is the fixed state on HBk from before, and Pk projects onto the kth sector. From lemma
2.2, we know that for every fixed state of the form ρf ≡
⊕
k(σAk ⊗ τBk), there exists exactly one
code state ρ ∈ C such that E∞(ρ) = ρf . From equation (A.13), this demands trBk{PkρPk} = σAk
for all k.
Now, focus on the case with only two k-sectors, labeled 1 and 2. Consider two fixed states in
these sectors with block-diagonal form:
ρf1 =

 ρ′f1 0
0 0

 , ρf2 =

 0 0
0 ρ′f2

 .
The two code states that are isometric to the fixed points must respectively be of the form
ρ1 =

 ρ′1 0
0 0

 , ρ2 =

 0 0
0 ρ′2

 .
By convexity of C, any convex combination of ρ1 and ρ2 must also be in C. This excludes from C any
state with on-diagonals equal to this convex combination, but non-zero off-diagonals, since the two
different states will have the same image (and hence indistinguishable) under E∞. Generalizing this
to any number of k-sectors, we find that any code state in C must be block-diagonal: ρ =⊕k ρ′k.
Next, consider the state ρ′k for the kth sector. We need to show that only product states of
HAk ⊗HBk are allowed. We first consider a fixed state ρ′f on this sector of the form |ψ〉Ak〈ψ|⊗ τBk .
Since the state onHAk is pure, the corresponding code state whose image under E∞ is ρ′f must also be
pure on HAk . It is hence a product state of the form |ψ〉Ak〈ψ|⊗µBk . Next, suppose ρ′f = σAk ⊗τBk ,
where σAk is in general a mixed state which can be written as σAk =
∑
α qα|ψα〉Ak〈ψα|. Now, each
state |ψα〉Ak〈ψα| ⊗ τBk is a fixed state, with corresponding code state ρ′k,α = |ψα〉Ak〈ψα| ⊗ µBk,α.
By convexity, the state
∑
α qαρ
′
k,α is also in C and maps to ρf = σAk ⊗ τBk under E∞. This excludes
from C any other state with non-zero correlations between HAk and HBk , but with the reduced state
on HAk equal to σAk . Therefore, ρ′k must be of the form σAk ⊗ µBk for some µBk . Furthermore, we
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must have that µBk,α = µBk ∀α, in order for the Helstrom distinguishability between the ρ′k,α’s to
remain unchanged under E∞. 
A.4 Proof of Theorem 2.7
Theorem 2.7. A code C is H-preserved if and only if it is H-correctable.
Proof. One direction is intuitive—a code is correctable only if the information it carries is preserved
by E , regardless of the distinguishability measure used. For H specifically, we can use the contrac-
tivity property of the trace norm under a CPTP map [46], which states that ‖E(X)‖tr ≤ ‖X‖tr for
any CPTP E and any operator X . For any ρ, σ ∈ C and any p ∈ [0, 1], consider the weighted
difference ∆ = pρ − (1 − p)σ. If C is H-correctable, then there exists a CPTP R such that
‖∆‖tr = ‖(R ◦ E)(∆)‖tr ≤ ‖E(∆)‖tr ≤ ‖∆‖tr, which implies equality throughout. In particular,
‖E(∆)‖tr = ‖∆‖tr which is the condition for C to be H-preserved.
For the converse, we make use of the transpose channel RP given in equation (2.20). Given any
ρ, σ ∈ C and p ∈ [0, 1], let us write the corresponding weighted difference (a Hermitian operator) as
∆ = ∆+ −∆−, where ∆± are positive operators, with ∆+(∆−) denoting the part of ∆ with posi-
tive(negative) spectrum. Let P± ≡ supp(∆±) and P± be the projector onto P±. By construction,
P+ and P− are disjoint.
Lemma A.4.1. E(∆+) and E(∆−) have disjoint supports.
Proof. The triangle inequality for the trace norm, together with the fact that E is TP, gives
‖E(∆)‖tr = ‖E(∆+)− E(∆−)‖tr ≤ ‖E(∆+)‖tr + ‖E(∆−)‖tr = tr(∆+) + tr(∆−). (A.14)
However, ‖E(∆)‖tr = ‖∆‖tr = tr(∆+) + tr(∆−) since C is H-preserved. This implies equality
throughout equation (A.14), that is, ‖E(∆+)−E(∆−)‖tr = ‖E(∆+)‖tr+‖E(∆−)‖tr. This is possible
if and only if E(∆+) and E(∆−) have disjoint supports. 
Let P be the support of C, and P the projector onto P . Assume for now that ∆ is full-rank on
P , so that P = P+ + P−. Then,
Lemma A.4.2. P+ and P− are invariant subspaces under RP ◦ E, i.e., (RP ◦ E)(X±) ∈ B(P±) for
any X± ∈ B(P±).
Proof. RP ∼ {PE†i E(P )−1/2} (equation (2.20)) can be thought of as the composition of three
CP maps: RP = Pˆ ◦ E† ◦ N . Pˆ is the projection onto P , E† is the adjoint map of E , and N
is a normalization map N (·) = E(P )−1/2(·)E(P )−1/2. Let Q± ≡ supp(E(∆±)) and Q± be the
corresponding projectors. Since ∆± are positive, full-rank operators on P± (by construction), lemma
A.1.2 implies supp [E(P±)] ⊆ Q±, so E(P+) and E(P−) have disjoint supports. Therefore, the Kraus
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operator for N can be written as E(P )−1/2 = E(P+)−1/2 + E(P−)−1/2 (inverses taken on supports
only). N hence respects the partition into Q+ and Q− and does not mix them. Furthermore, using
the cyclic property of the trace to rewrite tr(Q±E(P∓)) = 0 as tr(P∓E†(Q±)) = 0, and using lemma
A.1.2, we conclude that E† does not map Q± into P∓. Hence, we have that
0 = tr{P∓(E† ◦ N ◦ E)(P±)} = tr{Pˆ(P∓)(E† ◦ N ◦ E)(P±)} = tr(P∓(RP ◦ E)(P±)). (A.15)
Since RP ◦ E is CP, and P = P+ +P− for a full-rank ∆, this shows that supp [(RP ◦ E)(P±)] ⊆ P±.
Setting X0 = P± in lemma A.1.2 immediately gives the statement that P± are invariant subspaces
under RP ◦ E . 
Applying lemma A.4.2 repeatedly tells us that F(∆+) and F(∆−) have disjoint supports, where
F ≡ ∑n pn(RP ◦ E)n for any probability distribution {pn}. Therefore, ‖F(∆)‖tr = tr(F(∆+)) +
tr(F(∆−)) = tr(∆+) + tr(∆−) = ‖∆‖tr. This implies that C is a H-noiseless code (see definition
2.4).
What if ∆ is not full-rank on P? There are two reasons why ∆ can be less than full-rank: the
first is that ρ and σ can both be unsupported on some subspace P ′ of P ; the second is that there is no
such P ′, but the choice of p is such that there are accidental zeros in the spectrum of ∆. The second
case is easy to deal with—there will be another p′ infinitesimally close to p for which ∆ is full-rank,
and we can use the analysis above. For the first case, we take ρ0 ∈ C full-rank on P (such a state
exists by definition of P and convexity of C), and construct the operator ∆η = pρ+ ηρ0 − (1− p)σ,
for some η > 0. η must be chosen small enough so that P± ⊆ supp(∆η,±), where ∆η,± are the
positive and negative spectra operators of ∆η. ∆η is full-rank on P . Furthermore, we can write
∆η ≡ α {p¯ [qρ+ (1 − q)ρ0]− (1− p¯)σ}, where α ≡ 1 + η, p¯ ≡ p+η1+η and q ≡ pp+η , so that ∆η is
proportional to a weighted difference in C and hence ‖E(∆η)‖tr = ‖∆η‖tr. We can then use ∆η in
place of ∆ in lemma A.4.2. 
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Appendix B
Supplementary Material for Chapter 4
B.1 Even-Order Magnus Terms for a Time-Symmetric Hamil-
tonian
Here we prove the fact that, if HM (t) is time symmetric, all even-order Magnus terms vanish. This
was previously known in the NMR literature, at least for the case of a piecewise constant Hamiltonian
[114].
Lemma B.1. If HM (T − t) = HM (t), then Ωn(T ) = 0 for all even n.
Proof. First we show that Ω(T ) is an odd function in A(t) = −iHM (t) when HM (t) (or corre-
spondingly A(t)) is time symmetric about T/2. Defining ∆N ≡ T/2N for N a positive integer, the
evolution from t = 0 to t = T can be written as
U(T, 0) = lim
N→∞
eA(T )∆N eA(T−∆N)∆N · · · eA(T2 +∆N )∆N eA(T2 −∆N )∆N · · · eA(∆N)∆N eA(0)∆N
= lim
N→∞
eA(0)∆N eA(∆N)∆N · · · eA(T2 −∆N)∆N eA(T2 −∆N)∆N · · · eA(∆N)∆N eA(0)∆N , (B.1)
where in the second line, we have used the time symmetry A(T − t) = A(t). Using this expression,
and noting that A(t)† = −A(t), U †(T, 0) is given by
U †(T, 0) = lim
N→∞
e−A(0)∆Ne−A(∆N )∆N · · · e−A(T2 −∆N )∆N
× e−A(T2 −∆N )∆N · · · e−A(∆N)∆N e−A(0)∆N . (B.2)
From this, we see that U †(T, 0) is just U(T, 0) but with the replacement A(t)→ −A(t) ∀t. In terms
of the Magnus expansion however, we have that U(T, 0) = exp (Ω(T )) while U †(T, 0) = exp (−Ω(T )).
This means that Ω(T ) → −Ω(T ) + i2πℓ when A(t) → −A(t), for some integer ℓ. In fact, ℓ must
be zero since we can smoothly deform A(t) to one where [A(t), A(t′)] = 0 ∀t, t′. In that case,
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Ω(T ) = Ω1(T ) =
∫ T
0 dt A(t), and A(t) → −A(t) just gives −Ω(T ) without any additional phase.
Since this phase cannot change under continuous deformation of A(t), we must have ℓ = 0 in general.
This tells us that Ω(T ) changes sign under A(t)→ −A(t), i.e., it is odd in A(t).
In general, Ωn(T ) is an integral of an expression containing n factors of A(t). Thus, Ωn(T ) is
invariant under the replacement A(t)→ −A(t) for n even, and changes sign under this replacement
for n odd. Since in the time-symmetric case Ω(T ) changes sign under A(t) → −A(t), we conclude
that Ωn(T ) vanishes for n even. 
B.2 Measuring and Preparing During the Computation
It was convenient in our analysis, as in previous similar analyses [74, 75, 77], to assume that all
preparations of ancillas needed during the computation are done only in the beginning, and all
measurements are done only at the end. How can we make this equivalent to the actual computation
for which we prepare and measure along the way?
In a computation where we prepare the ancillas only when we need them, the ancillas certainly
cannot sustain noise before they are prepared. To account for this in our analysis, we just need
to exclude an ancilla from being a valid location in which a fault can be inserted in the fault-path
expansion, until the moment it is is prepared and starts interacting with the bath. Similarly, qubits
that are measured during the computation are decoupled from the bath after the measurement (as-
suming that the classical records are stable and noise free). These “post-measurement” locations
also need to be excluded from the fault-path expansion as valid locations for fault insertions. This
is in line with our assumption that a preparation(measurement) can be modeled as an ideal prepa-
ration(measurement) followed(preceded) by interaction with the bath via the noise Hamiltonian, at
that point in time, for that particular ancilla.
Measurements, however, require additional considerations. Measurements during the computa-
tion are needed to deduce error syndromes for error correction, for ancilla verification, and for per-
forming non-Clifford gates via teleportation. The measurement outcomes typically undergo some
classical processing, and some operation on the data qubits is applied conditioned on the result.
To adapt our description where measurements are done only at the end to this scenario, one needs
to include the classical measurement outcomes as part of the quantum system. Since the classical
measurement records are assumed stable, the qubits carrying the measurement outcomes (call them
syndrome qubits) are noise free, that is, they should be excluded as valid fault locations. The classi-
cal processing on the measurement outcomes then becomes a unitary operation on these syndrome
qubits. Since we assume classical computation is instantaneous and error free, this unitary operation
is a noise free, instantaneous (takes no evolution time) gate in our fault-path expansion.
We also need to include the operation on the data qubits conditioned on the result (call this
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the control) of the classical processing. In our description, the control is a superposition of different
possible values, since the coherence between different measurement outcomes is maintained. The
conditional operation is hence done coherently in the following way: every possible conditional
operation is performed, one after another, but the gate is applied only if the control is of the right
value for it. If the control can take N distinct values so that there are N possible conditional
operations, there are then N such conditional gates in our circuit. In the actual computation
however, the classical control takes only a particular value out of the N possibilities, and only one
of the N conditional gates occurs in the circuit. So, in any fault path in our description, only one of
the N conditional gates can have faults, and the fault can only occur on the system qubits involved
in that gate and not on the control. All N conditional gates also occupy the same time step in our
circuit. An alternative description is to perform all the conditional operations in superposition based
on the superposition of the control values. The location corresponding to this gate now involves all
qubits that can be acted on by at least one conditional gate. One then needs to specify that only
the qubits involved in a single conditional gate can have faults for a given fault path.
In this way, our description is completely equivalent to one where we prepare and measure during
the computation.
B.3 The S(j)n Operators
Here we derive bounds on the S
(j)
n operators found in the recursive formulae (Eqs. (4.76a)–(4.76e))
for the Magnus terms.
Lemma B.2. For all n ≥ 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1,
‖S(j)n (t)‖ ≤ f (j)n J (2ǫt)n−1 , (B.3)
where the coefficients are defined recursively:
f
(0)
1 = 1, f
(0)
n = 0, n > 1, (B.4a)
f (j)n = 2
n−j∑
m=1
m−1∑
p=0
|Bp|
p!m
f (p)m f
(j−1)
n−m , n ≥ 2. (B.4b)
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction. We begin with the smallest case where n = 2, j = 1:
‖S(1)2 (t)‖ = ‖[Ω1(t),−iHM (t)]‖ ≤
∫ t
0
ds ‖ [HM (s), HM (t)] ‖. (B.5)
The commutator can be bounded as in equation (4.83): ‖[HM (s), HM (t)]‖ ≤ 4Jǫ. This thus gives
‖S(1)2 (t)‖ ≤ 4Jǫt. Since f (1)2 = 2, this can be rewritten as ‖S(1)2 ‖ ≤ 4Jǫt = f (1)2 J(2ǫt).
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For a given n ≥ 3, suppose that the lemma holds for all S(p)m for m < n, 1 ≤ p ≤ m − 1. There
are three different types of S
(j)
n :
S(1)n (t) = [Ωn−1(t),−iHM (t)] ; (B.6a)
S(n−1)n (t) =
[
Ω1(t), S
(n−2)
n−1 (t)
]
; (B.6b)
S(j)n (t) =
[
Ω1(t), S
(j−1)
n−1 (t)
]
+
n−j∑
m=2
[
Ωm(t), S
(j−1)
n−m (t)
]
, for 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 2. (B.6c)
Note that the last case occurs only for n ≥ 4. We will bound each case separately. First, for S(1)n ,
‖S(1)n (t)‖ ≤ 2‖Ωn−1(t)‖‖HM (t)‖
≤ 2ǫ
n−2∑
p=1
|Bp|
p!
∫ t
0
ds‖S(p)n−1‖ ≤ J(2ǫt)n−1
n−2∑
p=1
|Bp|
p!(n− 1)f
(p)
n−1. (B.7)
It is easy to show that f
(1)
n = 2
∑n−2
p=1
|Bp|
p!(n−1)f
(p)
n−1, so ‖S(1)n (t)‖ ≤ f (1)n J(2ǫt)n−1.
Next we bound S
(n−1)
n :
‖S(n−1)n (t)‖ ≤ 2‖Ω1(t)‖‖S(n−2)n−1 (t)‖ ≤ f (n−2)n−1 J(2ǫt)n−1 (B.8)
It is easy to see that f
(n−1)
n = 2f
(n−2)
n−1 , so ‖S(n−1)n (t)‖ ≤ f (n−1)n J(2ǫt)n−1.
Lastly, the 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 2 cases:
‖S(j)n (t)‖ ≤ 2‖Ω1(t)‖‖S(j−1)n−1 (t)‖ + 2
n−j∑
m=2
m−1∑
p=1
|Bp|
p!
(∫ t
0
ds‖S(p)m (t)‖
)
‖S(j−1)n−m (t)‖
≤ f (j−1)n−1 J(2ǫt)n−1 + J2t(2ǫt)n−2
[
2
n−j∑
m=2
m−1∑
p=1
|Bp|
p!m
f (p)m f
(j−1)
n−m
]
. (B.9)
The expression within the brackets in the last line looks like f
(j)
n in equation (B.4), except we need
to add in the m = 1 terms, as well as the p = 0 terms. In fact,
[
2
n−j∑
m=2
m−1∑
p=1
|Bp|
p!m
f (p)m f
(j−1)
n−m
]
= f (j)n − 2
|B0|
0!1
f
(0)
1 f
j−1
n−1 − 2
n−j∑
m=2
|B0|
0!m
f (0)m f
(j−1)
n−m
= f (j)n − 2f (j−1)n−1 , (B.10)
where in the last line, we have used the fact that f
(0)
m>1 = 0. Putting this into ‖S(j)n (t)‖, and using
the fact that J ≤ ǫ, we get
‖S(j)n (t)‖ ≤ f (j−1)n−1 J(2ǫt)n−1 + J(ǫt)(2ǫt)n−2
[
f (j)n − 2f (j−1)n−1
]
≤ f (j)n J(2ǫt)n−1. (B.11)
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This completes the induction. 
B.4 The fn Coefficients
In [109], fn were shown to be coefficients of G
−1(y) =
∑∞
n=1 fny
n, the inverse function of
y = G(s) =
∫ s
0
dx
[
2 +
x
2
(
1− cot x
2
)]−1
. (B.12)
Here, we will provide an independent proof the above claim. Since fn is known once the f
(j)
n
coefficients are known, all we need to show is that the coefficients of G−1 can be written in the form
of equation (4.90), with f
(j)
n defined via the recursion relations equation (B.4).
First, let us prove a little lemma that applies to a general function y(s):
Lemma B.3. Suppose we have a smooth function y ≡ G(s), monotonic over its domain and y(0) =
0. Let g(s) be such that dyds =
1
g(s) . Then G
−1(y) can be written as
∑∞
n=1 fny
n with
fn ≡ 1
n!
[(
g(s)
d
ds
)n−1
g(s)
]∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
. (B.13)
Proof. Since y is monotonic over its domain, its inverse G−1(y) = s exists. Its derivatives are given
by
dn
dyn
G−1(y) =
(
g(s)
d
ds
)n
s =
(
g(s)
d
ds
)n−1
g(s), (B.14)
where in the first equality, we have used the chain rule of differentiation: ddy =
ds
dy
d
ds =
(
dy
ds
)−1
d
ds =
g(s) dds . Since y is a smooth function, so is g(s) and hence all derivatives of G
−1(y) exist. We
can then expand G−1(y) as a Taylor series about y = 0 and write G−1(y) =
∑∞
n=0 fny
n for some
coefficients fn. f0 = 0 since G
−1(0) = 0. For n ≥ 1, the Taylor coefficients are given by
fn =
1
n!
dn
dyn
G−1(y)
∣∣∣∣
y=0
, (B.15)
which, upon inserting equation (B.14) and noting that y(0) = 0, immediately gives equation (B.13).

For our purposes, the function y is given in equation (B.12), i.e., y = G(s) which is smooth and
monotonic over the domain s ∈ [−2π, 2π]. It is also clear that y(0) = 0. lemma B.3 thus tells us
that we can write G−1(y) =
∑∞
n=1 fny
n, where fn is given in equation (B.13) with
g(s) ≡
(
dy
ds
)−1
= 2 +
s
2
(
1− cot s
2
)
. (B.16)
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Lemma B.4. The coefficients fn in G
−1(y) =
∑∞
n=1 fny
n can be written in the form of equation
(4.90), with f
(j)
n defined according to equation (B.4).
Proof. For n = 1, the index j in equation (4.90) can only take value 0, so f1 can be written in the
form of equation (4.90) if we set f
(0)
1 = 1. For n ≥ 2, observe that, using the expansion of cotx
involving Bernoulli numbers (note that Bj = 0 for all odd n > 1), it is easy to show
g(s) = 2 +
s
2
(
1− cot s
2
)
=
∞∑
j=0
|Bj |
j!
sj . (B.17)
Using this series expansion of g(s), we can rewrite (B.13) for fn≥2 as:
fn =
1
n2n−1
n−1∑
j=1
|Bj |
j!
2n−1
(n− 1)!
[(
g
d
ds
)n−1
sj
]∣∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
. (B.18)
Notice that there is no j = 0 term since it vanishes, so we can set f
(0)
n≥2 = 0. Furthermore, the
sum terminates at n− 1 because higher-order terms vanish under differentiation and setting s = 0.
Comparing with equation (4.90), we see that we need to define f
(j)
n as
f (j)n ≡
2n−1
(n− 1)!
[(
g
d
ds
)n−1
sj
]∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
. (B.19)
We need to show that f
(j)
n obeys the recursive relation (B.4). Using our definition of f
(j)
n from
(B.19), the right-hand side of equation (B.4) can be rewritten as
2
n−j∑
m=1
m−1∑
p=0
|Bp|
p!m
f (p)m f
(j−1)
n−m
= 2
n−j∑
m=1
m−1∑
p=0
|Bp|
p!m
2m−1
(m− 1)!
[(
g
d
ds
)m−1
sp
]∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
2n−m−1
(n−m− 1)!
[(
g
d
ds
)n−m−1
sj−1
]∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
2n−1
(n− 1)!
n−j∑
m=1
(
n− 1
m
) [(
g
d
ds
)m−1 m−1∑
p=0
|Bp|
p!
sp
]∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
[(
g
d
ds
)n−m−1
sj−1
]∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
. (B.20)
The expression
(∑m−1
p=0
|Bp|
p! s
p
)
is just g(s) if we can extend the upper limit of the sum to infinity.
We can indeed do this, because in the equation above, the expression is differentiated m− 1 times
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and s is set to 0. Hence, additional terms in the series of g(s) with p ≥ m vanishes. Therefore,
2
n−j∑
m=1
m−1∑
p=0
|Bp|
p!m
f (p)m f
(j−1)
n−m
=
2n−1
(n− 1)!
n−j∑
m=1
(
n− 1
m
) [(
g
d
ds
)m−1
g
]∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
[(
g
d
ds
)n−m−1
sj−1
]∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
2n−1
(n− 1)!
n−1∑
m=1
(
n− 1
m
) [(
g
d
ds
)m
s
]∣∣∣∣
s=0
[(
g
d
ds
)n−1−m
sj−1
]∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
. (B.21)
Now, for any differential operator D satisfying the product rule, i.e., D(xy) = D(x)y + xD(y) (x, y
commute), it is easy to see that
Dn(xy) =
n∑
m=0
(
n
m
)
[Dm(x)] [Dn−m(y)] . (B.22)
Take D = g dds , x = s and y = sj−1. Then (note that the m = 0 term is zero),
(
g
d
ds
)n−1
sj
∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
n−1∑
m=0
(
n− 1
m
) [(
g
d
ds
)m
s
]∣∣∣∣
s=0
[(
g
d
ds
)n−1−m
sj−1
]∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
. (B.23)
Putting this into (B.21) gives exactly the expression for f
(j)
n in (B.19). 
B.5 Bounds in the Time-Symmetric Case
Given Γ and ∆, we want to bound the individual Magnus terms in a way that exploits the fact
that HM (t) is time symmetric except in that small interval ∆. We will do this in the following way:
Ω′1(T ) will be bounded as before in the general case, since time symmetry makes no difference to this
term; Ω2(T ) and Ω4(T ) will be bounded in a way that makes use of the time symmetry, so that it is
explicit that they vanish when ∆ = 0; we bound Ω3(T ) starting from equation (4.85) above, but the
approximate time symmetry gives additional cancellations; higher-order Magnus terms (Ωn≥5(T ))
should also have additional cancellations due to the time symmetry, but for simplicity, we will bound
them as in the general case. Hence, we only need to derive the coefficients C2, C3 and C4 given in
table 4.1 for the time-symmetric case.
Bounds for Ω2 and Ω4
Using the compact notation from before, Ω2(T ) is given by
Ω2(T ) = −1
2
∫ T
0
ds1
∫ T
0
ds2Θ(1, 2)[1, 2]. (B.24)
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The double time integral can be split into four cases: (1) s1, s2 /∈ ∆, (2) s1 ∈ ∆, s2 /∈ ∆, (3)
s1 /∈ ∆, s2 ∈ ∆ and (4) s1, s2 ∈ ∆. Case (i) can be treated by defining a perfectly time-symmetric
version of HM (t), denoted by HM (t) where HM (t) = HM (t) for t /∈ ∆, and HM (t) = 0 for t ∈ ∆.
Then, case (i) can be written as
−1
2
∫ T
0
ds1
∫ T
0
ds2Θ(1, 2)[HM (s1), HM (s2)], (B.25)
which vanishes since this is just Ω2(T ) computed using the time-symmetric HM (t). The remaining
cases can be bounded by first bounding the integrand (the commutator) and then doing the integra-
tion. The commutator can be bounded using the fact that HM (t) = ±HB +H ′(t) for any t as done
in the derivation for Ω2(T ) in the general case (see equation (4.83)), so that ‖[1, 2]‖ ≤ 4Jǫ. Then,
doing the integration gives
‖Ω2(T )‖ ≤ 1
2
(4Jǫ)
[
2∆(T −∆) +∆2] = 4∆
T
(
1− ∆
2T
)
(JT )(ǫT ), (B.26)
which becomes Ω2(T ) = 0 when ∆ = 0.
Following a similar reasoning, we can derive bounds that, to lowest order, depend linearly on ∆/T
for all even Magnus terms. This analysis is given in appendix B.6. However, we will only use that
bound (equation (B.46)) for Ω2(T ) and Ω4(T ). To combine the bound for all even-order Magnus
terms into a simple expression, i.e., performing the infinite sum, requires putting in conditions
that further restrict the value of ǫT (in fact, we need 8ǫT < 1 for convergence) which reduces the
usefulness of these bounds. Equation (B.46) gives the same Ω2(T ) bound as above, while Ω4(T ) is
bounded by
‖Ω4(T )‖ ≤ 14(JT )(ǫT )3
[
1− (1 − ∆
T
)4
]
= 14(JT )(ǫT )3
[
4
(
∆
T
)
− 6
(
∆
T
)2
+ 4
(
∆
T
)3
−
(
∆
T
)4]
. (B.27)
Since 4(∆/T )3 ≤ 4(∆/T )2 and (∆/T )4 ≥ 0, we can rewrite this as
‖Ω4(T )‖ ≤ 14(JT )(ǫT )3
[
4
∆
T
− 2
(
∆
T
)2]
≤ 56∆
T
(
1− ∆
2T
)
(JT )(ǫT )3. (B.28)
Hence, we see that C2 = 4(∆/T ) (1− (∆/2T )) and C4 = 56(∆/T ) (1− (∆/2T )).
Bound for Ω3
To bound Ω3(T ) in the time-symmetric case, we begin with equation (4.85). Let us first assume
that HM (t) is perfectly time symmetric. In this case, by dividing the interval [0, T ] into two half
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intervals [0, T/2] and [T/2, T ] and using the time symmetry, we find that we can reduce the range
of integration for s1, s2 and s3 in equation (4.85) to [0, T/2] while making the replacement
Θ(123)→ Θ(123) + Θ(321) + Θ(23) + Θ(21) (B.29)
The four terms in the replacement arises from the four cases: (i) s1, s2, s3 ∈ [0, T/2], (ii) s1, s2, s3 ∈
[T/2, T ], (iii) s1 ∈ [T/2, T ] and s2, s3 ∈ [0, T/2], and (iv) s1, s2 ∈ [T/2, T ] and s3 ∈ [0, T/2]. All
other possibilities for the ranges of integration vanish under the time ordering Θ(123). Hence, we
have
Ω3(T ) =
1
6
∫ T/2
0
ds1ds2ds3 ([123] + [321]) (Θ(123) + Θ(321) + Θ(23) + Θ(21))
=
1
3
∫ T/2
0
ds1ds2ds3[123] (Θ(123) + Θ(321) + Θ(23) + Θ(21)) , (B.30)
where in the second equality, we have changed variables 1↔ 3 in the term containing [321].
Next, observe that
Θ(23) = Θ(123) + Θ(213) + Θ(231),
Θ(21) = Θ(321) + Θ(231) + Θ(213), (B.31)
and note that
0 =
∫ T/2
0
ds1ds2ds3 (Θ(321) + Θ(231)) [123], (B.32)
since [123] is antisymmetric under the replacement 2↔ 3 while Θ(321)+Θ(231) is symmetric. Thus,
we obtain
Ω3(T ) =
1
3
∫ T/2
0
ds1ds2ds3 (2Θ(123) + 2Θ(213)) [123]. (B.33)
Bounding the norm of [123] using equation (4.86), and then changing variables 1 ↔ 2 in the term
with Θ(213), we finally have that
‖Ω3(T )‖ ≤ 4
3
(
8Jǫ2
) ∫ T/2
0
ds1ds2ds3Θ(123)
=
4
3
(
8Jǫ2
)(T 3
48
)
=
2
9
(JT )(ǫT )2, (B.34)
for a perfectly time-symmetric HM (t). Observe that equation (B.34) has an additional factor of 1/2
compared to the corresponding bound (equation (4.87)) in the general case.
If HM (t) is time symmetric except for t ∈ ∆, we can do an analysis that is similar to that done
for the even Magnus terms. Let H ′M (t) = HM (t) for t /∈ ∆ and H ′M (t) = 0 for t ∈ ∆. Then, H ′M (t)
is perfectly time symmetric. Actually, we can discard the ∆ time period for which H ′M (t) = 0 and
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glue the pieces together (shifting the time t accordingly) so that we end up with a perfectly time
symmetric H ′′M (t) for t ∈ [0, T −∆]. Then, we can rewrite the expression for Ω3(T ) given in equation
(4.85) as
Ω3(T ) =
1
6
∫ T
0
ds1ds2ds3Θ(123) ([123] + [321]) (B.35)
=
1
6
∫
(ds1ds2ds3)T\∆Θ(123) ([123] + [321]) +
1
6
∫
(ds1ds2ds3)∆Θ(123) ([123] + [321]) ,
where (·)T\∆ denotes the condition that none of the integration variables in the parentheses is in
∆, while (·)∆ denotes at least one of the integration variables in the parentheses is in ∆. The first
integral in equation (B.35) is just Ω3(T −∆) computed for the perfectly time-symmetric H ′′M (t), and
hence can be bounded using equation (B.34). The second integral can be bounded by first bounding
the commutators using equation (4.86), and then doing the time integral
∫
(ds1ds2ds3)∆Θ(123).
This time integral splits into three cases: (i) exactly one of s1, s2, s3 is in ∆, (ii) exactly two of
s1, s2, s3 are in ∆, and (iii) all three of s1, s2, s3 are in ∆.
In case (i), for s1 ∈ ∆ and s2, s3 /∈ ∆, the time integral is given by
∫
(ds1)∆
∫
(ds2ds3)T\∆Θ(123) ≤
∫
(ds1)∆
∫
(ds2ds3)T\∆Θ(23)
= ∆
∫ T−∆
0
ds2ds3Θ(23)
=
1
2
∆(T −∆)2, (B.36)
where in going from the second to the third line, we have evaluated the s1 integral, and glued the
different pieces in T \∆ into a single continuous time interval [0, T −∆]. The time integrals for the
other possibilities in case (i), i.e., (s2 ∈ ∆, s1, s3 /∈ ∆) and (s3 ∈ ∆, s1, s2 /∈ ∆), can be bounded in
the same way.
In case (ii), for s1, s2 ∈ ∆ and s3 /∈ ∆, a similar argument as used in equation (B.36) can be
used to bound the time integral:
∫
(ds1)∆
∫
(ds2)∆
∫
(ds3)T\∆Θ(123) ≤ (T −∆)
∫ ∆
0
ds1ds2Θ(12) =
1
2
∆2(T −∆). (B.37)
The remaining two possibilities in case (ii), i.e., (s1, s3 ∈ ∆, s2 /∈ ∆) and (s2, s3 ∈ ∆, s1 /∈ ∆), can
be computed in the same way.
In case (iii), we only have one possibility: s1, s2, s3 ∈ ∆. The corresponding time integral can be
computed as
∫
(ds1)∆
∫
(ds2)∆
∫
(ds3)∆Θ(123) =
∫ ∆
0
ds1ds2ds3Θ(123) =
1
6
∆3. (B.38)
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Finally, we have that
‖Ω3(T )‖ ≤ 2
9
[J(T −∆)] [ǫ(T −∆)]2 + 1
3
(8Jǫ2)
[
3
2
∆(T −∆)2 + 3
2
∆2(T −∆) + 1
6
∆3
]
≤ 2
9
(JT )(ǫT )2
{
1 + 15
(
∆
T
)[
1− 14
15
(
∆
T
)]}
, (B.39)
where in the last line, we have dropped (upper bounded) the dependence on (∆/T )3. This gives C3
as stated in table 4.1 for the time-symmetric case.
B.6 Bounds for Even-Order Magnus Terms in the (Nearly)
Time-Symmetric Case
We want to generalize the argument used to compute the bound for Ω2(T ) in the case where HM (t)
is time symmetric except for t ∈ ∆. To do this for higher-order terms requires a formula for the
Magnus terms for which all the multiple time integrals are explicit. Such a formula can be found in
[115] (for n ≥ 2):
Ωn(T ) =
1
n
∫ T
0
ds1 . . .
∫ T
0
dsnLn[[. . . [A(s1), A(s2)], . . .], A(sn)] (B.40)
where
Ln ≡
n−1∑
l=1
1
l
(−1)l+1
∑
1≤j1<...<jn−l<n
n−l∏
m=1
Θ(jm, jm + 1). (B.41)
The Ln coefficients take care of the time ordering and relabeling of the integration variables. For
n even, following what we did in the Ω2(T ) case, we split up the n time integrals into n different
cases: (1) none of si, i = 1, . . . , n are in ∆, (2) exactly one of si ∈ ∆, (3) exactly two of si ∈ ∆, . . .,
(n) exactly n of si ∈ ∆. Case (1) is zero from the time symmetry of HM (t) for t /∈ ∆; the remaining
cases we bound by first bounding the nested commutator and Ln, and then doing the time integral.
The (n− 1)-nested commutator can be bounded as
‖[[. . . [A(s1), A(s2)], . . .], A(sn)]‖ ≤ 2n−2 ‖[A(s1), A(s2)]‖ ‖A(s3)‖ . . . ‖A(sn)‖
≤ 2n−2(4Jǫ)ǫn−2
= 2nJǫn−1. (B.42)
The 2n−2 factor in the first line comes from opening up (n− 2)-nested commutators using submul-
tiplicativity of the operator norm. The (4Jǫ) factor in the second line comes from the bound for
‖[A(s1), A(s2)]‖ given in equation (4.83).
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The coefficient Ln can be bounded by ignoring the step function (i.e., ignoring the time ordering,
since we do not have the details of ∆ anyway):
|Ln| ≤
n−1∑
l=1
1
l
∑
1≤j1<j2<...<jn−l<n
1 =
n−1∑
l=1
1
l
(
n− 1
n− l
)
=
n−1∑
l=1
1
n− l
(
n− 1
l
)
. (B.43)
The binomial factor arises from counting the number of terms in the sum over ji: we pick n − l
elements from the numbers 1 to n−1, and arranging them in ascending order gives a single choice of
(j1, j2, . . . , jn−l) and hence a single term in the sum. The number of ways of choosing n− l elements
from n− 1 distinct numbers is given by the binomial factor. To bound the remaining sum, consider
∫ 1
0
dx(1 + x)n−1 =
n−1∑
l=0
(
n− 1
l
)
1
n− l x
n−l
∣∣∣∣x=1
x=0
=
n−1∑
l=0
(
n− 1
l
)
1
n− l . (B.44)
Therefore, we have that
|Ln| ≤
∫ 1
0
dx(1 + x)n−1 −
(
n− 1
0
)
1
n
=
2
n
(
2n−1 − 1) . (B.45)
Putting these back in Ωn(T ) (n even) and doing the time integrals, we find that
‖Ωn(T )‖
≤ 2
n2
(
2n−1 − 1) (2nJǫn−1) [(n
1
)
∆(T −∆)n−1 +
(
n
2
)
∆2(T −∆)n−2 + · · ·+
(
n
n
)
∆n
]
=
2n+1Jǫn−1
n2
(
2n−1 − 1) [T n − (T −∆)n] . (B.46)
In the first inequality above, the terms in the brackets are the n − 1 cases for choosing the times
s1, . . . , sn, with at least one being in ∆. It is easy to check that the n = 2 case gives exactly the
bound for Ω2(T ) in equation (B.26). We see from this that Ωn(T ) is of order ∆T
n−1 rather than
T n, and thus vanishes when ∆ = 0.
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